FOREWORD
Young Chicago Authors holds young people to be key contributors to Chicago’s rich literary history. It is their stories that
add to the way(s) we understand the city of Chicago today. Chicago Writes is a Chicagocentric literary arts curriculum
appropriate for Language Arts and Social Studies junior high and high school classrooms. Drawing on the works of
Chicagobased literary artists such as Gwendolyn Brooks, Fred Hampton, Nelson Algren, Ida B. Wells, Chief Keef, Chance
the Rapper, and Studs Terkel, students are exposed to a variety of source materials, both contemporary and classic. The
combination between site specific texts that students will have a connection to, and the engaging writing prompts that put
young people at the center of their learning experience, makes this curriculum a powerful tool to use in the classroom.
For Young Chicago Authors, the writing process begins with a focus on content over form; what young people have to say
is more important than the mode of expression. We follow the credo of Gwendolyn Brooks, “tell the story that is right in
front of your nose.” Here, students own stories become the gateway into the writing process and from there we move into
form: hip hop poetry, spoken word, new journalism, and any other mode of expression that interest the learner.
Thank you for daring to implement this curriculum in your classroom. We look forward to hearing your thoughts and
opinions about the work. It is our goal over the next year to modify and adapt the materials to make it even better.

ABOUT THE CURRICULUM
Theoretical and Pedagogical Overview:
Our Curriculum draws on the rich tradition of critical theory as it applies to schooling that began with fellow Chicagoan John
Dewey as well as the theorists from the Frankfurt school in Germany and other progressive educators in the United States.
Critical pedagogy was further developed and expanded upon by, most famously, Paulo Freire, as well as Michael Apple,
Henry Giroux, Peter McLaren and many others and it asks educators to reconsider their lens on teaching and learning, on
curriculum, and on schooling as linked to power, oppression, history, and culture. As teachers, we must ‘wake up’ to the
idea that everything is political, including the curriculum in schools. As Howard Zinn has said, “You cannot be neutral on a
moving train.”
Once we begin to see this work in this way, we have the opportunity to invite students to see themselves as subjects  and
no longer as ‘objects’  in the world, in their own history, in their own education. Learning is no longer something that is
done to students, but with them and alongside them. Teachers are also learners just as students are also teachers. The
curriculum therefore becomes something to coinvestigate, not something to be deposited in the (supposedly) empty minds
of students.
As students begin to see themselves as subjects, they begin to question the world around them, inquiring into how and
why things are the way they are. This Curriculum nurtures this inquiry, surrounds it with the voices and poems of authors
and artists who were simultaneously writing the word and the world. But there is no singular dogma that these authors
espouse, no particular slant on the way they see the world. What unites them  and what YCA invites young people and
their teachers to engage in  is the sense making that comes as a result of speaking ones truth.
Certainly critical pedagogy is ‘critical’ in that it seeks to expose oppression and injustice; but ultimately it is hopeful, as it
uses that criticism as a starting place for reimagining a new world. This curriculum gives students a road map to begin
this journey to imagine new and amazing things. In this way, we are drawing on a humanist liberatory pedagogy, as well.
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In that sense this curriculum challenges teachers and students to empower themselves for social change, to advance
democracy and equality as they advance their literacy skills.
Finally, this curriculum is specifically local to the Chicago context. The notion of ‘making the world a better place’ is not
some lofty, ethereal, abstract notion, but a concrete, specific, personal call to action. This city has a rich tradition of art
and activism, and this curriculum immerses itself in learning and relearning how Chicago has called upon itself to grow and
improve. We draw inspiration from these voices and we invite any and all new voices to write the city and write a new
world.
Scope and Sequence:
This curriculum is organized into 4 thematic units that are intentionally sequenced both in concept and design. Their
thematic structure mimic a developmental continuum of identity development and youth development, beginning with a
focus on “Me,” moving to the community around the writer, first with “We,”and then a focus on “They.” From there, the
curriculum invites the writer to begin to construct a worldview, as other Chicago and national and international authors and
activists have done through experimenting with personal theory construction in Unit 4. While it’s certainly possible to
extract one unit from the rest in order to fit your needs, as a teacher, we encourage you to begin with Unit 1 and follow it
through Unit 4.
Within each of the 4 Units, there is a framework for each lesson that is intentional and predictable. Through Jay McTighe
and Grant Wiggin’s backwards mapping, the learning scaffolds and builds toward culminating activities outlined in the
Activity Guide located at the end of each Unit. We recognize the many constraints that teachers operate under in a typical
day/week/yearly schedule and we hope that by creating a framework for the lesson structure that is simultaneously fixed
and, yet, flexible, the curriculum is easy to use and creates the right level of structure for students. You’ll likely also
recognize that the framework mimics Bloom’s Taxonomy, beginning with more cognitive tasks and gradually moving to
more complex analytical tasks.

Write

Each lesson begins with Write so that students are actively engaged in the topic of the day,
reflecting on their own lives and putting pen to paper.

Listen

Then students Listen to the first of two pieces that day; often the first piece is written by a
contemporary author and is accessible and relatable to the students.

Analyze

Students and teacher are then invited to dialogue about the first piece in the Analyze step of the
lesson.

Compare

Then students listen to a 2nd piece and Compare it to the first piece; often the second piece
exposes students to an author  contemporary or more historical  that may be less familiar, but
can broaden the literacy and cultural learning taking place.

Synthesize

Students will then Synthesize what they’ve learned and demonstrate what they’ve learned in a
piece that they write, themselves.

Share and Reflect

The lesson ends with an opportunity to Share and Reflect with their peers and with themselves.

We’ve also included an Expand/Read/Watch section at the end of each lesson that provides additional resources and
suggestions that connect with either the theme of that lesson, the authors and artists featured in that lesson or the cultural
and historical learning that undergirds that lesson. These opportunities can be for students or teachers interested in
building their background knowledge or inquiring further on their own. They also can serve as launching points for more
indepth units that might grow out of the seed ideas found in this curriculum.
For your convenience, each Unit proceeds with a Unit Plan and provides an overview of Common Core Standards for each
lesson, preparation needs, a list vocabulary (Key Terms, Literary Terms and Devices, Literary Tool, Performance
Warmups), as well as guiding questions and preassessment strategies.

TABLE OF CONTENTS
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UNIT 1

This is who “I” am

The thematic structure of this unit mimics a developmental continuum of identity development and youth development,
beginning with a focus on “Me.” The writing in this unit inspires inspires introspection and selfexpression of students
multiple identities and sense of selves.
Lesson 1: This is how I see myself, part 1
“Rosie” by Essie Linzy
“What it’s like to be a black girl (For those of you who aren’t)” by Patricia Smith
Lesson 2: This is how I see myself, part 2
“Death From Below” Dan Sully and Tim Stafford
“Forest Whitaker” by Brother Ali
“Ode to the Schnozz” by Kevin Coval
Lesson 3: This is what I call myself
“My Name” from House on Mango Street by Sandra Cisneros
“My Name’s Not Rodriguez” from My Nature Is Hunger by Luis Rodriguez
“Shoulda Been Jimi Savannah” by Patricia Smith
Lesson 4: This is what I know
“How to Ride Chicago Transit After Dark” by Nate Marshall
“Self Help for Fellow Refugees” by LiYoung Lee
“When the Burning Begins” by Patricia Smith
Lesson 5: Editing Workshop #1
Culminating Activity: Inclass Open Mic  What I Sound Like
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Length of Each Lesson:
Ranges 45 minutes and one and ½ hours depending on the amount of class time available.
Objectives:
● Students will work independently on developing their own artistic voice through personal narrative.
● Students will be exposed to the artistic voices of Chicagobased literary artists.
● They will learn about and use different literary forms, devices and terms, and engage in the editing process.
● Students will put their own work on display infront of their class during an inclass Open Mic activity.
Standards Addressed:
Common Core Reading, Writing, Listening and Speaking, Literacy
RL.912.2.

Determine a theme or central idea of a text and analyze in detail its development over the course of the text, including how it
emerges and is shaped and refined by specific details; provide an objective summary of the text.

RL.912.4.

Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in the text, including figurative and connotative meanings;
analyze the impact of specific word choices on meaning and tone, including words with multiple meanings or language that is
particularly fresh, engaging, or beautiful. (Include Shakespeare as well as other authors.)

RL.912.5.

Analyze how an author’s choices concerning how to structure specific parts of a text (e.g., the choice of where to begin or
end a story, the choice to provide a comedic or tragic resolution) contribute to its overall structure and meaning as well as its
aesthetic impact.

W.912.3.

Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using effective techniques, wellchosen details, and
wellstructured event sequences.

W.9  12.4.

Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, and style are appropriate to task, purpose, and
audience.

W.9  12.5.

Analyze how an author’s choices concerning how to structure specific parts of a text (e.g., the choice of where to begin or
end a story, the choice to provide a comedic or tragic resolution) contribute to its overall structure and meaning as well as its
aesthetic impact.
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SL.912.1.

Initiate and participate effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (oneonone, in groups, and teacherled) with
diverse partners on grades 9–10 topics, texts, and issues, building on others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly and
persuasively.

SL.912.6.

Adapt speech to a variety of contexts and tasks, demonstrating command of formal English when indicated or appropriate.

L. 9  12.2b

Spell Correctly

L. 9  12.4

Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiplemeaning words and phrases, choosing flexibly from a range of
strategies.

L. 9  124a

Use context (e.g., the overall meaning of a sentence, paragraph, or text) as a clue to the meaning of a word or phrase.

Social and Emotional Learning Strands
STAGE I

STAGE J

2a1

Recognize ways to share feelings

2a4

Demonstrate empathy with others

2b7

Maintain positive relationships with peers of differences in gender, race, etc.

2a4

Use nonverbal cues to communicate understanding of another’s perspective

2a6

Practice responding to ideas

Materials Needed:
● Individual student journals
● Pens/pencils
● White board and dry erasers (can also use a chalk board or power point)
● Audio/Visual technology (computer with projector and speakers; or TV connected to a computer)
● Tumblr account (or another blog site account)
● Optional twitter account
Guiding Questions:
How can the literary arts inspire introspection and selfexpression of students multiple identities and sense of selves?
Prepare in Advance:
Print off poems located at the end of each lesson plan. Review the expand activities to see if incorporating them makes
sense with the skill level and/or interest of your class. Consider downloading Youtube links beforehand.
Key terms: identity (inherited vs. chosen); standards of beauty; intersectionality (lesson 1); reclaiming identity;
empowerment (lesson 2); naming; renaming (lesson 3); stereotype; class marker (lesson 4).
Literary Forms: ode poems (lesson 2); vignette (lesson 3); howto poems (lesson 4).
Literary Terms & Devices: repetition; anaphora (lesson 1); hyperbole (lesson 2); sensory language; metaphor; simile; tone
(lesson 3); audience (lesson 4); sensory language/sensory words; adjective; onomatopoeia (lesson 5).
Literary Tools: wordbank (lesson 5)
PreAssessment Strategy:
Cocreate Safe Classroom Space Guidelines. Write them on the whiteboard, a large postit paper, or somewhere the
guidelines can stay as a fixture over course of the unit. Part of your assessment can be on listening and speaking. How
are students respectful and supportive of one another throughout the writing and share process? Tell students that they will
be creating a portfolio of the work. Decide if you want students to turn their work in at the end of class so that you can
photocopy or scan it; or if they type up their work at the end of each day and save it in a folder. You can also create a
google drive document with student folders.
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Unit 1: Lesson 1: This is how I see myself  Part 1
Based on: “What it’s like to be a black girl (For those of you who aren’t)” by Patricia Smith from Life According to Motown
(1991) & “Rosie” by Essie Linzy
Cultural and Historical
Background

Students create a poem about their multiple identities and have the chance to tell the world
what it’s like to be them.
Identity: Inherited vs. Chosen: The distinct qualities, characteristics, beliefs, etc. that make
a particular person or group different from others.
LGBTQ: An initialism that stands for Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer.

Key Terms
Intersectionality (Optional): The intersections between different disenfranchised group
identities (gender, race, class, ability, sexual orientation, etc); specifically, the interactions
of multiple systems of oppression or discrimination on these groups that contribute to
systematic injustice and social inequality.

Literary Terms & Devices

Repetition: The simple repeating of a word or phrase within a sentence of poetical line in
order to provide emphasis.
Anaphora: The repetition of a word or phrase at the beginning of every line or clause.

Write

Time: 510 minutes
Materials: Use large paper or dry erase board
Student Activity:
Ask students to think about the various ways they identify themselves. Have students make a list of
their identities based on their social and physical characteristics. i.e. Daughter, brother, Black, man,
Jewish, bookworm, Mexican, hiphop head, foodie, sister, granddaughter, teacher, wallflower, etc. Ask
the students to think about which of these identities are “inherited” and which are “chosen,” have
students share some examples with the larger group.
Considerations for Teacher:
As you’ll see throughout this curriculum, we believe that anything the teacher asks students to do, the
teacher should do as well. This doesn’t mean that you have to write and share every timeyou are the
professional in the room and can make those decisions yourself. But we hope that you’ll consider all
the positive reasons for writing alongside your students and exposing yourself in ways that share power
with students and, ultimately, build trust with them.
With that being said, it will be important for you to consider your own identity before launching into this
lesson. How would you define your identity? How would you describe it to your students? Is that
description different from how you might talk about yourself to your peers? If so, why? Sharing that list
when students share will likely invite discussion about you in ways that you hopefully feel comfortable
permitting.

Listen

Time: 5 minutes
Materials: Poem  “Rosie” by Essie Linzy; consider using the audio file in addition to the printed copy
Student Activity:
Introduce Essie Linzy and her poem “Rosie”
Ask students to be active listeners and underline/circle things they like/dislike.
Listen to and/or read the poem.
Considerations for Teacher:
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Essie Linzy is a Chicago poet and former Indy finalist of the Louder than a Bomb annual teen poetry
slam competition. She wrote this piece during her senior year at Whitney Young High School and
performed it on Indie Finals Stage in 2012. She is an emerging teaching artists at Young Chicago
Authors and is currently studying poetry at Columbia College.
Here, and throughout the unit, consider the gender, race, age (identity) of the author when reading
someone else’s work. This is particularly important with the pieces from this unit, as you may or may
not identify as being black, female, or nonheterosexual. As students listen to you read this poem,
anticipate how challenging it might be for them to hear you say some of the lines. As you know, when
students feel challenged, they often show that in different ways that may or may not keep things
focused in the way you’re hoping. Empathize with them and plan how you’ll respond when (not if) it
happens.
Analyze

Time: 515 minutes
Student Activity:
Ask students what they liked/disliked and find interesting about the poem.
● What does Linzy say about their identity in the poem?
● What do they say about the way(s) society defines them verse the way(s) they define their
self?
Considerations for Teacher:
Consider having a discussion about Essie’s piece as it relates to inherited vs. chosen identity. Discuss
the relationship between identity traits that are often “inherited” such as race, skin color, ethnicity, sex,
gender, birth order, sexual orientation, etc; and identity traits that are “chosen” and/or “learned” such as
hobbies, interests, beliefs, etc. Note that these two categories are not mutually exclusive, i.e. a child
may inherit a religion from their family and chose to belong to a different religion.
Optional Conversation about LGBTQ:
We here at YCA are making the assumption that students have had little opportunity to think and
question outside of a very traditional curriculum in school and a very insular cultural experience at
home. We know there are many exceptions where youth have had opportunities to experience
complexity and diversity, but our experience working in schools for years has led us to believe that it
makes sense to start with the assumption that this isn’t true for every child.
So, we are assuming that not every young adult in your class has had personal experience discussing
LGBTQ identity and we hope you use this opportunity to invite dialogue about this topic.
An entry point into a conversation about LGBTQ (Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer) can
happen through an explanation of your use of the nonbinary pronoun they, their, and them.

Compare

Time: 1020 minutes
Materials: Printed copies of poem – “What it’s like to be a Black girl (for those of you who aren’t)” by
Patricia Smith, Pencil or Pen
Student Activity:
Introduce Patricia Smith and her poem “What is it like to be a Black girl (for those of you who aren’t)”
Read the poem out loud to the class. Have students be active listeners and circle/underline the things
they like/dislike as well as the characteristics Smith uses to identify herself.
Ask students what they liked/disliked about the poem.
● What are the similarities and differences between Smith’s poem and Linzy’s piece?
● How are repetition and anaphora used in this piece?
● What does the repetition of “it’s” do for the poem?
Considerations for Teacher:
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Patricia Smith (b.1955) is a poet, spoken word performer, playwright, author, teacher, and former
journalist from the West Side of Chicago. Her poem invokes a number of metaphors and images found
in black women identity politics, including the pressure or desire to conform to dominant (white)
standards of beauty (i.e., long straight hair, blue eyes). There are also a number of images that express
grappling with coming of age and learning societal narratives around womanhood and women’s sexuality.
You may want to consider breaking the conversation into two parts: noticing the content of the piece
and then noticing the writing and literary conventions of the piece.
Notice how the use of anaphora (i.e., the repetition of ‘it’s + gerund’ and ‘like’) allows the poet to string
together a variety of images and create a rhythm with the words. Anaphora is the perfect tool for
beginning writers because it offers a structure that adds rhythm and cohesion to the piece but also
allows students freedom to add their own content.
Optional Intersectionality discussion:
For the purposes of this lesson, it is important to notice the ways that the identity markers of race,
gender, age, and sexual orientation intersect and create specific experiences for the authors of the
poems, ie. for Patricia Smith’s poem: What does it mean to be a young woman in our society? What
does it mean to be black in today’s society? What does it mean to be a young woman and black in
today’s society?
Synthesize

Time: 1525 minutes
Materials: Individual journals or worksheets, pencils/pens
Student Activity:
Using the lists made earlier, have students select at least two characteristics/identities to write about.
Encourage students to choose as least one “inherited” identity. Have students write a poem telling
those who do not know exactly “what it is like to be ______ for those who aren’t.” Encourage the
students to fill an entire page.
Considerations for Teacher:
An easy way to help students stay focused as they write is to have them add the title of their poem at
the top of their paper using Smith’s form, eg. “What’s It’s Like to Be a __________(e.g. Jewish Bboy)
(for those of you who aren’t).”

Share and
Reflect

Time: 520 minutes
Materials: Portfolios or something else entirely
Student Activity:
Have students share poems with their neighbor. Then invite two to three students to read their poems
out loud to the class.
For homework, have students type up their poems and return them to you the following day.
Considerations for Teacher:
Over the course of the curriculum, YCA has built in culminating activities that utilize students work. It
is important therefore to make sure their work is archived. As an archival process, consider having
students create a portfolio (either material or digital) where they can keep their writing.
The culminating activity for Unit 1 is an InClass Open Mic. See the Activity Guide on page 41 for more
details.
In Unit 2, we suggest starting a password protected/private blog where students can upload and store
their work. We do not encourage you to start a blog in this unit, because the work is so personal.
Note: For those with extended class periods, consider using the reflect time as an opportunity for
students to type up their work.
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Expand Activity
Collage: Have students create a visual collage representation of their various identities. Have students bring in relevant
materials (copies of family photographs, ticket stubs, album covers, etc.) Bring in old newspapers, magazines,
scissors, glue, and cardstock. Ask students to create a collage that represents the identities explored in their piece.
Another option is to have students create their identity collage on the cover of a writing notebook, which they can then
use to write their poems for the remainder of the curriculum.
Additional Sources & Texts
Read: “BBoy Infinitives” by Patrick Rosal from Uprock Headspin Scramble and Dive (2003).
This poem focuses specifically on a chosen identity. Breakdancing an interest/hobby that the author is passionate
about, and he has identified himself with a community of “Bboys” who share the same interest. Notice the form of the
poem also uses infinitives as anaphora, repeating “to + verb” pattern throughout the piece.
Watch: “Covered in Grass” by Aaron Samuels from Yarmulkes & Fitted Caps (2012).
link: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KrGOoHg_X4o
This poem’s author identifies as black and Jewish. The poem draws a parallel between the both sides of his family
history, highlighting the intersectionality of the two identities.
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“Rosie” by Essie Linzy
Every day onto the porch I step.
Looks come from the right so I turn to my left.
Looks come from there too so I decide to look straight.
Funny, I evoke commotion because I do not "look straight."
See I wait with patience
for the dedicated corner patrons
To make their statements.
I'd take full blown hits from minds that were so vacant
Because my heart could matrix
Every single attack coming.
Until the day one of them told me that I was not proud to be a woman.
I won't lie to you it hurt,
Like what's the reason this stranger believes these words.
I scratched my head because I truly did not get it
And right then I felt the source of the fire he was spittin'.
He took a good look at these twisted strands and he began to doubt .
Failing to realize that who and what I am lies way beyond my scalp
Because I'm more interested in learning than intricate designs.
See I now possess a shield that makes my thoughts harder to find.
And I need no grease, no sheen, no shine.
I need no faucet, no bucket, no hose.
Whenever I look inside of a book I easily water my cornrows.
When I encounter waves of pages
that think they got me faded
I don't dread it. I feel lucky cuz'
Knowledge has always made me relax
When I thought perms were just for everybody but me.
My head is the stronghold that blows all attacks comin'
So forget the braids that are stinging my head see
It’s this thing in my head that makes me a real woman.
I won't lie to you it hurt,
Like what's the reason this stranger believes these words.
Folded my arms and then it hit me
Like man look at the way this shirt fits me.
See today a guy's shirt can't be too tight
And they think a woman's should not be loose.
If I rock ties around my neck like a noose,
Then they consider every gay a strange fruit.
Apple Bottom jeans were never too tight
Didn't want to put my skin cells in cells.
See no lie I cry for thighs that are just waiting to exhale.
There was a time I used to dive right into my dingy denims
But as soon as they got tight I didn't feel so right up in them.
And I forgot to mention the unwanted attention.
A hood rat in phat jeans boys could not control their venom.
And their hisses had me drifting.
Chose comfort over conformity.
Baggy jeans makes me less of a woman as much as it
Gives men more authority.
So sorry I ain't showin off my belly button or my breast
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But if you rip my flesh a part,
you'll see the only reason people stare up there
Is because they have taken notice of this woman's heart.
I won’t lie to you it hurts
when even my mama agrees with this strangers words.
She's like "girl If I were you I'd be showing off my curves"
but I'm so sorry mama that's not how it works.
My body is not a part of a game of show and tell you know,
Except when I'm showing off that finger and telling them where they can go.
Mama wants me to be a little more feminine, but I doubt it'd be more fun.
Remember Rosie was still rivetin'
Looks killed a million men
Though they only gave her one gun.
So dress how you want it's fine.
Say what's on your mind day and night.
Be careless, be fearless, be the realest
If you really want to be ladylike.
You may be unprepared for their words
But don't be scared, just be loud.
We can do it! You can do it.
I will do it because I'm proud
So proud to be a woman that I currently date one.
So proud to be a woman that one day I'll create one.
So if they tell you who you are cuz your jeans ain't tight
or your shirt ain't fitted.
Yell "I Am Woman"
the talking, breeding, walking, breathing
Definition.
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"What it’s like to be a Black girl (for those of you who aren’t)" by Patricia Smith
First of all, it’s being 9 years old and feeling like you’re not finished, like your
edges are wild, like there’s something, everything, wrong. it’s dropping food
coloring in your eyes to make them blue and suffering their burn in silence.
it’s popping a bleached white mophead over the kinks of your hair and primping in front
of the mirrors that deny your reflection. it’s finding a space between your legs, a
disturbance at your chest, and not knowing what to do with the whistles. it’s jumping
double dutch until your legs pop, it’s sweat and vaseline and bullets, it’s growing
tall and wearing a lot of white, it’s smelling blood in your breakfast, it’s learning
to say fuck with grace but learning to fuck without it, it’s flame and fists and life
according to motown, it’s finally having a man reach out for you then caving in around
his fingers.
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Unit 1: Lesson 2: This is how I see myself  Part 2
Based on: “Death From Below” by Tim Stafford and Dan Sullivan, “Forest Whitaker” by Brother Ali, & “Ode to the Schnozz”
by Kevin Coval from Schtick (2013)

Cultural and Historical
Background

In Lesson 1, students wrote about the lived experiences of their identity as a form of
empowerment. Today’s lesson is meant to push that idea further and challenge students to
think about aspects of their identities, specifically physical traits & characteristics, that are
often undervalued or put down by society.
Reclaiming Identity: A form of cultural resistance where marginalized groups deliberately
take an offensive word, term, phrase, or aspect of their identity and reclaim it, giving it a
new definition, and transforming it into source of pride. Historical examples of this include
the Black Is Beautiful Movement of the 1960s, the reclaiming of the nword among black
Americans (used among black youth as a term of endearment or friendliness), the
reclaiming of ‘queer’ among LGBT Americans
Empowerment: The promotion of selfactualization, which is the ability of people to attain
their full potential. Empowerment is when people manage to gain more control over their
lives and are then able to influence it. Empowerment is developed and acquired through the
process of redefinition and new meaningmaking.

Key Terms

Standards of Beauty (Optional): The standards of what is and what is not considered
beautiful within a particular cultural or societal context.
Literary Form

Ode Poem: A poem addressing and celebrating a particular subject; especially uplifting a
subject typically seen as mundane or ordinary and elevating it to something worthy of
praise.

Literary Terms & Devices

Hyperbole: A deliberate overstatement or exaggeration which is not intended to be taken
literally. Hyperbole, or hyperbolic statements, are used for emphasis or effect.

Listen

Time: 5 minutes
Materials: Poem  “Death From Below” by Tim Stafford and Dan Sully, Song  “Forest Whitaker” by
Brother Ali
Student Activity:
Introduce the poem “Death From Below” by Tim Stafford and Dan Sully. Have students watch and/or
read the text of the poem and write down things they like/dislike.
Introduce “Forest Whitaker” by Brother Ali. Have students actively watch video/read text of the song.
Considerations for Teacher:
In both pieces, the authors focus on their own physical characteristics  specifically, being short in
height and how that’s seen as problematic for men (Tim Stafford/Dan Sullivan) and being overweight,
albino, partially blind (Brother Ali). In both of these cases the authors are reclaiming these identities
and transforming them from shameful or humiliating characteristics to sources of empowerment and
pride.
Tim Stafford is a poet and public school teacher from Chicago, Illinois. He is former graphic designer,
mixed martial arts referee, and Chicago poetry slam champion that draws on his reallife experiences
and sense of humor to tell engaging stories and poems that have educated, inspired and entertained
audiences worldwide. He has appeared on Chicago Public Radio, NPR, Borders Open Door Poetry, and
season 5 of the HBO series “Def Poetry Jam."
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Dan “Sully” Sullivan is a Chicago based StandUp Poet. He uses personalnarrative and anthemic
poetry to tell hilarious, inspiring, desperate, and heartwarming stories. He has appeared on Russell
Simmons Presents Def Poetry on HBO and National Public Radio. He is the threetime winner of
Chicago Mental Graffiti Poetry Slam, a recipient of Gwendolyn Brooks Open Mic Poetry Award, and has
published in the Columbia Poetry Review, Learn Then Burn: A Modern Poetry Anthology for the
Classroom, & Poems From The Big Muddy: The 2004 National Poetry Slam Anthology. Sullivan is the
CoFounder & Sponsor of the Oak Park River Forest High School Spoken Word Club. The club was
founded in 1999 and is now the largest spoken word program in a public school in the country.
Brother Ali is the only nonChicagoan artist featured in the core lesson plans of this curriculum. His
inherited name is Jason Newman, but he goes by his chosen stage name, Brother Ali (his name
change can be used as a foreshadow to the next lesson which is about names  inherited vs. chosen).
He is an Albino American Hip Hop artist based in Minneapolis, MN. Much of his work revolves on U.S.
racial politics.
Note: We’ve inverted the usual order (write first, then listen, then discuss) so that students have the
opportunity to consider the positive ways the authors of both pieces reclaim their physical
characteristics. If we led with students writing about their bodies and other elements of their physical
self, we know as teachers of adolescents  that we might get a whole mix of responses. By leading
with the examples first, we’re giving students the opportunity to consider the idea of ‘reclaiming’ with the
hope that students might begin (or continue) to see themselves positively.
Discuss

Time: 510 minutes
Student Activity:
Ask students what they liked/disliked or noticed about the pieces.
● What physical characteristics does the song discuss?
● Is the song positive?
● Is it empowering?
● Why or why not?
Students should offer specific examples in both pieces where the writer challenges commonly held
belief about beauty/superiority.
Considerations for Teacher:
Students should take note of how the writers use generally negative association with shortness in a
positive way. Sullivan and Stafford do this by employing hyperbole and humor. Consider how the use of
these devices make it easier to talk about difficult things.
Students should take note of how Brother Ali expresses pride in his appearance, and expresses
positive thoughts about physical attributes that often have negative associations.
Also refer back to Linzy’s piece  remind them that she is talking about herself in a positive light even
though she doesn’t fit into the tradition dominant idea of what is normal, beautiful, and socially
accepted.

Write

Time: 1015 minutes
Materials: Chalkboard/Dry Erase Board
Student Activity:
Create a twocolumn list on the board and model the following for students. As you ask students to
think about their physical characteristics: skin tone, clothing style, eye color, hairstyle, etc.. share your
own characteristics that fit the following two categories:
1. things they really like about themselves physically;
2. things they are insecure about and/or people criticize them about.
Ask students to write a 2column list like the one you’ve started on the board.
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When students are finished writing independently, ask them to share their list with a partner.
When partners have finished sharing, ask them to help add to the list on the board.
Considerations for Teacher:
This is another instance where we suggest that you participate alongside your students by writing with
them. Today, we suggest (see specific steps in the student activity column) that you model how to talk
about your physical characteristics, both positively and negatively. As you’ll quickly discover, this
opens you up to the kind of public scrutiny by your students that is normally taking place behind your
back. Our physical appearance, in our society, is loaded with all kinds of cultural currency. Constantly
objectified and overly examined, our physical selves are either a great source of pride or a constant
source of shame (and sometimes both and/or in between).
By leading this discussion, offering your ideas up first on the chart, you have the opportunity to create a
vulnerable and empowering space for students to do the same and to examine this cultural
phenomenon together. It’s probably safe to assume this exercise will be messy, but it also a way to
teach the very important skill of reclaiming (see above).
Compare

Time: 515 minutes
Materials: Poem  “Ode to the Schnozz” by Kevin Coval
Student Activity:
Introduce Odes.
Read aloud the example of an ode poem by Kevin Coval.
● Notice Coval’s use of hyperbole in his description of his nose (ie. ‘so big, cheeks double as
bodybuilders’) What effect does this exaggerated language have on the reader?
● Also notice Coval’s reclamation of the word “kike” (a derogatory slur used to refer to Jews).
● Also notice the use of repetition/anaphora (‘what ___’ and ‘oh ___’) which gives the poem a
songlike rhythm.
Considerations for Teacher:
Odes are a kind of lyric poem written to praise a person or subject. Traditionally many odes were meant
to be sung. The modern master of the ode is Pablo Neruda. The Neruda tradition of ode poems is
notable for uplifting objects typically seen as mundane or ordinary, and elevating them to items worthy
of praise (ie. “Ode to My Socks” or “Ode to a Large Tuna in the Market.” Kevin Coval has several ode
poems which take this notion of uplifting and apply it to aspects of his Jewish identity (gefilte fish, large
noses).
Kevin Coval is the author of numerous poetry collections and chapbooks. In his early twenties, Coval
founded “Louder Than a Bomb: The Chicago Youth Poetry Festival,” now one of the largest youth
gatherings on the planet, recently the subject of an awardwinning documentary of the same name.
Coval currently serves as Artistic Director of Young Chicago Authors, the nonprofit home of Louder
Than a Bomb, and numerous other youth writing and hip hop programs.
Optional Standards of Beauty discussion:
Every period of history has had its own standards of what is and is not beautiful, and every
contemporary society has its own distinctive concept of the ideal physical attributes. For the purposes
of this lesson, it would be valuable to discuss what students feel like the standards of beauty are in
today’s society, or specifically in their own environments: their neighborhood, school, family, etc. How
do these standards of beauty differ depending on one’s identity (race, gender, sexual orientation)? How
do Sullivan, Stafford, and Coval’s pieces reference or critique standards of beauty in their poems?

Synthesize

Time: 1525 minutes
Materials: Individual journals or worksheets, pencils/pens
Student Activity:
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Using the lists made earlier, have students write an ode about a chosen characteristic using the
following writing prompt “I love my ______.” In the piece, think about what people say negatively about
your chosen characteristic and find ways to create newmeanings for yourselves.
(Optional): Encourage students to create hyperbole to describe the aspects of their identities that they
are praising.
Share and
Reflect

Time: 520 minutes
Materials: Portfolios or something else entirely
Student Activity:
Ask for volunteers to read to the whole class.
Considerations for Teacher:
Remind students about the safe space rules and encourage them to clap and snap after the piece is
read.
Have student type up their work and archive it according to the process you put in place (portfolio, blog,
etc.)
Performance tip: Have students stand in front of the entire class. Have another student stand at the
farthest point away in the back of the room. The student in the back should raise their hand silently if
they cannot hear clearly. This will allow students to practice vocal projection.

Additional Sources & Texts
Read: “A Period Piece” by Jamila Woods from her book The Truth About Dolls (2012)
audio link: http://jamilawoods.bandcamp.com/track/aperiodpiece
This piece honors the female menstrual cycle and attempts to dispel the taboo and shame traditionally attached to
women’s bodies. Notice the use of hyperbole and metaphor in the author’s descriptions, ie. her body as the Sistine
Chapel.
Watch: “Ode to My Armpit Hairs” by Franny Choi from her book Floating, Brilliant, Gone (forthcoming)
link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zUiWP1bQ3U
Another piece by a female poet praising a part of her body, this piece also uses hyperbole, metaphor, and traditional ode
poem structure to describe its subject, ie. armpit hairs as “gnarled trees hunchbacked toward the sun”
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“Death From Below” by Dan Sullivan and Tim Stafford
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qCcWeaTfVOM
He told me I’m not allowed to get angry
because I’m white
I’m a male
and I’m straight
but he overlooked the fact that I’m
very
very
SHORT!
I mean I’m only fivefootfive
and even that’s a lie
I’m only fivefootfour
Don’t know what I was lying for
it must be my insecurities
my little man complex
The same things that make me try
to get muscles to flex
but they only go out
and not up
And high school
high school was hell for me man
I had to overcompensate with a big mouth
and a smart ass
And everybody thought they were so funny
Everybody thought they were the first person to call me
shorty
shrimp
midget
oompa loompa
lollipop kid
Tiny Fucking Tim!
I’ve heard them all
I’ve heard them all
I have heard them all
So now
We’re calling upon all our short people
our little people
our below the average height of fivefooteight PEOPLE!
Denied access to the roller coaster
because they don’t make the minimum height requirement PEOPLE!
Can’t touch the rim PEOPLE!
Can’t date girls in heels PEOPLE!
Can’t reach the top shelf PEOPLE!
Our high fives are really low fives PEOPLE!
Always having to give up the front seat
to those gangly, long, legged,
freak show, jolly green giant, TooTall Jones
skyscraping motherfuckers PEOPLE!
Let’s strap on some stilts
hide them under trenchcoats
and together we’ll penetrate the
tall man’s headquarters
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blending in with talk of basketball
and when the time is right
we’ll cast off our coats and strike
with kicks to the shins
and uppercuts to the nuts
holding the giants for ransom
Demanding they change the image of the ideal man
from tall, dark, and handsome
to short
pale
and we can still be handsome!
We want the ten percent pay
you been denying us
because now we know you’ve been lying
The short stacks of the world are now UNITED!
So look out Tally McTallface
Here’s the shortman’s friend
the tall man’s foe
bringing their reign to an end
it’s Death From Below
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“Forest Whitaker” by Brother Ali
And yo whatever comes up comes out
We don't put our hands over our mouth
And whatever comes up comes out
We don't put our hands over our mouth
Whatever comes up comes out
Please mister bassman lay it on me
Ayo, Depending on the day, and dependin on what I ate
I'm anywhere from 20 to 35 pounds overweight
I got red eyes and one of them's lazy
And they both squint when the sun shines so I look crazy
I'm albino man, I know I'm pink and pale
And I'm hairy as hell, everywhere but fingernails
I shave a cranium that ain't quite shaped right
Face tight, shiny, I stay up and write late nights
My wardrobe is jeans and faded shirts
A mixture of what I like, and what I wear to work
I'm not mean and got a neck full of razor bumps
I'm not the classic profile of what the ladies want
You might think I'm depressed as can be
But when I look in the mirror I see sexy ass me
And if that's somethin that you can't respect then that's peace
My life's better without you actually
To everyone out there, who's a little different
I say damn a magazine, these are God’s fingerprints
You can call me ugly but can't take nothing from me
I am what I am doctor you ain't gotta love me
[Spoken]
If you would please turn in your Bible
To beauty tips according to Forest Whitiker
In the third chapter of the third line
Brother Ali would you please read to the choir for me son
[Sung 3X]
I'ma be all right, you ain't gotta be my friend tonight (you ain't gotta love me)
An I'ma be okay, you would probably bore me anyway (you ain't gotta love me)
Forest Whitiker y'all Joe.
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“Ode to the Schnozz” by Kevin Coval
after Aracelis Girmay
oh gonzo! what length
what mucusy noise
to even muscle. what land of oz
what person behind the polar
cap. what plastic surgeon
eluded. what wondrous
slope, what ellis island kike cliff.
oh dago Jimmy Durante!
what majestic mound of cartilage
what crooked center of face. the bump. the kink
of neck it takes to kiss you. the tilt and beautiful
maneuvering. you know what they say about the size
of a man’s giant bridge for glasses. the grander
than roman. the grandeur. the semitic spatial abrasion
so big, cheeks double as bodybuilders.
the tip too often graced by tongue.
there is a toucan impersonation
in your future, a halloween
trick and groucho marx mask.
what wondrous past
this olfactory anomaly must
manufacture. what gas
what pickled brine
what stench
once cut thru
what raw fish
what raw flesh
what offense
so opulent to make such
a monument
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Unit 1: Lesson 3: This is what I call myself
Based on: Sandra Cisneros “My Name” from The House on Mango Street (1984); Luis Rodriguez “My Name’s Not
Rodriguez” from My Nature Is Hunger new and selected poems; 1989 – 2004 (2005)
In this activity, students explore who they are by writing about their name; defining what it
means or does not mean to them. Students may also give the history behind their given
name, tell stories of other people’s reactions to or (mis)treatment of their name, and/or
choose to “rename” themselves something that better suits their idea of themselves.
(Optional) For an extra challenge have students also draw cultural/historical connections to
place/origins.
Shakespeare once asked, “What is in a name?” The answer to this question depends on
the cultural context in which it is framed. In many cultures a person’s name tells a lot about
the individual that it signifies, the language from which it is drawn, and the society that
gives it.

Cultural and Historical
Background

Naming has particular relevance in AfricanAmerican culture and literature, because of the
way American slavery separated African families, stripped enslaved Africans of their
names, and replaced them with names of their white owners. Through renaming
themselves, African Americans have continued the process of cultural identity formulation
and attempted to reclaim their identities, acknowledge their complex history and dismantle
the dominant narrative of black/African inferiority.
Example of (re)naming in AfricanAmerican literary tradition/culture: “The Autobiography of
Malcolm X” tells the story of how Malcolm X changed his name from Malcolm Little to
Malcolm X. Malcolm X believed “Little” was the name given to him by his oppressor in his
oppressor’s language. To him, the name “Little” signified that he was a “socalled Negro”
who owned nothing in his society. He wrote, “As long as you allow them to call you what
they wish, you don’t know who you really are.” He then changed his name to Malcolm X to
reflect his affiliation with the Black Muslim Movement. This example shows the power
inherent in the act of (re)naming. To name something is to define it, to rename something
is to redefine it  to take back possession over that thing with your mind and tongue.
Naming: Names are words or sets of words by which a person, place, or thing is known,
addressed, or referred to. Names are also words people use to refer to themselves.

Key Terms

Literary Form

Renaming: To assign a new name to something, specifically in order to replace a name
that feels inappropriate, inaccurate, or disempowering and replace it with something
empowering.
Vignette: A brief evocative description that focuses on a particular moment or gives a vivid
account of a character, idea, setting, or subject.
Metaphor: A metaphor is a figure of speech that describes a subject by asserting that it
is, on some point of comparison, the same as another (possibly otherwise unrelated)
object.

Literary Terms & Devices

Simile: A figure of speech that directly compares two things through some connective
word,usually being "like", "as", "than", or a verb such as "resembles.”
Tone (Optional): The writer's attitude toward the material and/or readers. Tone may be
playful, formal, intimate, angry, serious, ironic, outraged, baffled, tender, serene,
depressed, etc.
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Write

Time: 510 minutes
Materials: Journals or paper, Pencil or pen
Student Activity:
Have them make a list of names they’ve been given: surname (last name or family name), given name
(first name), middle name, a nickname, internet usernames, and maybe a name they’ve given
themselves (rapper names, alter egoes). After making the lists, have students to do a brief freewrite
about the history of their names and how they understand it through the ways it is defined.
Considerations for Teacher:
Again, this is an important opportunity to for you, as a teacher, to reveal some piece of your history and
identity.
It’s also worth anticipating that students might not know where their name came from, what it means, or
how it was given to them. How do you plan to address this?
Finally, it’s important to reflect on the cultural differences around names in our society. For example, in
the Black community, parents sometimes create new names from pieces of two or three other names
of important people in their lives. Jewish families sometimes give a child the name of a recently
deceased family member as a way of carrying on the tradition. Mexican families sometimes give a child
two names; they also often include the mother’s maiden name as a part of the child’s full name.
Consider what you know and don’t know about the culture of your students in terms of names and
position yourself as a learner.

Listen

Time: 5 minutes
Materials: Poem  “My Name” by Sandra Cisneros
Student Activity:
Introduce Sandra Cisneros and read her piece “My Name” from the book The House on Mango Street
(1984). Have students read along and circle/underline parts they like/find interesting, and also
examples of metaphors and similes they find throughout the piece.
Considerations for Teacher:
Sandra Cisneros (b.1954) is a MexicanAmerican poet and author who grew up primarily in the Humboldt
Park neighborhood in Chicago. Cisneros was the only daughter among seven children, and her
resistance to her brothers’ attempts to make her assume a traditional female role is reflected in the
feminist strains of her writing. Her family frequently moved between the United States and Mexico
because of her father's homesickness for his native country and his devotion to his mother who lived
there. Consequently, Cisneros often felt homeless and displaced.
“My Name” is an excerpt from her novel, The House on Mango Street which is a fictional coming of age
story of a character named Esperanza.

Analyze

Time: 515 minutes
Student Activity:
Discuss the piece. Have students share their first responses to the poem and support their answers
with examples. Have students point out the metaphors/similes they noticed and what they
liked/disliked about them.
Introduce the idea of vignettes.
Considerations for Teacher:
Sandra Cisneros is lauded as a master of vignettes, which are essentially snapshots of a particular
scene. In this case the scene is a story that explores the tension between Esperanza wanting a
different life/identity than that of her grandmother, the person she is named after.

Compare

Time: 1020 minutes
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Materials: Poem  “My Name’s Not Rodriguez” by Luis Rodriguez
Student Activity:
Introduce Luis Rodriguez and his poem “My Name’s Not Rodriguez.”
Before reading the piece, provide some context about the author’s life and background.
Encourage students to be active readers/listeners and circle/underline parts of the poem that stand out
as well as key metaphors and similes.
Ask students what they liked/disliked and have them highlight some of the metaphor and/or similes in
the piece.
How does Rodriguez make connections between his name and the struggle he has had being an
immigrant?
(Optional): Talk about Rodriguez’s tone and the impact on the overall theme of the piece.
Considerations for Teacher:
Luis Rodriguez (b.1954) is a Mexican poet who was born in the MexicoUS border city of El Paso,
Texas. With his family, he came to the United States and became a resident of Los Angeles,
California when he was 11 year old. Shortly after his move to LA he became an active gang member
and drug user, and developed a long criminal record. He was very active in the Chicano Rights
Movement and antiwar protests during this time. At the age of 18, facing jail time, Rodriguez decided
to quit drugs and ganglife, and to dedicate himself to community organizing which eventually led him
to go to school and become a writer. He eventually moved to Chicago a became an editor of the
People’s Tribune, Nation Magazine, and other publications.
Rodriguez’s poems discuss the perspective of immigrants and the poor living on the margins of society.
His parents were natives of Ciudad Juárez, Chihuahua, Mexico, and had their children on the U.S. side
of the border to ease the process of immigrating to the United States.
In the poem, it’s important to note that Rodriguez traces his immigrantness through several phases of
history; as a Latino born in the US but with Mexican roots, he is connecting himself with Native North
Americans, with Mexican immigrants in the 20th century of American immigration policies and with his
own experience living in the US among undocumented immigrants.
Synthesize

Time: 1525 minutes
Materials: Individual journals or worksheets, pencils/pens
Student Activity:
Write a poem that explores the history and/or meaning of your name.
That history and meaning can be real one that you research or know from your familyor
inventedwhere you decide what your name means to you.

Share and
Reflect

Time: 520 minutes
Materials: Individual journals or worksheets, pencils/pens; Portfolios or something else entirely
Student Activity:
Ask students to share in small groups4 or less. When listening to another’s poem, encourage
students to write down or remember their favorite verse when listening to another’s poem. After the
poem is read, have students share the lines they liked best.
Considerations for Teacher:
Have students type up and submit their pieces.
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Expand Activities
Name Origin Stories: Have students research the origin and/or meaning behind their names, including the story of how
they got their name. This could include interviewing their parents or the person that named them, looking up name
meanings online, etc. Have students share out their name stories in small or large groups.
Letter Metaphors: Have students pick their favorite letter from their name and answer the following questions: What
animal would this letter be? What material would it be made of? What would it smell like? What would it’s voice sound
like? How does it relate to other letters in your name, (is it friendly?, jealous?, lonely? etc.) Have students use the
answers to add material to their name poem, or create a new “ode to the letter __” poem after Aracelis Girmay (See
below)
Additional Sources & Texts
Read: “Shoulda Been Jimi Savannah” by Patricia Smith from her book Shoulda Been Jimi Savannah (2012).
Notice the use of metaphor, simile, and sensory language in the description of the author’s two names. This piece brings
up the idea of naming in connection to the hopes and expectations parents have for a child when naming them. It also
deals with renaming, as the author conjures an alternative version of herself with a different name than the one she was
given.
Read:“Ode to the little i” by Jamila Woods and/or “Ode to the little r” by Aracelis Girmay from Kingdom Animalia (2011).
Both of these poems deal with the origins of the author’s names. Aracelis Girmay’s piece explores the history of Puerto
Rican immigrants coming to the United States, and the way their language and her Spanish name has been challenged
and harmed in the process. Jamila Woods tells the story of how people often mispronounce and misspell her name, and
how her name connects her to her family and culture.
Watch: “Public Service Announcement” by JayZ from The Black Album (2003).
link: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eAbxCTABfis
JayZ’s song (particularly the first verse) is an example of renaming because it is a “reintroduction” of himself to his
audience. He presents several different names in the song and also explains who he is as a person and emcee.
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“My Name” from The House on Mango Street by Sandra Cisneros
In English my name means hope. In Spanish it means too many letters. It
means sadness, it means waiting. It is like the number nine. A muddy color. It is the
Mexican records my father plays on Sunday mornings when he is shaving, songs like sobbing.
It was my greatgrandmother’s name and now it is mine. She was a horse
woman too, born like me in the Chinese year of the horse—which is supposed to be
bad luck if you’re born female—but I think this is a Chinese lie because the Chinese,
like the Mexicans, don’t like their women strong.
My greatgrandmother. I would’ve liked to have known her, a wild horse of a
woman, so wild she wouldn’t marry. Until my greatgrandfather threw a sack over
her head and carried her off. Just like that, as if she were a fancy chandelier. That’s
the way he did it.
And the story goes she never forgave him. She looked out the window her
whole life, the way so many women sit their sadness on an elbow. I wonder if she
made the best with what she got or was she sorry because she couldn’t be all the
things she wanted to be. Esperanza. I have inherited her name, but I don’t want to
inherit her place by the window.
At school they say my name funny as if the syllables were made out of tin and
hurt the roof of your mouth. But in Spanish my name is made out of a softer
something, like silver, not quite as thick as sister’s name—Magdalena—which is
uglier than mine. Magdalena who at least can come home and become Nenny. But I
am always Esperanza.
I would like to baptize myself under a new name, a name more like the real
me, the one nobody sees. Esperanza as Lisandra or Maritza or Zeze the X. Yes.
Something like Zeze the X will do.
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“My Name’s Not Rodriguez” by Luis Rodriguez
My name’s not Rodriguez.
It is a sigh of climbing feet,
the lather of gold lust,
the slave masters’ religion
with crippled hands gripping greed’s tail.
My name’s not Rodriguez.
It’s an Indian mother’s noiseless cry,
a warrior’s saliva on arrow tip, a jaguar’s claw,
a woman’s enticing contours on volcanic rock.
My real name’s the ash of memory from burned trees.
It’s the threeyearold child wandering in the plain
and shot by U.S. Calvary in the Sand Creek massacre.
I’m a Geronimo’s yell into the canyons of the old ones.
I’m the Comanche scout; the Raramuri shaman
in soiled bandanna running in the wretched rain.
I’m called Rodriguez and my tears leave rivers of salt.
I’m Rodriguez and my skin dries on the bones.
I’m Rodriguez and a diseased laughter enters the pores.
I’m Rodriguez and my father’s insanity
blocks every passageway,
scorching the walls of every dwelling.
My name’s not Rodriguez; it’s a fiber in the wind,
it’s what oceans have immersed,
it’s what’s graceful and sublime over the top of peaks,
what grows red in desert sands.
It’s the crawling life, the watery breaths between ledges.
It’s taut drum and peyote dance.
It’s the brew from fermented heartaches.
Don’t call me Rodriguez unless you mean peon and sod carrier,
unless you mean slayer of truths and deepsixer of hopes.
Unless you mean forget and then die.
My name’s the blackhooded 9mmwielding child in all our alleys.
I’m death row monk. The eightyearold gum seller
in city bars and taco shops.
I’m unlicensed, uninsured, unregulated, and unforgiven.
I’m free and therefore hungry.
Call me Rodriguez and bleed in shame.
Call me Rodriguez and forget your own name.
Call me Rodriguez and see if I whisper in your ear,
mouth stained with bitter wine.
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“Shoulda Been Jimi Savannah” by Patricia Smith
My mother scraped the name Patricia Ann from the ruins
of her discarded Delta, thinking it would offer me shield
and shelter, that leering men would skulk away at the slap
of it. Her hands on the hips of Alabama, she went for flat
and functional, then siphoned each syllable of drama,
repeatedly crushing it with her broad, practical tongue
until it sounded like an instruction to God, not a name.
She wanted a child of pressed head and knocking knees,
a tripup in the doubledutch swing, a starched pinafore
and peppermintinthesourpickle kinda child, stifflaced
and unshakably fixed on salvation. Her Patricia Ann
would never idly throat the Lord’s name or wear one
of those thin, sparkled skirts that flirted with her knees.
She'd be a nurse or a thirdgrade teacher or a postal drone,
jobs requiring alarmclock discipline and sensible shoes.
My four downbeats were music enough for a vapid life
of butchershop sawdust and fatback as cuisine, for Raid
spritzed into the writhing pockets of a Murphy bed.
No crinkled consonants or muted hiss would summon me.
My daddy detested borders. One look at my mother's
watery belly, and he insisted, as much as he could insist
with her, on the name Jimi Savannah, seeking to bless me
with the bluesbathed moniker of a ball breaker, the name
of a grown gal in a snug red sheath and unlaced AllStars.
He wanted to shoot muscle through whatever I was called,
arm each syllable with tiny weaponry so no one would
mistake me for anything other than a tricky whisperer
with a switchblade in my shoe. I was bound to be all legs,
a bladed debutante hooked on Lucky Strikes and sugar.
When I sent up prayers, God's boy would giggle and consider.
Daddy didn't want me to be anybody's surefire factory,
nobody's callback or seized rhythm, so he conjured
a name so odd and hot even a boy could claim it. And yes,
he was prepared for the look my mother gave him when
he first mouthed his choice, the look that said, That's it,
you done lost your goddamned mind. She did that thing
she does where she grows two full inches with righteous,
and he decided to just whisper Love you, Jimi Savannah
whenever we were alone, re and rechristening me the seed
of Otis, conjuring his own religion and naming it me
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Unit 1: Lesson 4: This is what I know...
Based on: “How to Ride Chicago Transit After Dark” by Nate Marshall & “Self Help for Fellow Refugees” by LiYoung Lee
As students move from thinking about their identity and how their name reflects their
culture, we want to now have them begin to think about all of the things that they know or
are experts in.
Cultural and Historical
Background

School can be a place that tells young people they don’t know anything, that they’re not an
expert at anything. As teachers, you know that is not true; students know it too. In this
exercise students have an opportunity to proudly proclaim their knowledge and put their
expertise on display.
Refugee: A person who has been forced to leave their home country in order to escape
war, natural disaster, or persecution (often based on their race, religion, or political opinion).

Key Terms

Stereotype (Optional): A conventional, formulaic, and oversimplified opinion or belief about
a particular group of people. Stereotypes are often based on identities such as race,
gender, sexual orientation, hobbies/interests, age, religion, etc.

Literary Form

Howto Poem: A poem that details a procedure and/or explains how to do something.
Howto poems typically walk readers through a process and teach readers stepbystep
how to do something new.

Literary Terms & Devices

Audience: The person, community, or group an author is trying to address through their
writing.

Write

Time: 510 minutes
Materials: Journals or paper, Pencil or pen
Student Activity:
Ask students to make a list of things they are experts in. Encourage students to be specific.
Examples can be: taking care of their aging grandmother, doing a layup, freestyle rapping, driving stick
shift, braiding hair, etc.
Have students make a list of instructions they would use to teach someone how to also become an
expert in one of those things.
Considerations for Teacher:
Encourage students to think about things that specifically apply to them. Also encourage them to think
about things that aren’t typically rewarded or acknowledged.

Listen

Time: 5 minutes
Materials: Poem  “How to Ride Chicago Transit After Dark” by Nate Marshall.
Student Activity:
Encourage students to think about things that specifically apply to them. Also encourage them to think
about things that aren’t typically rewarded or acknowledged.
Considerations for Teacher:
Nate Marshall is a Whitney Young Alum who competed in several Louder Than A Bomb competitions.
He grew up in the area of Chicago known as “The Wild Hundreds” on the far south side of the city. He is
currently studying poetry in the graduate program at the University of Michigan.
Marshall can be reached on twitter @illuminatemics.
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Marshall’s poem should be pretty relatable to most kids as it deals with the social survival skills many
Chicago kids use every day. It also introduces the idea of meeting and socializing (in this case, in part,
for romantic or sexual reasons) as skillbased as well. These are universal adolescent/young adult
issues that will likely be high interest. It’s worth noting that if you haven’t opened up the opportunity for
kids to talk about sexual and dating behaviors and rituals, you’re likely to have a lively conversation.
Be aware of the heteronormative culture in your classroom (reinforced in the boypursuesgirl structure
of this poem) and be sure to be an ally to the range of identities in your classroom who might not
identify with that narrative here.
Analyze

Time: 515 minutes
Student Activity:
Ask students to talk about the things in the poem that stood out to them.
Introduce howto poems.
Who is Marshall’s audience in this piece? How does the subject of transit reflect Marshall’s cultural
experience and/or experience of Chicago? What details does Marshall include to make his experience
distinct to Chicago?
Considerations for Teacher:
Optional Stereotype discussion:
Notice Nate’s reference to stereotypes in his description of meeting the girl on the train (“she thinks you
have some measure of money / because Macy’s makes employees dress professional”). Do
stereotypes influence the way students perceive strangers? Are there particular stereotypes that
influence the way students are perceived by others?

Compare

Time: 1020 minutes
Materials: Poem  “Self Help for Fellow Refugees” by LiYoung Lee
Student Activity:
Read LiYoung Lee’s “Self Help for Fellow Refugees.” Encourage students to circle or underline
anything in the poem that stands out.
Have students think about Lee’s audience and how that audience shares an experience of being a
refugee with him.
● Who is Lee writing to?
● How does the question of audience change the content of the poem?
● What does it mean to write a poem to someone who is a part of the same group as you?
Considerations for Teacher:
LiYoung Lee, (b.1957)was born in Djakarta, Indonesia. He grew up as a son of a political prisoner. He
and his family eventually fled Indonesia and end up in Pennsylvania before moving to Chicago. Today,
Lee is writer and educator. He taught at Northwestern University, University of Iowa, University of
Oregon, and University of Texas at Austin. He is a member of advisory board, Poetry Center of
Chicago. He is the author of four critically acclaimed books of poetry, his most recent being Behind My
Eyes. Lee is known for his poetry about childhood, spirituality and immigrant dreams.
The central event of this poem is that his father was arrested by the government (of Indonesia) and
eventually exiled and imprisoned. In this case, Lee’s father was Mao’s personal doctor and though they
were Chinese citizens living in Indonesia (thus, the “Fellow Refugees” of the title), his family was swept
up in an antiChinese crackdown.
Chicago youth may be able to identify with the account of negative experiences with law enforcement
officers. So, while the reasons for incarceration may be different, there are plenty of opportunities for
overlap with their own lives.
Note: The selection here is a great example of how we’ve taken advantage of the lesson and unit
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structure to complicate students understanding of the world. The first poem (Marshall’s) is funny and
relatable in many ways and should give students an opportunity to think about casual things (like riding
CTA) that they’re an expert in. Lee’s poem is also about being an expert and passing on advice, but it’s
also an introduction to more complex cultural and global ideas.
Synthesize

Time: 1525 minutes
Materials: Individual journals or worksheets, pencils/pens
Student Activity:
Using the list made earlier, have students either write a HowTo poem by explaining to someone who is
outside of their culture how to become an expert in something they listed; or a poem offering advice to
someone in a shared group/community with them.
Considerations for Teacher:
Examples of themes of howto poems are: how to root for the Chicago White Sox; how to ride the Green
Line; how to learn english after immigrating to the United States.
(Optional:) For a challenge task, have students identify their audience and write their poem to them.
This will give the writing a level of nuance that it wouldn’t otherwise have and, most likely, change the
tone of the piece.

Share and
Reflect

Time: 520 minutes
Materials: Portfolios or something else entirely
Student Activity:
As time permits, ask for volunteers to read their piece to the class. Have students share how their
poem relates to Marshall and/or Lee’s piece(s) or who their audience was; and ask the class to share
what they liked about the work that was read.
Considerations for Teacher:
As you know, creating a safe classroom space takes maintenance. Consider reminding students to
actively listen to the poem(s) read and to support one another through clapping or snapping their
fingers.
Have students type up their poem and submit it.

Additional Sources & Texts
Watch: “When the Burning Begins” by Patricia Smith
link: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_YmuQgYIVuk
This poem presents a recipe for cooking hot water cornbread, which is a meal the author used to cook with her father.
Introducing this piece to a classroom provides an opportunity to discuss influential relationships in student’s lives.
Read: “A Guide to Drag Kinging” by Franny Choi
link: http://apogeejournal.files.wordpress.com/2013/07/frannychoi_part11.jpg
This poem explores LGBTQ identity, presenting a woman’s guide to cross dressing. Introducing this piece to a
classroom provides an opportunity to return to a discussion of issues of gender identity and gender role stereotypes.
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“How To Ride Chicago Transit After Dark” by Nate Marshall
Don’t touch anything
Have headphones
you can hide behind
a book to open
wide as legs
look straight
away from anyone
except a pretty girl
but remember reasons she might be riding this train
(from work
to work
to get work)
In winter the floors will be slick with slime
of warm snow
don’t drop your book bag into the residue
look back at that girl
she looks like
she was looking
switch seats/lean in
she thinks you have some measure of money
because Macy’s makes employees dress professional. fresh.
if you’re a senior in high school
lie
replace high school with college and summer school with
MCAT Prep she won’t know what the acronym means
But she’ll pretend to be appropriately impressed
listen to her and nod when she says she’s from South Carolina
even if her South Side accent is a dead give away
it’s better if you get to know the person she wants to be
get her number
assume her name is fake
give her a fake name
if it ever goes anywhere, she’ll understand
you can’t give out real information to
some strange midnight ride
never lie
about your intentions
or interests
or anything actually important
never believe the little kids careening wildly through the car
asking for donations for basketball teams
selling 3 dollar chocolate and pity
if a poet recites
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and tries to sell Kinkos copies
of his verse
buy one
or accept the single page printout
he hands to everyone
too broke for books
and remember that
no matter what you will learn
in AP English tomorrow
or college next year
the best stories
only cost
train fare
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“SelfHelp for Fellow Refugees” by LiYoung Lee
If your name suggests a country where bells
might have been used for entertainment
or to announce the entrances and exits of the seasons
or the birthdays of gods and demons,
it's probably best to dress in plain clothes
when you arrive in the United States,
and try not to talk too loud.
If you happen to have watched armed men
beat and drag your father
out the front door of your house
and into the back of an idling truck
before your mother jerked you from the threshold
and buried your face in her skirt folds,
try not to judge your mother too harshly.
Don't ask her what she thought she was doing
turning a child's eyes
away from history
and toward that place all human aching starts.
And if you meet someone
in your adopted country,
and think you see in the other's face
an open sky, some promise of a new beginning,
it probably means you're standing too far.
*
Or if you think you read in the other, as in a book
whose first and last pages are missing,
the story of your own birthplace,
a country twice erased,
once by fire, once by forgetfulness,
it probably means you're standing too close.
In any case, try not to let another carry
the burden of your own nostalgia or hope.
And if you're one of those
whose left side of the face doesn't match
the right, it might be a clue
looking the other way was a habit
your predecessors found useful for survival.
Don't lament not being beautiful.
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Get used to seeing while not seeing.
Get busy remembering while forgetting.
Dying to live while not wanting to go on.
Very likely, your ancestors decorated
their bells of every shape and size
with elaborate calendars
and diagrams of distant star systems,
but with no maps for scattered descendants.
*
And I bet you can't say what language
your father spoke when he shouted to your mother
from the back of the truck, "Let the boy see!"
Maybe it wasn't the language you used at home.
Maybe it was a forbidden language.
Or maybe there was too much screaming
and weeping and the noise of guns in the streets.
It doesn't matter. What matters is this:
The kingdom of heaven is good.
But heaven on earth is better.
Thinking is good.
But living is better.
Alone in your favorite chair
with a book you enjoy
is fine. But spooning
is even better.
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“When the Burning Begins” by Patricia Smith
for Otis Douglas Smith, my father
The recipe for hot water cornbread is simple:
Cornmeal, hot water. Mix till sluggish,
then dollop in a sizzling skillet.
When you smell the burning begin, flip it.
When you smell the burning begin again,
dump it onto a plate. You've got to wait
for the burning and get it just right.
Before the bread cools down,
smear it with sweet salted butter
and smash it with your fingers,
crumple it up in a bowl
of collard greens or buttermilk,
forget that I'm telling you it's the first thing
I ever cooked, that my daddy was laughing
and breathing and no bullet in his head
when he taught me.
Mix it till it looks like quicksand, he'd say.
Till it moves like a slow song sounds.
We'd sit there in the kitchen, licking our fingers
and laughing at my mother,
who was probably scrubbing something with bleach,
or watching Bonanza,
or thinking how stupid it was to be burning
that nasty old bread in that cast iron skillet.
When I told her that I'd made my firstever pan
of hot water cornbread, and that my daddy
had branded it glorious, she sniffed and kept
mopping the floor over and over in the same place.
So here's how you do it:
You take out a bowl, like the one
we had with blue flowers and only one crack,
you put the cornmeal in it.
Then you turn on the hot water and you let it run
while you tell the story about the boy
who kissed your cheek after school
or about how you really want to be a reporter
instead of a teacher or nurse like Mama said,
and the water keeps running while Daddy says
You will be a wonderful writer
and you will be famous someday and when
you get famous, if I wrote you a letter and
sent you some money; would you write about me?
and he is laughing and breathing and no bullet
in his head. So you let the water run into this mix
till it moves like mud moves at the bottom of a river,
which is another thing Daddy said, and even though
I'd never even seen a river,
I knew exactly what he meant.
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Then you turn the fire way up under the skillet,
and you pour in this mix
that moves like mud moves at the bottom of a river,
like quicksand, like slow song sounds.
That stuff pops something awful when it first hits
that blazing skillet, and sometimes Daddy and I
would dance to those angry pop sounds,
he'd let me rest my feet on top of his
while we waltzed around the kitchen
and my mother huffed and puffed
on the other side of the door. When you are famous,
Daddy asks me, will you write about dancing
in the kitchen with your father?
I say everything I write will be about you,
then you will be famous too. And we dip and swirl
and spin, but then he stops.
And sniffs the air.
The thing you have to remember
about hot water cornbread
is to wait for the burning
so you know when to flip it, and then again
so you know when it's crusty and done.
Then eat it the way we did,
with our fingers,
our feet still tingling from dancing.
But remember that sometimes the burning
takes such a long time,
and in that time,
sometimes,
poems are born.
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Unit 1: Lesson 5: Editing Workshop #1
Utilizes Lessons 14

Key Activity

As an introduction to the editing process, students create a bank of weighted sensory
words to infuse their poems with specificity and imagery. The purpose of this editing
exercise is to emphasize the creation of a wordbank which is meant to broaden the
student's poetic vocabulary. Also to emphasize the use of sensory language and the five
senses in their writing.
Sensory Language/Sensory Words: The use of words, images and details that appeal to
a reader's senses (sight, touch, taste, hearing, smell). Sensory words are descriptive terms
(usually adjectives) that apply to one of the five senses.

Key Terms

Adjective: A word or phrase naming an attribute, added to or grammatically related to a
noun to modify or describe it
Onomatopoeia: A word that imitates the sound associated with the objects or actions
they refer to (i.e., buzz, hiss, jangle, murmur)

Literary Tool

Listen

Wordbank: A collection of words used as inspiration for writing. Wordbanks can be filled
with random selections of words or they could contain words connected to a certain theme
or category.

Time: 510 minutes
Student Activity:
Introduce and define the concept of sensory language. Reference a few specific examples from previous
texts to explain how writers use sensory language to vividly describe particular experiences and allow
the readers to relate to these experiences.
Explain that sensory language is a way of describing things, and that sensory words are often
adjectives (descriptive words). Write a group of sensory words on the board or read them aloud, and ask
students to say what sense they correspond to. Then ask students to add more examples of sensory
words: i.e., sound words, sight words, touch words, smell words, taste words.
Considerations for Teacher:
Some examples of sensory language from past pieces could be: “Remember when Nate Marshall wrote
that the CTA train floor was “slick with slime?” or, remember when Kevin Coval compared his nose to
“raw fish” and “pickled brine?”
Some examples of sensory words could be:
Sight: blurry, bright, misty, radiant, sparkling
Smell: rotten, perfumed, piney, stagnant
Sound: shrill, screech, yelp, whimper
Touch: squishy, hot, bumpy, rough
Taste: peppery, ripe, stale, sweet

Write

Time: 1015 minutes
Materials: Five sense materials, Pen or pencil, Journal, Poems from lessons 1  4
Student Activity:
Have students create a wordbank of sensory words that correspond to the five senses. Bring in
materials that stimulate each of the five senses. Examples include:
● Sight: photographs, muted videos, paintings, etc.
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●
●
●
●

Smell: perfume, spices, dryer sheets, etc.
Sound: music, sound effects, recorded atmospheric sounds, etc.
Taste: sour candy, salty chips, anything easily sharable with a distinct flavor
Touch: cotton balls, wet leaves, metal keychain, etc.  place item of choice in a paper bag or
other opaque container

Have students engage firsthand with five sense materials one at a time, spending 12 minutes per
object. Have students write down as many individual words as they can to describe what they
see/smell/hear/taste/feel during that time.
Define onomatopoeia and encourage students to use them to describe the sound material.
When finished, ask students to share some of the favorite words from their wordbank. Encourage
students to write down words from their classmates wordbanks that they liked.
Considerations for Teacher:
Nate Marshall is a Whitney Young Alum who competed in several Louder Than A Bomb competitions.
He grew up in the area of Chicago known as “The Wild Hundreds” on the far south side of the city. He is
currently studying poetry in the graduate program at the University of Michigan.
Marshall can be reached on twitter @illuminatemics.
Marshall’s poem should be pretty relatable to most kids as it deals with the social survival skills many
Chicago kids use every day. It also introduces the idea of meeting and socializing (in this case, in part,
for romantic or sexual reasons) as skillbased as well. These are universal adolescent/young adult
issues that will likely be high interest. It’s worth noting that if you haven’t opened up the opportunity for
kids to talk about sexual and dating behaviors and rituals, you’re likely to have a lively conversation.
Be aware of the heteronormative culture in your classroom (reinforced in the boypursuesgirl structure
of this poem) and be sure to be an ally to the range of identities in your classroom who might not
identify with that narrative here.
Analyze

Time: 510 minutes
Materials: Copies of poems from lesson 1  4. Consider using Luis Rodriguez piece, “My name is not
Rodriguez,” or Sandra Cisneros “My Name”
Student Activity:
Have a conversation about sensory language. Ask students to recall some sensory language in
previous poems/songs from the unit. Talk about the way(s) that language impacted them as reader.
What do they like/dislike about the particular language?
Considerations for Teacher:
Consider revisiting poems from lessons 14 this unit. Have students go back through the poems and
point out which lines stimulate which senses. The name prompt poems work particularly well for this
exercise.
(i.e. “My name’s not Rodriguez, It is a sigh of climbing feet, it’s a fiber in the wind, it’s the brew from
fermented heartaches”  Louis Rodriguez, and “My name is a muddy color. It is the Mexican records my
father plays on Sunday mornings when he is shaving, songs like sobbing.”  Sandra Cisneros)

Compare

Time: 1020 minutes
Materials: Students poems from lessons 1  4, Pen or pencil
Student Activity:
In small groups (two to four persons) have students identify uses of sensory language in their own
writing. Have other students in the group provide feedback on what worked particularly well. Ask
students to also give feedback on which sense category could be added to the poem.

Synthesize

Time: 1525 minutes
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Materials: Students poems from lessons 1  4, Pen or pencil
Student Activity:
Have students choose one of their poem drafts from lessons 1  4 to rewrite using as many words from
their wordbank as possible. Encourage students to use at least one word from each of the 5 sense
categories.
Share and
Reflect

Time: 520 minutes
Materials: Activity Guide (pg.?), Portfolios or something else entirely
Student Activity:
Have students share their poem with a partner. Ask students to listen and notice if their partners’ new
draft activates the five senses (sight, smell, sound, taste, touch). Have students give their partners
feedback about their use of sensory language in their new draft.
Considerations for Teacher:
Moving forward, consider hosting an inclass Open Mic. This is both a fun and challenging way to share
poems.
See the Activity Guide at the back of the curriculum for instructions on how to plan your Open Mic.

Expand Activity
5 Sense Freewrite: After discussing the definition of sensory language and creating the wordbank, try this freewrite
activity with students. A freewrite is a writing exercise in which students write for a period of time without stopping.
Encourage students to write without trying to edit or judge what comes out onto the page. Using the following anaphora,
ask students to write for 3 minutes about the things they heard/saw/smelled/tasted/felt last night.
Last night I heard…
Last night I saw…
Last night I smelled…
Last night I tasted…
Last night I felt/touched…
In a large group, have students go around and share their favorite line from each sense category. After each round ask
the group which particular sounds/sights/smells/tastes/touches stood out to them the most.
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Unit 1: Open Mic  What I sound like
Open Mics provide a platform for students to exercise their confidence and display their authorial voice. The open mic
serves as a way to reinforce community through active and open support via listening, clapping/snapping, and positive
feedback.
Announcement
(Weekof; 5 minutes)

At the beginning of the Unit, tell students that there will be an opportunity to share their
work at an inclass Open Mic at the end of the week. Throughout the week encourage
students to keep in mind which poem they might like to read out loud to the rest of the
class. Encourage students to choose a piece from Unit 1 and to practice reading it
aloud at home. As a teacher, we recommend you plan to participate in the Open Mic
as well.

Open Mic List
(Weekof; 5 minutes)

Create an Open Mic list (or use the one provided below) with spaces for students to
write down their names. Have the list available starting at the beginning of the Unit and
encourage students to sign up throughout the week. Allow the first five minutes of class
for lastminute students to sign up on the Open Mic list and for performing students do
lastminute edits or practice readthroughs of their poems.

Performance Tips
(Weekof; 5  15 minutes)

Here are a few performance tips to help prepare students for their Open Mic
performance. These are optional tips that you can use throughout the week during the
Share/Reflect section of the lessons.
●
●

●

Eye Contact: Have students read their poem to a partner or to the large group
and practice looking up from the page throughout the piece.
Pacing: Have students sit with a partner and read their poem “like molasses,”
meaning as slow as they possibly can. Have their partner use their hands to
signal “go faster” or “go slower” until the student is reading at a comfortable
pace and all of the words can be understood.
Gesture: Have students identify three moments in their poem where they want
to emphasize the words with a gesture. Once they have chosen three
gestures, have students perform their poem for a partner and give each other
feedback on what gestures worked and didn’t work.

Classroom Setup
(Dayof)

On the day of the Open Mic, arrange the classroom in some way distinct from how it is
usually set up (ie. if desks are usually arranged in rows, form a circle). Make sure there
is a “stagearea” where students can stand to read their work and be seen by everyone
in the class. You may want to bring in music and speakers and have a playlist of a few
songs to set the tone for the performance space as students enter the room.

Ground Rules
(Dayof)

Before beginning the Open Mic, have a conversation about Ground Rules. These
Ground Rules are suggestions, but feel free to tailor them to your own classroom and
build off any safe space discussions you have previously had with your students.
Ground Rules:
● Respect the Mic: Don’t speak or disrupt when other people are performing.
● Respect the Potential: Believe in yourself and your work. Don’t make
“disclaimers” (ie. “I just wrote this, it’s not even good…” etc.) Don’t say you
can’t do it.
● Respect the Work: Treat the craft of poetry writing and performance seriously.
Don’t come to class unprepared.
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Hosting
(Dayof)

As the teacher of the class you are also the host of this Open Mic. The main job of the
host is to keep the energy high, maintain safe space, and encourage the audience to
support whoever is performing. The other main job of a host is to manage time and try
to make sure as many people on the list are able to perform as possible. A good tip for
time management is to call “on deck,” which is the person who is set to go after the
person who is next on the list. This saves time by giving the “on deck” person a heads
up so they will be prepared when you call them to the stage.

Letters of Appreciation
(Dayof)

As a homework assignment, have each student write a short letter of appreciation to
someone who performed on the Open Mic. The letter should say something they liked
or appreciated about the piece that was performed. The letters can be signed or
anonymous.
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OPEN MIC LIST

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
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UNIT 2

This is who “we” are

Moving from Unit 1, which is an exploration of “me” and one's personal identity, we now move into a unit about “we” the
crew and family that surround all of us and have an important and profound influence on the “me.” The community one is
born into and one chooses and keeps in life will deepen our individual identity, sometimes intentionally and sometimes
unintentionally. It is critical, therefore, that young people have an understanding of the value and importance of community
but also the ways that the community that one is a part of is perceived from outside of that community. As we foreshadow
Unit 3 (“they”), we can begin to see the way the understanding of me and we will help prepare students to critically
examine the world outside.
Lesson 1: We (are) a crew
“My Crew” by Ang 13
“Home Court” by José Olivarez
Lesson 2: We (are) a community
“The Corner” from Be by Common
“Evolution of My Block” by Jacob Saenz
“sixty third & cottage grove” by Quraysh Ali Lansana
Lesson 3: This is how We do
“We Step” by Lamar Jorden
“Saturday Nights at the Bug Inn, 1986” by Krista Franklin
“Soul Food” by Goodie Mob
Lesson 4: If We don’t define ourselves, others will
“We Real Cool” by Gwendolyn Brooks
“We Real” by Kevin Coval
“We Don’t Care” by Kanye West
Lesson 5: Editing Workshop #2
Culminating Activity: Classroom Literary Arts Blog  Who We Are
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51
54
55
59
61
62
63
66
69
70
72
75
76
77
79
82

Length of Each Lesson:
Ranges 45 minutes and one and ½ hours depending on the amount of class time available.
Objectives:
● Students will work independently and in small groups to broaden their personal narrative and grow their artistic
voice through stylistic choices.
● Students will be exposed to the artistic voice and stylistic choices of Chicagobased literary artists; and have an
opportunity to engage some of them through social media.
● Students will gain practice in peer critique and take initiative to edit materials based on personal choice.
● They will continue to actively learn more literary tools, forms and devices, and gain practice through use.
● Student demonstrates understanding of media and technology tools by using them to upload their work onto an
inclass blog.
Standards Addressed:
Common Core Reading, Writing, Listening and Speaking, Literacy
RL.912.2.

Determine a theme or central idea of a text and analyze in detail its development over the course of the text, including how it
emerges and is shaped and refined by specific details; provide an objective summary of the text.

RL.912.4.

Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in the text, including figurative and connotative meanings;
analyze the impact of specific word choices on meaning and tone, including words with multiple meanings or language that is
particularly fresh, engaging, or beautiful. (Include Shakespeare as well as other authors.)
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RL.912.5.

Analyze how an author’s choices concerning how to structure specific parts of a text (e.g., the choice of where to begin or
end a story, the choice to provide a comedic or tragic resolution) contribute to its overall structure and meaning as well as its
aesthetic impact.

W.912.3.

Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using effective techniques, wellchosen details, and
wellstructured event sequences.

W.9  12.4.

Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, and style are appropriate to task, purpose, and
audience.

W.9  12.5.

Analyze how an author’s choices concerning how to structure specific parts of a text (e.g., the choice of where to begin or
end a story, the choice to provide a comedic or tragic resolution) contribute to its overall structure and meaning as well as its
aesthetic impact.

SL.912.1.

Initiate and participate effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (oneonone, in groups, and teacherled) with
diverse partners on grades 9–10 topics, texts, and issues, building on others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly and
persuasively.

SL.912.6.

Adapt speech to a variety of contexts and tasks, demonstrating command of formal English when indicated or appropriate.

L. 9  12.2b

Spell Correctly

L. 9  12.4

Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiplemeaning words and phrases, choosing flexibly from a range of
strategies.

L. 9  124a

Use context (e.g., the overall meaning of a sentence, paragraph, or text) as a clue to the meaning of a word or phrase.

Social and Emotional Learning Strands
STAGE I

STAGE J

2a1

Recognize ways to share feelings

2a4

Demonstrate empathy with others

2b7

Maintain positive relationships with peers of differences in gender, race, etc.

2a4

Use nonverbal cues to communicate understanding of another’s perspective

2a6

Practice responding to ideas

Materials Needed:
● Individual student journals
● Pens/pencils
● White board and dry erasers (can also use a chalk board or power point)
● Audio/Visual technology (computer with projector and speakers; or TV connected to a computer)
● Tumblr account (or another blog site account)
● Optional twitter account
Guiding Questions:
Can students collaborate with classroom peers to broaden personal narrative?
How can students’ use of stylistic choice add to their artistic expression?
Prepare in Advance:
Print off poems located at the end of each lesson plan.
Review the expand activities to see if incorporating them makes sense with the skill level and/or interest of your class.
Consider downloading Youtube links beforehand.
If creating an inclass tumblr page, do that ahead of time to show students where they will be posting a selection of their
work (you can also ask a student to create one for the class).
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Key terms: community; solidarity (lesson 1); (Review) community (lesson 2); tradition (lesson 3); generation;
selfdetermination (lesson 4).
Literary Forms: (Review) vignette (lesson 1); (Review) ode poem (lesson 2); realist portraiture (lesson 4)
Literary Terms & Devices: personification; (Review) metaphor and simile (lesson 1); imagery; assonance; alliteration
(lesson 2); allusion; (Review) audience; anaphora; sensory language (lesson 3); enjambment (lesson 4); abstract/concrete
noun; verb; (Review) metaphor, simile, adjective, and personification (lesson 5).
PreAssessment Strategy:
Revisit the Safe Classroom Space Guidelines and add to them as a class if necessary. The guidelines should stay as a
fixture over course of the unit. Part of your assessment can be on listening and speaking, especially as you will move into
more peer critique. How are students giving and receiving constructive criticism? If you are doing a class blog, you can
assess the students’ piece or pieces they decide to post. Does the work reflect the student’s personal
narrative? Does it include stylistic choices?
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Unit 2: Lesson 1: We (are) a crew
Based on: “My Crew” by Ang13 & “Home Court” by José Olivarez

Cultural and Historical
Background

Chicago has often been called “a city of neighborhoods.” While Chicago’s neighborhoods
are the heart of life and culture of the city, they have also historically been the spaces of
gangs. Contrary to today’s newspaper headlines, the history of gangs in Chicago is more
than a story of crime, drugs, and violence. Gangs have historically played political roles in
communities, defending neighborhoods against attack, as well as committing crimes and
waging violent battle against rivals and police. Gangs are a symbol that all is not right with
the present order, that some voices have been suppressed and some groups of people have
been disenfranchised.
Community: Refers to a usually small, social unit of any size that shares common values
or characteristics. May also refer to a group of people living in the same place.

Key Terms
Solidarity: A feeling of unity between people who have the same values, characteristics,
interests, goals, identity, and/or experiences, etc.
Vignette (Review): A brief evocative description that focuses on a particular moment or
gives a vivid account of a character, idea, setting, or subject.

Literary Form

Personification: A figure of speech in which the poet describes an abstraction, a thing, or
a nonhuman form as if it were a person.

Literary Terms & Devices

Metaphor (Review): A metaphor is a figure of speech that describes a subject by
asserting that it is, on some point of comparison, the same as another (possibly otherwise
unrelated) object.
Simile (Review): A figure of speech that directly compares two things through some
connective word,usually being "like", "as", "than", or a verb such as "resembles.”

Write

Time: 510 minutes
Materials: Journals or paper, Pencil or pen
Student Activity:
Have students write a list of activities they do with their friends. Encourage them to think specifically of
certain times they did that activity. What was the happiest time they had doing this activity? The
saddest? The most fun? The scariest?

Listen

Time: 1015 minutes
Materials: Lyrics  “My Crew” by Ang 13
Student Activity:
Have students actively listen to the song “My Crew” by Ang 13.
Considerations for Teacher:
Angela “Ang13” Zone is a veteran in HipHop. Ang13 is grew up on the streets of Chicago where she
learned the art of breakdancing, grafitti, emcee and producing. While the world of hip hop and rap
music is dominated by males, Ang13’s feminist voice defies stereotypes of who a hip hop artists are
and what their message can be about.

Analyze

Time: 510 minutes
Student Activity:
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Ask students what they liked/disliked about the song and why.
Who are some people Ang 13 mentions in this song? (ie. her coach, mom and dad, family, cousins)
What are some ways she has been influenced by them? (ie. her parents put a pencil in her hand and
that’s how she started writing, her family “turned her maybes to cans”, her coach encouraged her to use
words instead of violence) What values, characteristics, or experiences does Ang 13 have in common
with members of her crew?
Considerations for Teacher:
Consider using Ang 13’s piece as a jumpoff point into an indepth conversation about community
and/or solidarity. Who do students consider to be their community? What are the markers of
community? What does solidarity mean and when/where/how students have seen it enacted historically
or in their own lives.
Students might bring up their experiences in gangs. These conversations are a sign that students feel
comfortable enough to bring their real life experiences into the classroom. One way to frame the
conversation is to talk about how gangs are a symbol that all is not right with the present order and that
disenfranchisement causes desperation.
Compare

Time: 1025 minutes
Materials: Poem  “Home Court” by Jose Olivarez
Student Activity:
Have students read “Home Court” by Jose Olivarez two times: first by themselves individually; and
second outloud as a group.
Once students have finished reading and before doing a deeper comparison of the poem review
vignette as a literary form. Ask students to identify what makes Olivarez’s piece a vignette.
If you had a conversation about solidarity, consider asking students how ideas of solidarity expressed in
Ang 13’s piece resonate with the Olivarez’s poem?
Next, introduce personification as a literary device and review the definition of metaphor. Read the piece
again out loud as a group. Have students underline or circle metaphors as well as the use of
personification. Have students think about how the relationships between the characters are explained
by Olivarez.
Do students like the poem? What makes it a strong piece?
For a challenge, ask students the following question: How does Grief act as a character in the end of
the poem?
Considerations for Teacher:
José Olivarez is a Chicano poet and educator. Born on the south side of Chicago and raised in Calumet
City, IL, he is a graduate of Harvard University and the School Programs Coordinator for the DreamYard
Project. He has taught writing workshops and performed at schools, universities, and poetry slams
across the country. His work has appeared or is forthcoming in Specter Magazine, Side B Magazine,
The Acentos Review, The Harvard Voice, and Chicago Public Radio. Olivarez can be reached at
josegolivarez@gmail.com or on twitter at @jayohessee. Consider live tweeting questions to Olivarez
about his poem.
Personification is often used in literature to provide vivid description and convey and particular mood.
Authors typically personify abstract concepts or inanimate objects in order to make the work more
dramatic and interesting. Because personification gives human characteristics to nonhuman things, it
typically strikes readers as out of the ordinary and catches their attention.
In Olivarez’s piece, he uses personification to describe the feeling of grief.
Some examples of personification are:
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“Time creeps up on you”  This is an expression used to say that you are running out of time, or that
time is passing too quickly. In this example “time” is personified because it is “creeping” as if it had a
physical body and was able to sneak up behind you in the hallway when you are running late to class.
This is a great example of an abstract concept being personified, because “time” is something
intangible that can’t be directly perceived by the 5 senses.
“The thunder grumbled like an old man”  This expression is used to describe the sound of thunder
during a storm. It personifies thunder by giving it human characteristics, and also makes a direct
comparison to a particular human that the thunder resembles (“an old man”).
A popular, and often misogynistic, example of personification is when a man buys a new car and shows
it off to his friends. And he says “Isn’t she a beauty?“. This man is using personification by giving his
car a “female characterization”. A car is an inanimate object and “she” is what we use to refer to
women. He is telling his friends that his car is a beauty; as he would say if he was introducing his
girlfriend.
Synthesize

Time: 1525 minutes
Materials: Journals or paper, Pen or pencil
Student Activity:
Using the list made earlier, have students write a vignette about their crew or group of friends. The
vignette should talk about who their crew is and why they are important to them. Students may using
the lens of a select activity (like basketball), or talk about a variety of activities, experiences, and values
that make up their crew. Remind students that vignettes are “snapshots” of a particular scene or
subject, and that the writing could take a variety of forms (ie. poem, short story, rap verse).
Considerations for Teacher:
Encourage students to attempt to use at least one metaphor and one instance of personification during
the poem.

Share and
Reflect

Time: 520 minutes
Materials: Journals, Pen or pencil; Portfolio or something else entirely
Student Activity:
Ask for volunteers to read to the entire class.
Considerations for Teacher:
Consider using Unit 2 as an opportunity to work towards the creation of a class blog. The launch of the
blog is correlated with the thematic change from a focus on the self or individual to that of a
community. A blog provides a great platform for collective sharing. See the Activity Guide on page __
for more information on how to get started.

Additional Sources & Texts
Read: “Crew Love Elegy” by Patrick Rosal, from Boneshepards (2011).
This piece is a great example of a vignette. It tells the story of a Halloween night when the author and his friends drove to
the rich part of town and stole candy from an unsuspecting boy. The author also emphasizes the effect of the city
environment and his crew’s upbringing on their actions & attitude.
Read: “For Brothers Everywhere” by Tim Siebles
audio link: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sfgSpOUReQM
This piece is another vignette, painting the picture of a basketball court where boys hang out and play ball. This piece is
also full of great examples of simile & metaphor, ie. “brothers keep goin to the hoop / keep risin up with baske'balls ripe
as pumpkins / toward rims hung like piñatas”
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Listen “Don’t Like” by Chief Keef ft. Lil Reese.
This song is by Chicago rapper Cheif Keef, and is a litany of things he and his crew don’t like. There is a lot of profanity
in this song, but in certain classrooms it could be useful in illuminating an example of a direction to go with the prompt,
and even provide a way of structuring the poem. You could ask students to answer the question: What kinds of things do
you and your crew/generation like/dislike?
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“My Crew” by Ang 13
Now if I never grabbed the mic
Or the cry long
That night got my style on
Damage shit like ___ like dielon
I probably hold the clips in my thighlons
Click click then your life’s gone
But I ain’t one to flip on that song
Yeah hommie lay it on me
Number two in the racer
Don’t think its phony
That I hold that double deuce to replace ya
Blame my mama and my dad for putting it in my hands
That minute that kid was damned
With that blistered command
But the streets showed me heat only brings more heat
My coach had told me just to bust him with these words that I speak
Graffiti showed me what hard was I moved to the dark plug
Left my mark with a marker before my departure
So they can say that’s her yes sir
I mean yes ma’am
Peace to the feds
Or slang trick hecklin exmen
They didn’t hold my hand
Turn my maybes to cans
And that’s fam
And without fam there would be no Ang
Now tell me what would I do
When my crew make moves
What my crew can’t do
What I do when I do
When I sing the blues with my crew
Make news with my Crew
Can’t be mad whatever you need
I got you
I’m talking fam fam, crew
My girls in pants man, crew
Them ones that hold you when you can’t really stand
That’s cool that’s true that chick that true that foo that walks beside you
Believe me that’s cool
When I was doubted
If I was bouted, batter
I made them see me without a CD
Or TV oh I spread like vd
And brought the itches to these son’s of b*tch*s
In different tones and pitches
Had em on bone with these thunder switches
Never outgrew my riches
My fem friends handled that
Had Ang right in exact
At times smacked up a black
Had my back when I stepped wrong
Updated what I slept on
And fired to my ass
With each task I slept on
My people’s my homes
Pull me home when I think I’m too grown
Life’s familiar like the colions
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And if it wasn’t for my cousins
Again fo
A b*tch with a bimbo
Relying on liars
That choke when it fires
No services I do not require, dog
I need something higher
And if you easily tired
Then lay it down and retire
You had a good run done its been fun
Let bygones be bygones
Fade into the horizon
Cause I’m on duty
When my crew make moves
What my crew can’t do
What I do when I do
When I sing the blues with my crew
Make news with my Crew
Can’t be mad whatever you need I got you
I’m talking fam fam, crew
My girls in pants man, crew
Them ones that hold you when you can’t really stand
That’s cool that’s true that chick that true that foo that walks beside you
Believe me that’s cool
Now your race your belief
Your religion your decision
Wouldn’t cause any division between us
Trust that your face your release
Your position in this mission
If many can’t believe we must
Cause these shorties need us
Now lets give them no gimmicks no mimics
Just dispense us with them
They only got 15 minutes, some minutes
One shot maybe two then you are finished
Server gets severed and diminished
Like its Wimbledon tennis
But dig this
10, 9 me and my girl shine
8, 7 she forgot its divine
6, 5 we going to keep it on high
4, 3 its forever the team
2, 1 when we’re 2, 1 done
We get it 21 done
To the light cracks night
Keep my daughters and my sons
Sons and daughters alright
Till the funds flow like water
Quarters turn into papers
We running capers on music
40 acres, got two
You need Jamaica
Ain’t no fakers in my crew
Make moves with my crew
Can’t do what I do when I do
When I sing the blues with my crew
Make news with my Crew
Can’t be mad whatever you need
I got you
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I’m talking fam fam, crew
My girls in pants crew
Them ones that hold you when you can’t really stand
That’s cool that’s true that chick that truth that foo that walks beside you
Believe me that’s cool
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“Home Court” by Jose Olivarez
When I was in second grade, Oscar and Cesar’s dad died.
That was my introduction to death.
For two weeks Oscar and Cesar didn’t come outside.
The only thing I knew about death
was that it took away dads.
My friends and I knew about missing dads.
My dad was a car missing
from our driveway. Jeff’s dad was a name
on a child support check.
When Oscar and Cesar finally came outside,
their faces ashen with sorrow, we turned
to the basketball court. We played with the shadows
of death threatening to touch, we were defiant,
we were still alive, we sweat the fever
of hurt from our bodies, our small hands
aching to be held. We played all day
and it was more prayer than basketball,
the follow through on a jumpshot
was a small, noiseless plea, we wanted back
what had been ripped from Oscar and Cesar.
We put up a thousand jumpshots of penance,
all of us trying to gather whatever magic
was left in our wrists. Lord, we prayed all day
and it was more scream than basketball,
we stomped around the court trying to hurt
the concrete. Every dribble was violent,
a curse, we were daring whatever God
was watching to strike us down too. We
we were striking anything we could touch,
our eyes dry and vengeful. We fought all day
on the same basketball court
that Oscar and Cesar’s dad built. O, Grief,
we whimpered and went back to our houses
when we realized we were playing on his court,
but that was nothing to the merciless punch
to the gut when we looked at our hands
and saw our whole bodies were made of Grief
and his many lovely and disappointing touches.
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Unit 2: Lesson 2: We (are) a community
Based on: “The Corner” by Common & “Evolution of My Block” by Jacob Saenz
Cultural and Historical
Background

Students will write poems using imagery to describe specific places and spaces they hang
out at with their friends.

Key Terms

Community: (Review) Refers to a usually small, social unit of any size that shares
common values or characteristics. May also refer to a group of people living in the same
place.

Literary Form

Ode Poem: (Review) A poem addressing and celebrating a particular subject; especially
uplifting a subject typically seen as mundane or ordinary and elevating it to something
worthy of praise.
Imagery: The use of vivid or expressive language to represent or describe objects, actions,
or ideas. Metaphor, Simile, and Personification are all examples of ways poets use
imagery in their work.

Literary Terms & Devices

Alliteration: The repetition of the same letter or consonant sound at the beginning of
adjacent or closely connected words
Assonance: The repetition of identical or similar vowel sounds in neighboring words.

Write

Time: 510 minutes
Materials: Journals or paper, Pencil or pen
Student Activity:
Ask students to make a list of the important intersections or streets in the lives of them and their peers
(ex: Milwaukee and Division).
Considerations for Teacher:
When asking students to generate these ideas, consider these helpful prompts:
First, identify a specific intersection or block. It could be a specific place where a bike accident, a
fight, or where they had their first kiss; or it can be corner that they and their friends hang out at—like
the one next to a liquor store or park.
Second, write about the specifics of that place. What does the place look like throughout the day?
What does it smell like? What do they hear? Who else is there with them?

Listen

Time: 1015 minutes
Materials:Lyrics  “The Corner” by Common
Student Activity:
Listen to Common’s “The Corner”.
Have students think about the way(s) the corner is described, and either write down or underline the
parts of the song that stand out.
Considerations for Teacher:
Common presents a complex set of identity markers for kids to contemplate. This may be common
knowledge (pun intended), but Common is a Chicagoan, specifically from the south side. It may also
be worth sharing that Common was an honors student at Luther South and won a scholarship to
college. His mother was a teacher and principal in CPS and was appointed to the CPS Board of
Education by Mayor Emmanuel. She was part of the board that voted to close 54 schools in May of
2013. Common is/was a vegetarian, (as are many other hip hop artists who may draw a link between
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their music, their message and their lifestyle) which may be an interesting opportunity for learning in
your classroom (see the line “Streetlights and deep nights, cats trying to eat right…”)
This song also features the Last Poets, a group of Black poets and musicians that emerged in the late
1960s and 1970s that raised consciousness about race and also laid the groundwork for early hiphop.
The official video for this song (directed by Kanye West) is an excellent collection of Chicago images
(in the winter) which might help spark the conversation around imagery (see below).
Analyze

Time: 515 minutes
Student Activity:
Have students talk about what they liked/disliked and the things they wrote down. What does Common
say about the corner?
Briefly discuss imagery as a literary device by having students define it. Ask them to give examples of
the uses of imagery in the song.
How do the Last Poets’ use of imagery elevate the corner (e.g. The corner was our Rock of Gibraltar)?
Considerations for Teacher:
Consider loopingback to the conversation about community in the previous lesson. Whereas Ang 13
talked about community as it related directly to her crew, Common is talking about community as it
relates to a physical space  the corner of Stony and Cottage Grove.
You might also consider reviewing the ode poem as a literary form. Similar to how Pablo Neruda takes
common things (pun intended, once again) and raises them place of praise, Common and the Last
Poets use of imagery the elevate the corner.
Imagery uses words and phrases to create “mental images” for the reader. Imagery helps the reader to
visualize and thereby creates a more realistic experience of the author’s writings. Imagery allows the
author to show the reader something, rather than tell the reader about something.

Compare

Time: 1020 minutes
Materials: Poem  “Evolution of My Block” by Jacob Saenz
Student Activity:
Introduce the poem “Evolution of My Block” by Jacob Saenz. While Common’s song focuses on a
specific corner, Saenz’s piece is about his whole block. Ask for a volunteer to read the poem out loud to
the class. Have students underline or circle anything else that stands out while listening to the poem
being read.
Ask students to talk about what stood out to them.
How is the block that Saenz is describing similar/different from the block that Common talks about?
Many students will notice Saenz’s specific use of rhyme and sound. Introduce alliteration and
assonance. Have students identify uses of both.
Considerations for Teacher:
Jacob Saenz is a Chicago based poet originally from Cicero, IL. He went to Columbia College for his
Bachelors in Creative Writing. Today he is an editor at Columbia Poetry Review and an associate editor
at RHINO  a nonprofit literary organization that focuses on publication. Saenz performs his poetry at
a number of Chicago venues. He has received several awards and recognitions including a Letras
Latinas Residency Fellowship, Ruth Lilly Poetry Fellowship, and a CantoMundo fellowship.
Consider taking a look at RHINO’s blog: http://rhinopoetry.org/blog/ as an example of what your class
blog could look like. While their blog focuses on audio records, the one for Unit 2 will focus on written
work. A flash forward to the culminating activity of Unit 3 is that students will work towards audio
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recordings. Those files can then also be posted on your blog.
One of the many literary strengths of Saenz’s piece is his use of rhyme and how he plays with the
sound in language. This is an opportunity to introduce assonance and alliteration as literary devices.
Alliteration is the repetition of the same letter or consonant sound at the beginning of adjacent or
closely connected words. Assonance is the repetition of identical or similar vowel sounds in neighboring
words.
Synthesize

Time: 1525 minutes
Materials: Journals or paper, Pen or pencil
Student Activity:
Using the lists made earlier, have students choose one place to write about. Like Common’s song, it
can be a corner; or like Saenz’s poem, it can be about a whole block. Divide the writing time up into
two parts. First give students time to write a short piece. Next, have them go back and add imagery,
and/or assonance and alliteration.
Considerations for Teacher:
While we are introducing literary devices and terms, we want to make sure students are not weighted
down by them. The goal of unit 1 and 2 is to get students to write about their lives and lived
experiences here we focus on content over form. Once we get to unit 3 and 4 there will be a gradual
focus on literary techniques and forms.

Share and
Reflect

Time: 520 minutes
Materials: Journals, Pen or pencil; Portfolio or something else entirely
Student Activity:
Have students share poems with their neighbor. When listening, have them write down particular uses
of imagery, assonance, and/or alliteration that they thought were fresh. Then, share those with their
neighbor after the piece has been read.
Considerations for Teacher:
Have students type up their piece in preparation for their blog post.
Performance Tip: Have students take a minute or two and commit the first stanza or two of Jacob
poem to memory. Challenge them to do the same with their own poems after today’s session. This will
allow them to build necessary memorization skills.

Expand Activities
Walking Around Prompt: Take students outside for a walk around the neighborhood around the school. Have students
take note of the things they see/smell/hear/touch/taste. For a variation on or addition to this activity, have students take
note of things they encounter that bring them joy vs. things they encounter that they do not like. Encourage students to
repeat the activity in their own neighborhoods and incorporate their notes into their poems.
Write your own “Corner” Verse: Have students write a 8 line verse, with 4 rhyming couplets (also called “bars”).
Introduce the additional literary devices:
couplet, near rhyme, and wordplay. Notice how Common used these literary devices in his song. What did they add to
the piece? Have students write their “Corner” verses and share them with the large group.
Couplet: A unit of verse consisting of two successive lines, usually rhyming and forming a complete thought. Example:
One of Common’s couplets is “With no where to go, rolling in droves / They shoot the wrong way cause they ain’t
knowing their goal”
Near Rhyme: A partial or imperfect rhyme, often relying on similar vowel sounds. Also called half rhyme or slant rhyme.
Example: In the first verse, Common keeps the same rhyme scheme throughout the verse, creating near rhymes with
the following words: “droves / goal / code / fold / doors / rolls / stove / grove”
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Wordplay: The witty exploitation of the meanings and ambiguities of words, such as in puns. Example: In the first verse,
Common creates wordplay with the word “rolls,” first using it to name a type of car, then using as a verb for riding in the
car, then using it to refer to the broken car windows that don’t “roll.”
Additional Sources & Texts
Read: Quraysh Ali Lansana “63rd and Cottage Grove”
This poem is a great example of sitespecificity, and contains a lot of specific details about this corner located on
Chicago’s South Side. There are also several examples of alliteration, ie. “working women wait” & “meeting midnight
minds”
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“The Corner” by Common ft. Kanye West, The Last Poets
Memories on corners with the fours & the moors
Walk to the store for the rose talking straightforward to h***
Got uncles that smoke it some put blow up they nose
To cope with they lows the wind is cold & it blows
In they socks & they soles n***** holding they rolls
Corners leave souls opened & closed hoping for more
With nowhere to go rolling in droves
They shoot the wrong way
cause they ain't knowing they goal
The streets ain't safe cause they ain't knowing the code
By the fours I was told either focus or fold
Got cousins with flows hope they open some doors
So we can cop clothes & roll in a Rolls
Now I roll in a "Olds" with windows that don't roll
Down the roads where cars get broke in & stole
These are the stories told by Stony & Cottage Grove
The world is cold the block is hot as a stove
On the corners
[Hook: Kanye West]
I wish I could give ya this feeling
I wish I could give ya this feeling
On the corners, robbing, killing, dying
Just to make a living (huh)
[Spoken: The Last Poets]
We underrated, we educated
The corner was our time when times stood still
And gators and snakes gangs and yellow and pink
And colored blue profiles glorifying that
[Verse 2: Common]
Streetlights & deepnights cats trying to eat right
Riding no seat bikes with work to feed hypes
So they can keep sweet Nikes they head & they feet right
Desires of streetlife cars & weed types
It's hard to breath nights
days are thief like
The beast roam the streets the police is Greeklike
Game at it's peak we speak & believe hype
Bang in the streets hats cocked left or deep right
Its steep life coming up where sheeplike
Rappers & hoopers we strive to be like
G's with 3 stripes seeds that need light
Cheese & weaves tight needs & thieves strike
The corner where struggle & greed fight
We write songs about wrong cause it's hard to see right
Look to the sky hoping it will bleed light
Reality's a b**** and I heard that she bites
The corner
[Hook]
[Spoken: The Last Poets]
The corner was our magic, our music, our politics
Fires raised as tribal dancers and war cries that broke out on
different corners
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Power to the people, black power, black is beautiful
[Verse 3: Common]
Black church services, murderers, Arabs serving burger
its Cats with gold permanents move they bags as herbalist
The dirt isn't just fertile its people working & earning this
The curbgetters go where the cash flow & the current is
It's so hot that burn to live the furnace is
Where the money move & the determined live
We talk play lotto & buy german beers
It's so black packed with action that's affirmative
The corners
[Hook]
[Spoken: The Last Poets]
The corner was our Rock of Gibraltar, our Stonehenge
Our Taj Mahal, our monument, Our testimonial to freedom, to
peace and to love Down on the corner...
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“Evolution of My Block” by Jacob Saenz
As a boy I bicycled the block
w/a brown mop top falling
into a tail bleached blond,
goldlike under golden light,
like colors of Noble Knights
’banging on corners, unconcerned
w/the colors I bore—a shorty
too small to war with, too brown
to be down for the block.
White Knights became brown
Kings still showing black & gold
on corners now crowned,
the block a branch branded
w/la corona graffitied on
garage doors by the pawns.
As a teen, I could’ve beamed
the crown, walked in w/out
the beat down custom,
warred w/my cousin
who claimed TwoSix,
the set on the next block
decked in black & beige.
But I preferred games to gangs,
books to crooks wearing hats
crooked to the left or right
fighting for a plot, a block
to spot & mark w/blood
of boys who knew no better
way to grow up than throw up
the crown & be down for whatever.
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“sixty third & cottage grove”
by Quraysh Ali Lansana
a new abandoned canopy promises
ghost train rides while providing refuge
from the backstabbing moonlight
twentyfour hour corner summit
meeting midnight minds inside workshirts
stained beyond wear demands for attention
greasy spoons fall by the northside
neon flickering convenience and no surprise
amidst the despair are smiles
true enough to call home
working women wait on tips gracefully
sidestepping after dinner invitations
heads held high, serving retort
salmon patties pepper p.m. hunger pangs
addressing eggs scrambled beyond indifference
as is our waitress, with too many tables
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Unit 2: Lesson 3: This is how we do
Based on: “We Step” by Lamar Jorden & “Saturday Nights at the Bug Inn, 1986” by Krista Franklin

Cultural and Historical
Background

ChicagoStyle Stepping, or steppin', is a dance style that originated in Chicago. Steppin’
has it roots imbedded in the traditional dance movements of Swing Dancing, but continues
to evolve, defining its unique style and culture, both in Chicago and across the country.
Chicago musical artist R.Kelly is known for composing several of today’s most popular
steppin’ songs.

Key Terms

Tradition: A way of thinking, behaving, or doing something that has been used by the
people in a particular group, family, society, etc., for an extended period of time.
Allusion: A figure of speech that makes a reference to, or a representation of, people,
places, events, movements, literary work, myths, or works of art, either directly or by
implication.

Literary Terms & Devices

Anaphora: (Review) The repetition of a word or phrase at the beginning of every line or
clause.
Audience: (Review) The person, community, or group an author is trying to address
through their writing.
Sensory Language: (Review) The use of words, images and details that appeal to a
reader's senses (sight, touch, taste, hearing, smell).

Write

Time: 510 minutes
Materials: Journals or paper, Pencil or pen
Student Activity:
Ask students to make a list of the things they like to do collectively with friends and/or family.
If students need prompting, ask them to focus on specific traditionsmaybe a holiday ritual, a place
they go regularly, or an annual event they enjoy.
Considerations for Teacher:
Note that this list should be focused on close friends and/or family, different from the things they do
with their ‘crew’ or ‘on the corner’ from lessons earlier (even though it’s likely that family and crew and
corner all intersect in some way in most kids lives).

Listen

Time: 1015 minutes
Materials:Poem  “We Step” by Lamar Jorden
Student Activity:
Introduce Lamar Jorden’s poem, “We Step”
As a review, have them identify the anaphora “we step” and circle the sensory language he uses to
convey his connection and affinity towards step.
Considerations for Teacher:
Lamar Jorden got his start as a writer, emcee and poet through Louder Than a Bomb. He is from
Chicago’s west side and went to high school at Steinmetz College Prep. He starred in the 2010
documentary, Louder Than a Bomb  named after the festival. He performed at Brave New Voices and
has shared the stage with wellreknown poets such as Staceyann Chin, Saul Williams, Queen GodIs,
Shannon Matesky, Kevin Coval, Idris Goodwin, and many others. After high school he toured the
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country as a teaching artist representing the film. Today, he is one of Young Chicago Authors Corps
Teaching Artists. You can reach out to Jorden on twitter @LamarJorden.
Analyze

Time: 515 minutes
Student Activity:
Talk about the poem briefly and have students share the parts that stood out.
How does Jorden talk about stepping? What language does he use to convey affinity towards this
particular dance? Who is Jorden’s audience?
Considerations for Teacher:
Consider looping back the the use of audience in LiYoung Lee’s piece in Unit 1 Lesson 4 and compare
that with Jorden’s piece. Both writers use specificity that informed/experienced audiences can relate to.

Compare

Time: 1020 minutes
Materials: Poem  “Saturday Nights at the Bug Inn, 1986” by Krista Franklin
Student Activity:
Next, ask for a volunteer to read Krista Franklin’s “Saturday Nights at the Bug Inn, 1986.”
Talk about the piece together. Who are the characters present? What sensory language does Franklin
use? What does the place look and smell like? What is the center of the action? How does the ending
push the poem beyond simple recording of the scene?
Introduce allusion as a literary device. Identify and compare its uses in Jorden and Franklin’s piece.
Considerations for Teacher:
Krista Franklin is a poet and visual artist from Dayton, OH who lives and works in Chicago. Her poetry
and mixed medium collages have been published in lifestyle and literary journals such as Coon
Bidness, Copper Nickel, RATTLE, Indiana Review, Ecotone, Clam and Callaloo, and in the anthologies
Encyclopedia Vol. II, FK and Gathering Ground. Her visual art has been featured on the covers of
awardwinning books, and exhibited nationally in solo and group exhibitions. Franklin is a Cave Canem
Fellow, a cofounder of 2nd Sun Salon, a community meeting space for writers, visual and performance
artists, musicians and scholars, and a teaching artist for Young Chicago Authors, Neighborhood
Writing Alliance, and numerous organizations in the city of Chicago. Franklin can be reached at
krista.franklin@gmail.com and on twitter @TheRealKristaF.
Authors use allusion to connect the content of a text with the larger world. It refers either directly or
indirectly to a person son, place, or event known about by particular audiences. Allusion calls to mind
ideas and emotions about the particular subject written about.

Synthesize

Time: 1525 minutes
Materials: Journals or paper, Pen or pencil
Student Activity:
Have students write a piece about one of the chosen events or traditions from the list they wrote earlier.
Considerations for Teacher:
Consider dividing the writing time into two parts, similar to the previous lesson. First, have students
write out their story. Then have them go back and add anaphora and/or sensory language.

Share and
Reflect

Time: 520 minutes
Materials: Journals, Pen or pencil; Portfolio or something else entirely
Student Activity:
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Ask students to share in small groups (4 or less). When listening, have students write down the parts
of the piece that work particularly well in each piece. If time allows, have students share their feedback
in their groups.
Considerations for Teacher:
Encourage students to use critical feedback that resonates with them in the editing process. Have
students edit and type up their piece for homework, and add them to their portfolios.

Expand Activity
Photo Share: Have students bring in a photo of a traditional practice they have with their family or friend group (ie.
annual family vacation, restaurant or corner store frequented by friend group after school, etc.) Have students share their
photo and story in small groups and write a poem describing the tradition or event.
Additional Sources & Texts
Watch: “Soul Food” by Goodie Mob
Read: “Etymology of the Beauty Shop” by Jamila Woods from The Truth About Dolls (2012).
In this poem the author details her experience getting her hair chemically straightened at the beauty shop. She
describes it as a tradition for the women in her family to go to get their hair done on a certain day. There are examples of
allusion, anaphora, and sensory language. The poem is also formatted somewhat like a dictionary, giving definitions and
etymologies of madeup words associated with the authors experience. Given this format, it would be interesting to ask
students who they think the audience for the piece is intended to be. You could also ask students to make up and
poetically define their own words associated with a family or community tradition.
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“We Step” by Lamar Jordan
Al Green's "Let's Stay Together"
furnishes a dance hall
filled with over 50
rhythmless
spokenword poets
somewhere in South Florida.
The classic ballad behooves you
to move once the groove
Electric Slides into your eardrum.
The dance floor was a vacant plateau
urging to be occupied.
Neglected by the rhythmless
standing off to the side
who decide to twist,
rock, and glide
at their own personal leisure.
Creating sights similar
to miniature seizures.
It's quite a sad thing to watch.
Those who botch even the simplest
of moves, groove next to those
who haven't decided
whether they want to nod their heads
or bend their knees.
So, they do both.
Not quite simultaneously,
but the effort is imminent.
And in a sense, I expected
to see better dancing
before remembering that we're in a night club
in the daytime,
surrounded by poets;
people who are more constructive
with their hands
and damn near destructive with feet,
and finally,
I remembered that we're in West Palm Beach.
as if we tryna sketch the skyline
into the dance floor below.
And in that moment,
I realized how much I missed my city.
'Cause I know, if we were in
Chicago,
we woulda been steppin'...
Steppin' is our ritual.
Habitual like annual debates
between Sox fans and Cubs fans.
Though, this be the choreography
of kings. The unofficial homage
to our history.
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We step
as if we've got livewire legs
and time bomb toes,
as soon as the rhythm
grows unto us like a funky fungus
infected with Dance Fever.
We step
What 'chu know 'bout that?
This ain't the typical hoedown
you're accustomed to in yo' town,
this is ChiTown.
The greatest city in the nation.
And steppin' is its physical representation.
So we step.
No matter where we are.
We use our feet to stamp
the four stars and two horizontal lines
into any canvas we can find.
We paint any town
the colors of the Chicago flag.
We grab your attention
at the slightest mention of any
*dope beat to step to*
any music ChiCity
steppers can rep through,
we go in.
*This is for the steppers.
This is for the
1, 2, checka,
baby lemme know wassup...*
As soon as the rhythm
scrasc
scratches the record
the a boogieing batch of chicken pox,
we go in.
*Get up, get up, get up...
Wake up, wake up, wake up...*
From "Sexual Healing"
to "(At Your Best) You Are Love",
to "Step in the Name of Love",
all the way back to Al Green's
"Let's Stay Together"
furnishing that dance hall
filled with over 50
rhythmless
spokenword poets somewhere
in South Florida, Chicago's presence was felt.
Because we stepped
as if we knew the entire world was watching.
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Chicago.
Chicago is a city
in which every triumph
we have ever been proud of
has been coupled with a tragedy
from which we are still trying
to journey away.
But in that moment,
we stepped.
Because Chicagoans know
that no matter how great, nor small;
every journey begins
with a single
step.
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“Saturday Nights at the Bug inn, 1986”
by Krista Franklin
Plastic cups watch from divide between
pool room and dance floor. Their golden insides
pulling stingy light down from the ceiling.
Drunk men, eyes hard as wood floors, watch.
Some lean their bodies across pool tables,
one pale arm stretches down the length of stick.
There is no space on the small dance floor.
The smattering of brown bodies here squeezes
into any open space they will.
The bar air swells with sweat and sound,
my mouth fills with my phone number.
The deejay spins almost every word we know:
Ratt, AC/DC, Def Leppard.
Electric guitars climb out of speakers,
and slither into our hips. We are four black virgins
perspiring in the heat of roadhouse.
My voice is caught in the grooves of night.
Like big cats in a forest of antelope,
the few black boys here circle white girls
who sprout from these backroads, smell
of hairspray and floral alcohol of drugstore perfume.
I am here for anyone and no one;
sit in dark corner with my legs stretched on another,
drink water and watch the ritual of torsos
pressing against one another, the mysterious
conversations falling into caverns of ears.
Here, I perfect my Icouldn’tgiveafuckless face.
Glare at the ones who stare too long.
Inside, I am howling wolf.
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“Soul Food” by Goodie Mob
My old boy from the point
But I'm from Southwest and every
Now and then I get put to the test
But I can't be stopped
Cause I gotta come true ain't go no gun
But I got my crew
Didn't come fro no beef cause I don't eat steak
I got a plate of soul food chicken, rice and gravy
Not covered in too much
Drinking a cup of punch, tropical
Every last Thursday of the month
Daddy put tha hot grits on my chest in tha morning
When I was sick Mary had tha hot soup boiling
Didn't know why but it felt so good
Like some waffles in that morning
Headed back to tha woods
Now I'm full as tick
Got some soul on blast in tha cassette
Food for my brain
I haven't stopped learning yet
Hot wings from MoJoes
Got my forehead sweating
Celery and blue cheese on my menu next
Southern Fry won't allow my body to lie still
Tied face goons surround me like cancer drill
me with secondhand obstables
But, only to make matters worse
Plus I'm getting pimped by this temp lady Jackie
From Optima staffing figure laughing
Shut up clown don't talk to me
Like that looking stupid of course
living day by day and you ain't hard
Trick hell you say?
It's such a blessing when my eyes
Get to see the sun rise
To get further away from where I've been
But I'll never gorget everythang I went through
I appreciate the shit because
If I hada went and took the easy way
i wouldn't be the strong n*gga that I am today
Everythang that I did
Different thangs I was told
Just ended up being tood for my soul
Come and get yo' soul food, well well
Good oldfashioned soul food, all right
Everythang is for free
As good as it can be
Come and get some soul food
Sunday morning where you reating at?
I'm on 1365 Wichita Drive
Ole' burd working the stove ride
Churches dripping chicken in yesterday's grease
Didn't go together with this quart of Mickey's
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Last night hanging over from a good time
yeah beef is cheaper but
It's pumped with "red dye" between two pieces of bread
Shawty look good with dem hairy legs
Wish I could cut her up but, ma stomach come before sex
A house full of hoes now what's the ingredient
Spaghetty plus her monthly flow
They know they making it hard on the yard
F*ck Chris Darden, fuck Marsha Clark
Taking us when we're in the spotlight for a joke
Changing by the day I see it's getting bigga in my square
Looking at Lenox from the outside
With a stare no money to go inside
Tameka and Tiffany outside tripping
And skipping rope to the beats from my jeep
As I speak wuz up from the driver seat
A heaping helping of fried chicken
Macaroni and cheese and collard greens
Too big for my jeans
Somke steams from under the lid that's on the pot
Ain't never had allot but thankful for
The little that I got why not be
Fast food got me feeling sick
Them crackers think they sick
By trying to make this bullshit affordable
I thank the Lord taht my voice was recordable
Come an get your soul food well well..
Hold up C it's what I write
And Miss Lady acting like we in jail
Says she ain't got no extra hush puppis to sell
Bankhead seafood making me hit that door
With a mind full of attitude
It was a line at tha beautiful
JJ'S Ribshack was packed too
Looking to be one of dem days
When Momma ain't cooking
Everybody's out hunting with tha family
Looking for a little soul food
Come and get yo' soul food, well well
Good oldfashioned soul food, all right
Everythang is for free
As good as it can be
Come and get some soul food
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Unit 2: Lesson 4: We/The People: “If we don’t define ourselves, others will”
Based on : “We Real Cool” by Gwendolyn Brooks & “We Real” by Kevin Coval

Cultural and Historical
Background

In 1959 the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights called Chicago "the most residentially
segregated large city in America." Chicago has a long legacy of segregation that still exists
today. The Great Migration of Blacks from the South to Northern cities took place between
1915 and 1970. In Chicago, when Blacks from the South arrived in the city they found they
could only live in a certain area, known as the “black belt,” due to restrictive housing
covenants and segregated public housing (we will delve further into housing covenants in
Unit 3). Maps from 1970s and 1980s Chicago show that the southside "black belt" area
was still swelling in the 70s, to the south and west; as the last wave of migrants was
arriving from Mississippi and other southern states.Today most of Chicago’s Black
population remains clustered in two areas, as they were in the 1960s: a massive one on
the south side, and a smaller one on the far west side. Latinos are segregated in some
neighborhoods too (such as Pilsen, Humboldt Park, and Little Village). Often the Latino
population acts as a buffer group, living in community areas with whites or with blacks, and
sometimes with both.
Refer back to naming conversation and Malcolm X’s story. Explain the relationship between
selfdefinition & empowerment. Having the power to name yourself and define yourself is a
form of empowerment.
Generation: A group of people born and living at the same time.

Key Terms

Selfdetermination: The freedom to make your own choices and determine your own
course of action and identity.
Realist Portraiture: Rooted in the Ashcan school of painting, realist portraiture in literature
attempts to realistically portray the people, situations and environments. Realist portraiture
writing records and reports on the city itself, in the tradition of Carl Sandburg, Gwendolyn
Brooks and realism poetics.

Literary Form

Line Break: The endpoint of a poetic line and the beginning of a new line (ie. “We Real
Cool. We / Left School. We”)
Literary Terms & Devices

Write

Enjambment: The running over of a sentence over a linebreak. Poets often use
enjambment to increase the pace of a poem, to highlight certain words, or to add layers of
meaning to a poetic line.

Time: 510 minutes
Materials: Journals or paper, Pencil or pen
Student Activity:
Ask student to make a list of the following:
● Things that are unique to their circle of friends
● Things they do that their parents don’t (i.e. texting, tweeting)
● Their greatest fears and hopes
● The stereotypes or myths about their generation

Listen

Time: 1015 minutes
Materials:Poem  “We Real Cool” by Gwendolyn Brooks
Student Activity:
Introduce Gwendolyn Brooks and read her poem “We Real Cool.”
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Considerations for Teacher:
Gwendolyn Brooks is a Chicagoan who attended three Chicago High schools: Hyde Park HS (all white
at the time), Wendell Phillips (all Black) and Englewood (integrated). This might be an interesting time
to briefly discuss the segregation legacy (national, but also in Chicago) and the worldview that Brooks
must have developed in those three contexts, early on.
Analyze

Time: 515 minutes
Student Activity:
What is Brooks writing about? Recognize the importance of the anaphora of the “we” at each line; that
she is rhyming but not in perfect rhythm.
Introduce enjambment as a literary device. Brooks uses of enjambment on the page.
What do students think about the organization of text and space on the page? Do they like/dislike it?
Why? Does it have an impact on them as a reader?
Considerations for Teacher:
Gwendolyn was interviewed about this poem. Check out the transcript of that interview as well as other
literary scholarly takes on this poem here.
Consider looping back to the anaphora used by Jorden in his poem “We Step”.
Enjambment is the continuation of a sentence or clause over a linebreak. If a poet ends all the lines of
a poem in the same place as regular sentences, the poem can feel static and read more like prose
than poetry. Enjambment can increase the pace of the poem, while ending lines at natural pauses or
periods tends to slow the reader down. Without linebreaks, a poem’s organization on the page may not
appear intentional, and all the thoughts can end up being the same length. Enjambment is one way of
creating audible and visible interest in a poem, and allows the author to intentionally create movement
and energy to highlight particular words and images in the writing.

Compare

Time: 1020 minutes
Materials: Poem  “We Real” by Kevin Coval
Student Activity:
Introduce Kevin Coval’s piece “We Real” written in response to Brooks’s piece. Divide students into
small groups of four. In small groups, have them read Coval’s piece and compare it to Brooks’s work.
How are the pieces related? How is Coval’s version updated? Reconvene as a class and have each
group share back their discussion points.
Considerations for Teacher:
Kevin Coval wrote his book, “More Sh*t Chief Keef Don’t Like” in attempt to counter the dominant
narrative in the media, which blames Chief Keef and young black youth like him for issues of violence
in the city. Coval wanted to tell another side of the story, and point out the wider problems of poverty,
class inequity, and white supremacy at play in the issues of local and societal violence. If you have
questions about this piece, consider tweeting them to Coval at @kevincoval.
This could be a good time to talk about the idea of selfdetermination, particularly as it resonates with
youth culture. Young people’s lives today are so often influenced by the decisions and opinions of older
generations (ie. the recent school closings). What kind of actions do students want their generation to
take? What kind of freedoms to they want themselves to have?

Synthesize

Time: 1525 minutes
Materials: Journals or paper, Pen or pencil
Student Activity:
Ask students to write their own generational portrait. Encourage students to use some of the poetic
devices found in the pieces discussed.
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Share and
Reflect

Time: 520 minutes
Materials: Journals, Pen or pencil; Portfolio or something else entirely
Student Activity:
Do a full read around of everybody’s poem to the whole class.
Considerations for Teacher:
Remind students about the Safe Space Rules. Encourage them to clap and snap after each person
reads their piece.
Have students type up their pieces and add them to their portfolios.

Additional Sources & Texts
Read “We 2 Cool” by Kush Thompson from A Church Beneath the Bulldozer (forthcoming).
This poem is written in the tradition of Gwendolyn Brooks, and uses enjambment to give the words energy on the page.
The poet also uses specific details to paint a realist portrait of her generation, ie. “we gym shirt scrunch and / new hips
switch / we put / the acrylic in cat fight.”
Listen: “We Don’t Care” by Kanye West from The College Dropout (2004).
In this song Kanye West shouts out young people working minimum wage, doing odd or illegal jobs to survive. The song
praises these people for working hard to get by despite the stigma associated with their jobs. Ask students, what is
Kanye West saying about his generation? What are some things that people criticize your generation for? Ask students
to write a poem, similar to the reclaiming prompt in Unit 1, that takes something considered negative about their
generation and flips it into a positive.
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“We Real Cool” by Gwendolyn Brooks
The Pool Players.
Seven At The Golden Shovel.

We real cool. We
Left school. We
Lurk late. We
Strike straight. We
Sign sin. We
Thin grin. We
Jazz June. We
Die soon.
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“We Real” by Kevin Coval
The Glory Boys
on house arrest
we real. we
steel. we
still here. we
no fear. we
know school lame. we
dope game. we
know gangs. we
Jeff Forte kids. we
jail bids. we
broke, bitch. we
capitalists. we
jupiter grassed. we
murdered fast. we
unseen we
wanting we
something we
more than one thing. we
eastside. we
southside. we
westside. we
on the block, we
high noon. you ravinia picnic and air condition. we
fire hydrant & fire, cracker. we
hot hell in June. you nap noon. you spoon. we
rap. We
die, soon
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“We Don't Care” by Kanye West
[Chorus]
[Kanye West:]
And all my people thats drug dealin jus to get by stack ya money till it gets sky high
We wasnt supposed to make it past 25 but the jokes on you we still alive
Throw your hands up in the sky and say we don't care what people say
[Verse One:]
If this is your first time hearing this
You are about to experience something cold man
We never had nothing handed took nothing for granted
Took nothing from no man, man i'm my own man
But as a shorty i looked up to the dopeman
Only adult man i knew that wasnt a broke man
Flickin starter coats man, Man you ount no man
We don't care what people say
This is for my n*ggas outside all winter
Cuz this summer they aint finna to say next summer im finna
Sittin in the hood like community colleges
This dope money here is Lil Treys scholarship
Cause aint no to tuition for havin no ambition
And aint no loans for sittin your ass at home
So we forced to sell crack rap and get a job
You gotta do something man your ass is grown
[Chorus]
[Kanye West:]
Drug dealin jus to get by stack ya money till it gets sky high
Kids Sing Kids Sing
[Kanye West and Kids:]
We wasnt supposed to make it past 25 but the jokes on you we still alive
Throw your hands up in the sky and say we don't care what people say
[Verse Two:]
The second verse is for my dogs working 9 to 5
That still hustle cause a nigga can't shine off $6.55
And everybody selling makeup, Jacobs
And bootleg tapes just to get they cake up
We put sh*t on layaway then come back
We claim other people kids on our income tax
We take that money cop work than push packs to get paid
And we don't care what people say
Momma say she wanna move south
Scratchin lottery tickets Eyes on a new house
Around the same time Doe ran up in dudes house
Couldnt get a job
So since he couldnt get work he figured hed take work
The drug game bolemic its hard to get weight
So n*ggas money is homo its hard to get straight
So we gon keep baking to the day we get cake.
And we dont care what people say
My N*ggas
[Chorus]
[Kanye West and Kids:]
Drug dealin jus to get by stack ya money till it gets sky high
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Kids Sing Kids Sing
We wasnt supposed to make it past 25 but the jokes on you we still alive
Throw your hands up in the sky and say we don't care what people say
[Verse Three:]
You know the kids gonna act a fool
When you stop the programs for after school
And they DCFS them some of them dislecsic
They favorite 50 Cent song's 12 Questions
We scream, rock, blows, weed park
so now we smart
We aint retards the way teachers thought
Hold up hold fast we make mo'cash
Now tell my momma i belong in the slow class
It's bad enough we on welfare
You trying to put me on the school bus with the space for the wheel chair
Im trying to get the car with the chromy wheels here
You tryin to cut our lights like we dont live here
Look at whats handed us our fatheres abandoned us
When we get the hammers gone and call the ambulance
Sometimes i feel no one in this world understands us
But we dont care what people say
My N*ggas
[Chorus]
[Kanye West and Kids:]
drug dealin jus to get by stack ya money till it gets sky high
Kids Sing Kids Sing
We wasnt supposed to make it past 25 but the jokes on you we still alive
Throw your hands up in the sky and say we don't care what people say
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Unit 2: Lesson 5: Editing Workshop #2
Utilizes Lessons 1  4
The previous editing workshop focused on broadening poetic vocabulary using sensory
language. This exercise provides students with a structure for adding figurative language to
their poems. Using various activity charts, students will learn how to enhance vague or
broad descriptions by using metaphor, simile, and personification to add detail and
concrete imagery to their poems.

Key Activity

Noun (Concrete/Abstract): A person, place, or thing. Concrete nouns are tangible items
that are available to the five senses and identify things you can see, touch, taste, smell,
and/or hear. Abstract nouns are intangible items that have no physical referents (ie. love,
hope, violence, joy, courage, truth, etc.) They typically identify concepts, experiences,
ideas, qualities, and emotions.
Adjective (Review): A word or phrase naming an attribute, added to or grammatically
related to a noun to modify or describe it

Literary Terms & Devices

Metaphor (Review): A metaphor is a figure of speech that describes a subject by
asserting that it is, on some point of comparison, the same as another (possibly otherwise
unrelated) object.
Simile (Review): A figure of speech that directly compares two things through some
connective word,usually being "like", "as", "than", or a verb such as "resembles.”
Personification (Optional Review): A figure of speech in which the poet describes an
abstraction, a thing, or a nonhuman form as if it were a person.
Verb (Optional): A word used to describe an action or state of being. A “personification
verb” is a verb that describes an action or state of being unique to a person or animal.

Listen

Time: 510 minutes
Materials: White board or postit paper
Student Activity:
Define nouns, explain and discuss the difference between concrete and abstract nouns. Define verbs.
Review adjectives.
Have students look back at their wordbank from last week. Ask students to identify nouns and
adjectives from their wordbank.
Considerations for Teacher:
Students should notice their wordbank is made up of primarily adjectives. This is because sensory
language is about description, and adjectives are descriptive words.
Optional Personification Exercise:
Review personification. Have students break up into small groups and come up with verbs that define
actions/states of being that refer specifically to people or animals. What are actions that only people
and/or animals can do? Have students come up with a list of these words in their groups and add them
to their wordbank. When finished have the small groups share out 3 of their favorite verbs to the large
group.
Examples of personification verbs include: crawl, walk, stand, groan, moan, cry, weep, dance, live,
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sing, sleep, etc.
Write

Time: 1015 minutes
Materials: At least one poem the students have written from Unit 2, pen or pencil
Student Activity:
Hand out the Metaphor/Simile worksheets to students. Explain how the worksheet uses combinations
of nouns and adjective to build lines of poetry that use metaphors and similes.
Practice examples as a group.
Considerations for Teacher:
Encourage students to look out for abstract nouns or adjectives that stand alone, ie. “Our neighborhood
is safe” or “There is so much violence in our community” or “My crew is awesome”

Analyze

Time: 510 minutes
Student Activity:
Have students compare their original work with the feedback their neighbor gave them. What is useful?
What is not?
Considerations for Teacher:
This is a great exercise for peer critique. Remind students to give constructive feedback.

Compare

Time: 510 minutes
Materials: Students poems from lessons 1  4, Pen or pencil
Student Activity:
In small groups (two to four persons) have students identify uses of sensory language in their own
writing. Have other students in the group provide feedback on what worked particularly well. Ask
students to also give feedback on which sense category could be added to the poem.

Synthesize

Time: 1525 minutes
Materials: Metaphor/Simile worksheet, Optional Personification worksheets, Student poem from
lessons 14, Pen or pencil
Student Activity:
Have students go back to their draft and add metaphors and similes based on the words/phrases their
partner circled. Have each student add at least two examples of each figure of speech. Encourage
students to use words from their wordbanks to help build new metaphors and similes.
Considerations for Teacher:
Optional Personification Exercise (Con’t):
Have students go back to their draft and add personification based on words/phrases their partner
circled. Have each student add at least two examples of personification to their piece. Encourage
students to use verbs from their wordbank to help add lines that use personification.

Share and
Reflect

Time: 520 minutes
Student Activity:
Have students share their edits in small groups. Ask the students what they notice about the finished
lines.
Considerations for Teacher:
Encourage students to give each other feedback what edits worked or didn’t work.

Expand Activity
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Animal Metaphors: As an alternative or additional activity for creating metaphors, have students try this “animalification”
metaphor exercise.
Have students create a table with columns labeled “concrete noun” / “animal” / “characteristics” / “example line”
Have students choose a concrete noun from one of their poems, then have them choose an animal inspired by that
concrete noun, then have them note physical characteristics and traits of that animal. For example, “pencil” / “snake” /
slithers, has scales, eats mice, sheds its skin /
Then tell students to disregard the “animal” category, and cross it out on their page. Now imagine that the concrete noun
has all of the characteristics of the animal and write an sample line based on that: “my pencil shed its skin and slithers
towards a new page”
Encourage students to use this method to add imagery/metaphor to other concrete nouns in their poems.
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Unit 2: Poetry Blog  Who We Are
The launch of the blog is correlated with the thematic change from individualfocused to communityfocused. Make sure
students understand that the blog is not public, and only students from the class can view it. If your class is interested,
consider sharing the blog with other Young Chicago Authors residency schools in your region.
Blog Setup
(Week Before)

Choose a website to host your class poetry blog. Tumblr, Blogger, and Wordpress are
great examples of blogs that are easy to setup and manage.
YCA’s Chicago Beat Tumblr is one example of a student blog, check it out here:
http://youngchicagoauthors.tumblr.com

Announcement
(Weekof; 5 minutes)

At the beginning of the Unit, tell students that they will be required to post two or more
of their poems to a class poetry blog at the end of the week. Give students a handout
with login information and instructions. Throughout the week encourage students to
keep in mind which poem they might like to post on the blog. Encourage students to
choose a piece from Unit 2 and to add onto it and create new edited drafts. Also as
teacher, we recommend you plan to post to the poetry blog as well.

Ground Rules
(Weekof; 5 minutes)

No profanity or disrespectful language in blogged poems.
No inappropriate language or negative comments on other people’s poems. Have a
conversation about the difference between constructive feedback and negative
comments.

Posting
(Weekof)

Have students post their favorite two poems from Unit 2 on the blog. In a large group,
have students come up with a list of “categories” or “tags” for their poems based on the
theme or subject of their poemsk.

Comments

Have students do a close reading and respond to at least three of the poems on the
blog. The comments should give an example of at least one thing they liked and one
critique or question they have about the poem.
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UNIT 3

How “They” See “Us”

Students have now completed Units where they spent time examining themselves and their Identity (Unit 1) and then
explored the idea of membership and community, or “we” (Unit 2). As students define themselves and their community,
they are acutely aware of the way they are not members of other communities, that they are different and unique. This is
an empowering realization  the notion that one is special, that one’s community and family is intertwined with ones one
story. But this country has a long history of using separation to segregate communities; where membership in certain
groups can mean access to power and to privilege and membership in other communities can mean exclusion and
oppression.
It’s with this duality in mind that we’ve structured Unit 3, How “They” See “Us.” We want students to be able to explore the
ways that the “we” they explored in Unit 2 has not been part of the dominant culture. Holding, simultaneously, on to the
idea that the community they are part of can be both a source of pride and also the object of oppression is an important
learning process for all youth. Here, we’re talking about race and class, but all youth can relate to this duality; any young
person is acutely aware of the ways that being young is both a great group to be a member of (as supported by media and
popular culture, who constantly validate being young) and also a group that is subject to oppression by the adult world.
The pieces in Unit 3, therefore, are examples of Chicagoans writing from this duality, negotiating the confusion that comes
when you realize that the community you are proud to be a member of also makes you a target  of misunderstanding (as
we see in Lesson 1), of suspicion (in lesson 2), of lynching, even (in lesson 3). It is our hope that students will create
pieces that explore these themes, as well, negotiating their own realizations about the way “They” see “Us.”
Lesson 1: They Don’t Understand How We Speak
“Why You Talk Like That” by Malcolm London
“In Defense of the CodeSwitch…” by Roger BonairAgard
“Confessions of a Code Switcher: Talking ‘White’” by Joshua Adams
“The Hood: by BBU
Lesson 2: They Do Things We Don’t Like
“Speech at Olivet Church” by Fred Hampton
“Don’t Like” by Chief Keef
Lesson 3: They Make Bad Rules, We Speak Out
“High School Trianing Grounds” by Malcolm London
“Lynch Law in America” by Ida B. Wells
Lesson 4: The Divide Between Us and Them
“in the land where white folks jog” by Nate Marshall
“Beverly Hills, Chicago” by Gwendolyn Brooks
Lesson 5: What Happens When We Put Ourselves in Their Shoes?
“Skinhead” by Patricia Smith
“Shooter” by Lamar Jorden
Lesson 6: Editing Workshop #3
Culminating Activity: Poem Recordings  They Can Hear Our Voices
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95
96
98
102
103
105
108
110
111
114
115
116
119
122
124
126

Length of Each Lesson:
Ranges 45 minutes and one and ½ hours depending on the amount of class time available.
Objectives:
● Students continue to build their literary toolbox and gain practice through use
● Students work independently, in small groups, and as a whole class to write authentic communityrelated content
with attention to form
● Students use critical thinking to analyze and evaluate sociocultural and political topics relevant to their own lives,
and ask questions about potential effects
● Students work independently and with others to use media and technology tools to engage in the goaloriented
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●
●
●

task of audio recordings
Students create a series work (both written and recorded), share those works in peer critique, and take initiative to
edit materials based on personal choice
Students gain practice in developing criteria for constructive criticism and apply those standards in peer critique
Students are exposed to a variety performance warmups and grow their ability to enunciate, articulate, and
sustain breath control

Standards Addressed:
Common Core Reading, Writing, Listening and Speaking, Literacy
RL.912.2.

Determine a theme or central idea of a text and analyze in detail its development over the course of the text, including how it
emerges and is shaped and refined by specific details; provide an objective summary of the text.

RL.912.4.

Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in the text, including figurative and connotative meanings;
analyze the impact of specific word choices on meaning and tone, including words with multiple meanings or language that is
particularly fresh, engaging, or beautiful. (Include Shakespeare as well as other authors.)

RL.912.5.

Analyze how an author’s choices concerning how to structure specific parts of a text (e.g., the choice of where to begin or
end a story, the choice to provide a comedic or tragic resolution) contribute to its overall structure and meaning as well as its
aesthetic impact.

W.912.3.

Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using effective techniques, wellchosen details, and
wellstructured event sequences.

W.9  12.4.

Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, and style are appropriate to task, purpose, and
audience.

W.9  12.5.

Analyze how an author’s choices concerning how to structure specific parts of a text (e.g., the choice of where to begin or
end a story, the choice to provide a comedic or tragic resolution) contribute to its overall structure and meaning as well as its
aesthetic impact.

SL.912.1.

Initiate and participate effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (oneonone, in groups, and teacherled) with
diverse partners on grades 9–10 topics, texts, and issues, building on others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly and
persuasively.

SL.912.6.

Adapt speech to a variety of contexts and tasks, demonstrating command of formal English when indicated or appropriate.

L. 9  12.2b

Spell Correctly

L. 9  12.4

Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiplemeaning words and phrases, choosing flexibly from a range of
strategies.

L. 9  124a

Use context (e.g., the overall meaning of a sentence, paragraph, or text) as a clue to the meaning of a word or phrase.

Social and Emotional Learning Strands
STAGE I

STAGE J

2a1

Recognize ways to share feelings

2a4

Demonstrate empathy with others

2b7

Maintain positive relationships with peers of differences in gender, race, etc.

2a4

Use nonverbal cues to communicate understanding of another’s perspective

2a6

Practice responding to ideas

Materials Needed:
● Individual student journals
● Pens/pencils
● White board and dry erasers (can also use a chalk board or power point)
● Audio/Visual technology (computer with projector and speakers; or TV connected to a computer)
● Tumblr account (or another blog site account)
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●
●
●

SoundCloud account
SoundCloud login information and user instructions
Recording devices (depending on school rules, students could use their phones)

Guiding Questions:
How can students shift the content of their writing to include cultural critique while also remaining personally relevant their
own lives?
How can students grow as writers through peer critique?
How can the use of digital media in the classroom aid in the students development as literary artists ?
Prepare in Advance:
Print off poems located at the end of each lesson plan and download audio/video files if live streaming is not an option.
Review the expand activities to see if incorporating them makes sense with the skill level and/or interest of your class.
Create a SoundCloud account and type up login/recording instructions for students.
Review the Poem Recordings culminating activity in the activity guide at the end of the lesson.
Secure recording devices for students to either take home or use during/after class. If students are allowed to use their
phones, we recommend they do the audio recording on their own devices and upload them directly to the SoundCloud
account.
Key terms:Assimilation, Standard English, Vernacular, CodeSwitching (Optional) (lesson 1) Institution, Capitalism,
Socialism, Communism, Dashiki (lesson 2); Housing covenants, Lynching (lesson 3) ; Segregation (lesson 4); Perspective,
Empathy (lesson 5).
Literary Forms: Literary Collage (lesson 1); Rant Poem (lesson 3); Persona Poem (lesson 5)
Literary Terms & Devices: (Review) Allusion, (Review) Metaphor, Voice, Realist Portraiture (lesson 1); (Review)
Anaphora, Epistrophe (lesson 2); (Review) audience, Rhetorical Question, WordPlay (optional), Epigraph (optional) (lesson
3); (Review) Tone, (Review) Epigraph, Pointofview (lesson 4); (Review) Point of view (lesson 5)
PreAssessment Strategy:
Add the Ground Rules from the Unit 3 Activity Guide to the Safe Classroom Space rules. Review the Ground Rules with
students at the beginning of the unit. Part of your assessment can be on students verbal contributions to the analysis and
comparison of the source materials? If you are doing the Poem Recordings culminating activity, you can assess the
students’ piece they decide to post. Does the work include cultural critique as part of the core content? If using a form,
does it follow the literary structure and is it successful? You could also use the comments students post on the blog to
gauge their ability to provide constructive critique in written form
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Unit 3: Lesson 1: They Don’t Understand How We Speak
Based on: “Why You talk like that” by Malcolm London
Young people and their subcultures have been adding to the dominant lexicon since the
dawn of the dictionary. This lesson takes a look at what we say, how we use new
language, and teaches students the value of their everyday speak.

Cultural and Historical
Background

In “Why you talk like that”, Malcolm London speaks as a young black male, about the
notion of assimilation and the loss of culture when one assimilates to the dominant white
ideology in the US. A line like “can’t you see the Cabrini Green growing in your
esophagus” refers to the historical housing projects in Chicago but also is raising the
question of cultural identity and allegiance. This might be an important cognitive awakening
in a classroom, as schools often ask students to write and speak Standard English and
deny their own cultural language and heritage. A clear example of this is Latino culture and
the prevalence of Englishonly instruction for native Spanish speakers in Chicago.
It’s worth discussing here the notion of ‘standard English’ and the way that vernacular is
(conscious or unconscious) rejection of the language of power. While we may see it as our
responsibility as teachers to teach students the language of power so that they have
access to that power (via college, the business world), we also see it as absolutely critical
to validate the language that students speak as youth, as people of color, as Chicagoans.
Exposing students to the idea that all forms of language are valid and can be studied and
learned helps to demystify the idea that there is a ‘proper’ way to speak and write.
Assimilation: The process through which an individual or minority group adopts the
customs, values and attitudes of the dominant culture.
It often refers to either immigrant groups or native residents that come to be culturally
dominated by another society. Assimilation may involve either a quick or gradual change
depending on circumstances of the group. Full assimilation occurs when new members of a
society become indistinguishable from members of the other group.

Key Terms

Standard English: The form of the English language that is accepted as a national norm in
the United States. Standard English is generally the most formal form of the language.
Vernacular: A vernacular is the native language or native dialect of a specific population,
as opposed to a language of wider communication that is a second language or foreign
language to the population, such as a national language or standard language. Also refers
to the slang or language used by everyday people of a particular place.
CodeSwitching (Optional): Codeswitching is the practice of moving between variations
of languages in different contexts.

Literary Form

Literary Collage: In literary terms, collage refers to a freeform layering of ideas and
images from both borrowed and original sources. Inspired by the visual art form of collage,
in which artwork is made from collecting and layering parts from various sources, creating a
new whole.
Voice: The author's particular style, the quality that makes their writing unique, and which
conveys the author's attitude, personality, and character.

Literary Terms & Devices

Allusion (Review): A figure of speech that makes a reference to, or a representation of,
people, places, events, movements, literary work, myths, or works of art, either directly or
by implication.
Metaphor (Review): A metaphor is a figure of speech that describes a subject by
asserting that it is, on some point of comparison, the same as another (possibly otherwise
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unrelated) object.
Literary Tool

WordBank (Review): A collection of words used as inspiration for writing. Wordbanks can
be filled with random selections of words or they could contain words connected to a
certain theme or category.

Performance WarmUp

Deep Breathing (Optional): A breathing exercise that helps develop breath control.

Write

Time: 510 minutes
Materials: Journals or paper, Pencil or pen, Student wordbanks from lesson 5, unit 1 and 2
Student Activity:
Have students generate a wordbank of slang words used by their community.
Some helpful prompting questions are:
● What are words used by students and their friends that no one else uses?
● What are words that are indigenous to their family, school or city?
● What are words students use that come from music, pop culture, sports and clubs they might
be in?
● What are words they use that their parents don’t know or understand?
● What are nonEnglish words they use on a regular basis?
Considerations for Teacher:
Consider having students add to the wordbank they started in the editing workshop from Unit 2. Using
the same page allows students to intentionally build upon their collection of words.
In this lesson, it’s likely that you could be exposing your own lack of knowledge about youth culture.
It’s a fantastic opportunity to flip the balance of power and let the students be the teachers. Be
prepared for disagreementstudents might not agree about what a certain word means. Also be
prepared to be exposed to (and to permit or not permit) some of the sides of youth culture that some
might view as inappropriate for school (sex, violence, drugs, etc).

Listen

Time: 1015 minutes
Materials: Poem  “Why you talk like that?” by Malcolm London
Student Activity:
Have a volunteer read Malcolm London’s “Why You Talk Like That” out loud to the rest of the class.
Encourage students to read actively and circle/underline parts they like or that stand out to them.
Considerations for Teacher:
Malcolm London was born and raised in the Austin area of Chicago’s West Side, and went to Lincoln
Park High School. In 2011, he won the Louder than a Bomb youth poetry slam as both an individual
and team. When London graduated from high school and began pursuing his professional career as a
poet, performer and activist. Since 2012, he has performed on stages throughout his home city as well
as across the United States. He is a member of the Young Adult Council of the prestigious
Steppenwolf Theater, University of Chicago’s National Forum on Youth Violence Prevention and a
teaching artist on staff at Young Chicago Authors.
London can be reached on twitter @MalcolmLondon.
Consider doing a brief review of metaphor (i.e. “fake bass in your voice” and “Cabrini Green growing in
your esophagus”)

Analyze

Time: 515 minutes
Student Activity:
Briefly talk about the words students underlined and the language that stood out to them. Challenge
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students to identify at least two examples of metaphor.
Introduce literary collage as a literary form and analyze its use in the piece. Ask the students if they
know what this form might be. Then define the term and have them identify elements of literary collage
in London’s piece.
Next, talk about the term vernacular. How does London use his own vernacular in the poem?
Considerations for Teacher:
London’s use of literary collage is evident in two ways: his layering and stacking of images on top of one
another, and his use of a combination of borrowed and original material (The anaphora/refrain of the
poem is borrowed from the hook of a BBU song)
Vernacular is a part of a strong poetic tradition that includes Shakespeare’s use of common speech in
his plays and Langston Hughes use of African American Vernacular English in his poetry . Vernacular
has been a particularly important tool for African American poets and songwriters, especially during the
Harlem Renaissance and the Black Arts Movement. London uses his own vernacular in the construction
of the language of this piece, particular in the refrain: “Why you talk like that?”
Compare

Time: 1020 minutes
Materials: Poem  “Why you talk like that?” by Malcolm London, Audio Poem  “Why you talk like
that?” by Malcolm London (download
http://www.prx.org/pieces/75941whyyoutalklikethatbymalcolmlondon), (Optional) In Defense Of
The CodeSwitch or Why You Talk Like that or Why You Gotta Always Be Cussing, By Roger
BonairAgard
Student Activity:
Next, reengage the piece by listening to the audio recording. Encourage students to circle or underline
something new that maybe didn’t stand out the first time they heard it. How does the voice of this
poem reflect London’s character or personality? How does the voice of this piece feel different from or
similar to the text version?
Talk about the central theme of London’s piece. What is he writing about? Why might the subject be
important to London? In small groups of four, give students time to talk about experiences they have
had with assimilation. How do you think people perceive the way you speak? Where does your
language come from?
Considerations for Teacher:
London’s authorial voice is one aspect that makes his writing distinct. Encourage students to begin
considering how their own voice as authors are unique. The use of vernacular is one way students can
convey attitude and personality in their writing.
Consider having a conversation about assimilation and the effect of standard english.
Optional CodeSwitch Discussion: Depending on the experience level and demographics of your
class, consider implementing the CodeSwitchin’ Discussion in the Expand Activity below. To save
time, cut the second listening activity of London’s piece and go right into the reading of Roger
BonairAgard’s poem. Proceed from there with a discussion using the prompts outlined in the activity.

Synthesize

Time: 1525 minutes
Materials: Journals or paper, Pen or pencil
Student Activity:
Have students write a poem about the way they speak and the words they use. Students can write
about where their language comes from and who/what it has been influenced by.
Considerations for Teacher:
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Encourage students to use as many words from their wordbank as they can, as well as allusions as
specific examples in their pieces.
Share and
Reflect

Time: 520 minutes
Materials: Journals, Pen or pencil, recording device or phones; Portfolio or something else entirely
Student Activity:
Have students volunteer and share their pieces out loud.
Considerations for Teacher:
If time permits, consider dividing the class into pairs and let them work on their audio recording. Have
them listen to each others pieces, and give constructive feedback about the work. Take time to
rerecord works as needed.
(Optional) Deep Breathing: Before breaking into pairs or doing the share out, have students practice
deep breathing to improve breath support. Breathe in for ten counts, fillingl your lungs and diaphragm
with air. Then breathe that air out on a hiss “s” sound for 15 seconds. Encourage students to take the
whole 15 seconds to release the air. Repeat 3 times.

Expand Activity
CodeSwitchin’ Discussion: Read “In Defense Of The CodeSwitch or Why You Talk Like that or Why You Gotta
Always Be Cussing” by Roger BonairAgard. Have students actively listen by circling words or phrases that are
examples of slang, vernacular, or nonEnglish words. Roger BonairAgard is a poet and teaching artist based in
Chicago. Roger first moved to the United States from his native Trinidad and Tobago in 1987. From Brooklyn, NY to
Chicago, IL, his poems explore the intersection between his experience as an immigrant in America and the Trinidad
from which he came.
In this discussion, Roger’s piece picks up the theme of the language of power right where Malcolm has left off. He
emphasizes that his language is diverse and influenced by both classic canonical authors as well as the language of the
streets and of many different cultures.
Discuss the term “codeswitching” with students. A definition of codeswitching is: the practice of moving between
variations of languages in different contexts. However it might be interesting to have students come up with a definition of
their own as it is likely they have experienced codeswitching firsthand. Roger’s poem is also saying that to call the
diversity of his language codeswitching is potentially problematic and oppressive. (See the lines: the books say I
codeswitch, say I doubletongued, say I adapt/able. And I say I don’t switch shit. Stop trying to crack the code and we’ll
stop (maybe) inventing new syntaxes for survive). He is talking about the relationship between codeswitching and
assimilation, and challenging the idea that one form of language is better or more acceptable than others. Here Roger is
embodying what we hope all students embody: the ability to write and communicate in any community and on any
subject, and to not be pigeonholed by the outside world because of the color of their skin or their age or their
background.
New Dictionary: Have students create a new dictionary made up of the words of their environment, family, and
generation. Have each student pick their favorite word or words from their wordbank and write a poetic definition for it.
This definition could include a poetic description of the sound/taste/smell/feel/look of the word in addition to the literal
description of the meaning of the word (see the “Letter Metaphor” Expand Activity in Unit 1 Lesson 3) Have students
share their definitions out loud to each other, and/or create a physical copy of their new dictionary in small groups.
Additional Sources & Texts
Read: Confessions of a Code Switcher: Talking “White” by Joshua Adams. This piece is a personal essay written by
Chicago hiphop blogger Joshua Adams. It explores the complexities of the author’s personal experiences with
codeswitching.
Read:Educated Hood Negro by Shanti Michelle. This piece is a great example of a response to this week’s prompt. It
was written by a student in YCA’s Division Street program and is available online here:
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http://youngchicagoauthors.tumblr.com/post/60387412614/educatedhoodnegro
Read: Arcticle about students who got suspended for speaking Spanish at their high school:
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wpdyn/content/article/2005/12/08/AR2005120802122.html
This article can help spark a discussion about assimilation and the ways in which school systems encourage
Spanishspeaking students to abandon their native language in favor of standard English.
Watch: “Ask not Ax” video about Gerrard McClendon’s work educating black students on the importance of Standard
English.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X_KKLkmIrDk
This article can likewise spark a discussion about assimilation, and the ways in which speaking standardEnglish is
necessary to achieve certain forms of success in American society (ie. getting certain jobs, getting into college, etc.)
Watch/Listen: “The Hood” by BBU and clips of bell hooks talking on youtube You may notice that the artist BBU has
named their album ‘bell hooks.’ hooks is a cultural critic, author and activist who writes about gender and race. Her
name is intentionally not capitalized. Though she is not the primary author in this lesson, it might be worth watching a
clip of her speaking (many available on YouTube) as her stance and her views are very much in line with this curriculum.
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“Why You Talk Like That” by Malcolm London
why you talk like that
with fake bass in your voice
like you go foundation
why you talk like dat
speak up
like police lights on street post
up like that
like surveillance
can’t you see the
Cabrini Green growing in your esophagus
talk like you waiting to be gentrified
Why you talk like that
like coffee,
black but not strong
like they like they coffee
integrated
obeying the cream
talk like a playground in your lungs
where you Hyde park
and breath
and bravado
and belligerence
you native to these westside americas
i hear the colonialism
in your dialect
where you grew up
where you belong
lose squares is a mantra
slurred words like liquor stores on the corner
of your cheeks
see your tongue
crisp and crossed
like your mama raised you on crucifixion
like you know she pray you never come home in a coffin
like she know these predators prey more often
often you speak like you make institutions disappear
like magic
like voodoo in your veins
like you dream of new order
or New Orleans
talk like you immune to Katrina
this hurricane of injustice
why your slang move like Mississippi den migrated into your saliva
dixie line diction stirred in kitchens
in pots of collard greens, turkey necks and sweet potato pie
you sweet talk,
like you met at the intersection of Arsenio Hall and Fresh Prince
that transit authority
that transition to 26th and California is easy for you
you grew up spittin bars
taste buds grew up on police brutality dished out in cooked county
you spit
like you thirsty
like you been waiting in the water,
of parasites and low income
your mouth done dried
suppressing all that struggle
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the thesaurus in your throat clogs no other word but struggle,
in other words you talk
like you never been north
never been freed
like you ignored
like you need to be heard
like your story has a history you aren’t allowed to know
why you talk like that
like you got something to say
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“In Defense Of The CodeSwitch or Why You Talk Like that or Why You Gotta Always Be Cussing”
by Roger BonairAgard
I’m pretty certain my people
Yoruba. We speak drum
and dust. We are barefoot.
We are also Mumbai
and the venomed thin blood streaks
of slave masters—France, England,
Spain, Portugal, Germany, America.
but my mother taught me The Hardy Boys,
the word precise and Where Babies Come From
She say read Walter Rodney. She say read Kamau Braithwaite
She say read Baldwin
Long Before Chicago taught me borders
and Joe, what loose squares are,
the hieroglyph first twirl dance
and gang sing
my high school principal, Winston Douglas
said It is a sin against God
your parents, and yourself, so to profane
the gift with which you were born
and so I learned the English
of John Milton, Derek Walcott
and the Mighty Sparrow—
but Brooklyn say Sun and Godbody
and the streets of Arouca taught
me the brilliant runon elegance
of the eloquent cuss—Fock You
with an O so deep and round
you could tumble into the greeting.
Ruby say no poncho; rebozo
and bit my bottom lip
and cried when the moon was full
Melana say ghostpose and Nita
say it raining horchata.
I talk middlefinger, nigger,
son, and espouse
on the theoretical and practical difficulties
of blackness as lived experience,
a metaphysical longing akin
to madness—and Northside say
You’re so articulate. Oh my God.
See—Look, even white women love you
and the books say I codeswitch,
say I doubletongued, say I adapt/
able. And I say I don’t switch
shit. Stop trying to crack
the code and we’ll stop (maybe)
inventing new syntaxes for
survive; for making paper,
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for stacking cheddar, for getting
our money right. Switch/nothing.
I say I contain several
kinds of niggas—because I know Hindi
words for eggplant, rolling pin, machete,
and several kinds of cloth folded to drape
the oiled body of a woman. I say Love
when I talk to a woman, and I say Love
when I greet my homies, and Family
to address a sweet sister in the street
and black when I mean all my people
and dead presidents because Rakim,
Biggie, JayZ, Nas and The Wu Tang Clan
added vocabularies to the throng
of me. Chicago jails school me
BD, traphouse, swag, pole and bundle;
school me, you could be 10 years old
and thrown to the ground arrested
in school, so I talk like precisely
greet my gods with the deep O
of a well, of a drum; speak barefoot
and folklorico, speak J’ouvert morning
and Toni Morrison. I recite Winston
Douglas’ never sacrifice principle
for expediency. I holler at my boys
with a complicatedass handshake.
I say Horse. I say Blood. My brothers
answer back. I sing. I life every
voice. I speak drum fool. I speak
drum homie. I speak drum dawg. I speak
drum god. I speak drum nigga. I speak
drum
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Confessions of a Code Switcher: Talking “White” by Joshua Adams
For those who don’t know, there’s a common idea amongst many black people in America that historical forces compel us
to be adept at adapting. This idea is captured in poems like “We Wear The Mask” by Paul Laurence Dunbar, or the
different versions of a running joke (if you want to call it that) that we are bilingual with an “around black people voice” and
an “around white people voice”. Our people have become social chameleons in order to live (figuratively and quite literally) in
this society, and speech is one way we achieve this feat.
Using my experience as a case study, the Mississippi Delta drawl that I and many black people from the south and west
sides of Chicago speak with is why many characterize us as having “a city walk, but a country talk”. My mother’s side of
the family is from Louisiana, my father’s side from Florida, and my stepmother’s from Mississippi. With every “You said
what? Cain’t heah you. Finna move closuh” or “we prolly boutta go t’thuh cah”, our dialect is a remnant carried with our
ancestors from the South during the Great Migration. On a personal level, that drawl is chiseled into how I selfidentify with
showing and being Black.
But whenever I’m in a classroom, a boardroom, game room, or any room where the majority of the people are
white……..(let me rephrase that)…….are talking white, I talk like them. The frustrating part is that I am rarely, if ever, able
control when this code switch flicks on or off. In fact, I honestly cannot remember a time I did it intentionally.
Regardless, from grade school to grad school, I’ve been both the accuser and the accused in the “talking white” witch hunt.
When I’ve said another Black person talks white, I never once meant to imply that I was equating their articulation to
whiteness (or isolating it from blackness), though that is the conclusion most people reach for. For me, it was an
observation that they spoke in patterns more aligned with the ways I hear white people communicate (intonation, inflection,
dialectics, phrases, types of slang, etc.). I was policing them with the (admittedly problematic) assumption that, unlike me,
they weren’t codeswitching. It was a subconscious “Why are you talking like that? There’s no white people around.”
Therefore when I was accused of talking white, the anguish came from a similarly ironic place. I wasn’t upset from
assuming that people thought I wanted to be white. I wasn’t concerned with that. My anguish was a convoluted response of
“No, see I don’t talk this way naturally, I’m trying to fit in”. The frustration stemmed from assuming that the accuser
mistook my codeswitching for who I was instead of what I did.
Now before I go on, let me make this perfectly clear: Blackness is not a monolithic structure, and these aren’t the sole
reasons why any one Black person would loathe being accused of talking white. I’m only giving an account of my logic,
how I made sense of my experiences, and the way I perceive cultural signifiers of Blackness.
My heritage and cultural pride pours out of me when I speak in my natural form, but I still feel pressured to alter my speech
according to the racial makeup of my audience. I understand the subtle ways my diction ties into a larger narrative of both
racial and class politics of respectability, assimilation, and subjugation. I’m aware of the historical forces that normalize
whiteness, and convinces the majority of America that we all should speak “proper English” (a concept that is ironically
comical, but pervasively powerful). I’m aware that if I talk the way I really talk at my next job interview, the employment
odds won’t be stacked in my favor, regardless of my qualifications.
I didn’t grow up around only black people, but for the most part, I’ve only lived around black people. I was born in Chicago,
arguably the quintessence of American multiculturalism in the midst of segregation. I matriculated from a majority white
elementary school to an almost exclusively black high school. Along the way, I’ve been told I talk “ghetto” by a few white
friends, while some of my black friends insisted that I talked white. I’d hang at my white friends’ homes for hours, though
they never came down the hill to my house. I stomached phases of resenting white people for slavery, but knew that it was
simply impossible for all white people to be racist.
No one explained to me why knocking over garbage cans, sneaking our parents liquor, or loitering on the corner was
horseplay when I was with white friends, but marks of criminality when I was with “da guys”. I wasn’t shielded from the
shame of realizing that the racial jokes I laughed at were only aimed at minorities. No matter who won our ideological
debates on race, I was the one the police stopped to make sure I wasn’t “messing with them” or trying to sell them drugs.
No one calmed the uneasiness of feeling I needed to constantly be aware of how intelligent or friendly or threatening I came
across to people, especially white people.
Code switching is my experience, and I’m fighting to reconcile the profound ways it has both protected and misinformed
me. It has always been the latent means to a very real and tangible end, whether I choose to do it or not.
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“The Hood” by BBU
Why you talk like that? Because I'm from the hood
And that's all I heard and all I understood
Man, why you talk like that? Because I'm from the hood
And that's all I heard and all I understood
So when I say ghost it's cuz I've gone baby
And if I say toast I'm probably gone baby
And if you stay close it won't be long baby
I said you gonna see a change, we out here doing things
[Verse 1: Illekt]
They look down on me cuz the way I talk
And my vocabulary probably outline 'em in chalk
I'm ill grammatical, words acrobatical
Toss 'em like a lateral, the damage is collateral
But MC's on sabbatical, damn I'm as bad as those
'89 Pistons, I'm on a higher mission, maybe if you listen
You can find some things in your life that's missing
We are all born under circumstances preexisting
Some with the silver spoon, others straight into a tomb
Some will make it but most will be consumed
By this fastfood testtube pillpopping bottle
Make it rain on princes dancing for change
This shit is strange and I'm the one they don't understand
This shit's insane and they wonder why I talk like I do, man
Just look at you, man. Just look at you
[Hook]
[Verse 2: Jasson Perez]
Yo, yo, yo, yo, yo
Too many conscious rappers can't face facts (ooh I'm so deep)
The drug dealers happen to make better rap
But I'mma bring it back, 2011 Ras Kass
Enslave Caucasians for ten generations (oh no, not me!)
Make them thank me for emancipation (yeah yeah, bow down motherfuckers!)
Settle for revenge insteada reparations
What the fuck? Should I be patient? (vote whitey, man)
Come from the place where the drugs don't work
I can't get merc'd, the feeling don't hurt
Need a shrink just to think, a meeting not to drink (I'm so lazy) (help help!)
Ten years sober, Red Bull, hung over (man)
Feeling like life's over but it's really mediocre
Evidently it's elementary, they want us like Barack eventually
Imperialism blackface, embrace the selfhate in hopes you relate
Guess what? I don't think this country is great (this sucks)
[Hook]
(First it was Chuch, me and Chuch got on the move
Cuz I'm rotating, doing the do
GLC rotating with the true playa partners BBU
Associates) (Ism!)
[Verse 3: GLC]
Manifestation of this pimp in the nation (Ism!)
I embrace the Ism, father dead on vacation (Chuch!)
Grew up around the corner from some pimp situations (damn!)
So when I grew up I pimped hard cuz it's in my nature (Chuch!) (damn!)
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Seen gangsters getting money, hoes in the power
When momma went to work I made more in an hour
At a time back when PE told me fight the power
Seen pimps driving Caddies, thinking ha I'mma buy one (Chuch!)
Sheeit, I had to figure how I would come up
I hustle all night and count my paper at sunup
I had a piston for a pussy that run up
Haters was thirsty, streets was dry like the tundra (damn!)
Received knowledge from no Farrakhan speeches (Chuch!)
At the mosque but Don Juan he reached me (Ism!)
So naturally I would choose to pimp bitches
That's how Chuch got on the move in my Ism Cathedral (Chuch!)
[Hook]
([Video version] Everything, my Ism is in effect, nigga
GLC on the motherfucking track
Epic, Epic, Epic, right here)
[Verse 4: Epic]
Fuck it, I happen to spit it this way (ok)
Do it for Twista, do it for Ye
Born in a movement, this shit is insane
Poor people power, don't pity my pain
Pain, something requiring change
Lane, half the MC's in our lane
Fame, something you never attain
But hope to sustain aplaying a game, main
And his church on a move, do
Mixing you something to groove to
EPLC with a screw loose
'Bout to get in you like prune juice (oh my god)
Crackers like who let these coons loose?
Treat the Tea Party like Doom II
I pity the fool that you screw ...
Cool cool for hope and stuff
Still in shows when we open up (let me get that out you)
Treat rap like Green Day and rope the Dutch
New to you dudes but all my niggas know I'm clutch
Starving for real food, already know I'm lunch
Why? Why won't you notice us?
GLC and BBU, golden child, we the chosen ones
Like a'ight, a'ight, a'ight, a'ight, a'ight, I want the knife! (let it go!)
[Hook]
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Unit 3: Lesson 2: They Do Things We Don’t Like
Based on: Speech at Olivet Church by Fred Hampton & “Don’t Like” by Chief Keef

Cultural and Historical
Background

Fred Hampton (19481969) was a dynamic and charismatic Chicago organizer and member
of the Black Panther Party who was gunned down in his bed by Chicago Police at the age
of 21. At the time, the Chicago Police Department (CPD) and Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI) claimed that there was a gunfight that led to Hampton being shot, but
later evidence clearly showed that this wasn’t the case and that the CPD had planned to
raid the house, even making a map of where they knew Hampton would be sleeping with
his then pregnant wife. 5000 people attended his funeral and his death had a powerful
ripple effect on the black community of Chicago and nationwide.
The Breakfast Program that is mentioned in the poem is an important part of the legacy of
the Black Panthers. As part of their commitment to community service and social and
racial uplift, the Black Panthers provided free breakfast to neighborhood kids in
communities across the country where the Panthers were organizing. The popularity of the
program was a major influence on the federal government’s decision to establish a free
breakfast program for US public schools.
Institution: Any structure or mechanism of social order governing the behaviour of a set of
individuals within a given community. Could refer to a significant practice, relationship, or
organization in a society or culture, ie. the institution of marriage, or family visits at
Thanksgiving.. It could also refer to a specific established organization or corporation, such
as a bank or a university.
Capitalism: Capitalism is an economic system where things (property, for example) are
privately owned by people or an individual, not by a government or communities, and where
people have to barter or work for money, so they can buy things they need or want, such
as food. Capitalism has a "free market" economy, which means people buy and sell things
by their own judgment. In most countries in the world today the economy also has a
degree of planning, done by the government or by trade unions, so they are actually called
"mixed economies" instead of completely free markets. The word comes from "capital",
meaning something of value. This can be money ("financial capital") or any other goods
that can be traded. "Capital" originally comes from the Latin word caput, meaning "head",
because it was used to mean how many "head" of cattle a wealthy person owned, in days
long ago when cattle were used as money.

Key Terms

Socialism: Socialism is an economic system and philosophy in which people work
together to get a fair standard of living. Socialism is characterized by collective ownership
of the means of production and cooperative management of the economy. They differ in the
type of social ownership they advocate, the degree to which they rely on markets or
planning, how management is to be organised within productive institutions, and the role of
the government in constructing socialism.
Communism: Based on the ideas of Socialism, Communism is an economic system and
philosophy that says that there should be no separate social classes. According to
Communist writers and thinkers, the goal of communism is to create a classless society
by eliminating the power of the bourgeoisie (the ruling class, who own the means of
production) and creating a dictatorship of the proletariat (the working class). Thus in a
communist society there is no private property, and people collectively own the tools,
factories, and farms that are used to produce goods and food. This social process is known
as common ownership. Communism emphasizes that decisions should be made to benefit
the collective population rather than to serve the greed of one or several individuals.
Dashiki: A Yoruba word referring to a loose, brightly colored African garment traditionally
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worn by men. In Nigeria, it was worn for comfort in the hot climate. In America, it was worn
by African Americans to send a message in the late 1960s. The dashiki rebelled against
standard men's fashions of the day: brightly colored instead of drab, loose instead of tight,
worn outside the pants instead of tucked in. It could be worn defiantly on occasions that
would traditionally call for a suit and tie. The dashiki was introduced as a way to protest
society' s disrespect for African Americans. It was a symbol of affirmation, standing for
"black is beautiful," a return to African roots, and insistence on full rights in American
society. The Dashiki still serves as a symbol of Afrocentrism within African American
culture, as in the celebration of Kwanzaa.
Rant Poem: A poem written about a subject that provokes, annoys, exasperates or
infuriates the author.

Literary Form

Epistrophe: The repetition of the same word or words at the end of successive lines (the
opposite of anaphora). Comes from the Greek word meaning “return.”
Literary Terms & Devices
Anaphora (Review): The repetition of a word or phrase at the beginning of every line or
clause.
Literary Tool

WordBank (Review): A collection of words used as inspiration for writing. Wordbanks can
be filled with random selections of words or they could contain words connected to a
certain theme or category.

Performance WarmUp

Face Stretch (Optional): A performance warmup that activates the muscles in your face
and lips. Helps with articulation and facial awareness.

Write

Time: 510 minutes
Materials: Journals or paper, Pencil or pen, S
Student Activity:
Have students write three lists of things they dislike:
1. physical objects or places (Green Bay Packers, pizza)
2. people (be appropriate  you might suggest that they not name anyone in the classroom at the
moment),
3. Institutions (ex. racism, prisons, etc.).
These lists should be as long as possible in order to give students as much material to work with as
possible.
Considerations for Teacher:
Depending on your comfort level with your own classroom management and discussion facilitation
skills, consider having a brief discussion with your students about how they can express their anger,
annoyance, or displeasure in productive and thoughtful ways.
This conversation should be open but it is important throughout this lesson to be sure to preserve the
safe space of the workshop. We think students need to learn to be honest about their angry and violent
feelings (cursing someone out, fighting, etc.) but we also firmly believe that no other student should feel
their safety threatened by this conversation. The idea of this workshop is, in part, to give students a
different, and more positive set of tools to deal with negative feelings that are natural and real.

Listen

Time: 1015 minutes
Materials: Speech  “Speech at Olivet Church” by Fred Hampton
Student Activity:
Have students take turns reading Fred Hampton’s speech out loud. This speech should be read and/or
listened to at least twice. Students should take notes in this piece about things Fred Hampton is
criticizing. Try to find as many examples as possible.
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Considerations for Teacher:
It’s important that students be exposed to the dynamic speaking and legacy of Fred. But in terms of
this lesson, the key section in Fred’s speech is the part that comes at the end, when he is retelling the
exchange between the cop and the woman from the community. There is a simple exchange here
about what the woman “likes” that is really loaded with suspicion and aggressiveness; the cop is
essentially interrogating the woman about her loyalty and her political stance. But rather than get
wrapped up in that, the woman powerfully breaks the conversation down to say that regardless of
politics, the breakfast program is taking care of basic needs in the community. And I don't know if I
like communism and I don't know if I like socialism. But I know that that Breakfast For Children
program feeds my kids."
This poetic exchange of “I like” sets us up nicely for the comparison piece, Chief Keef’s “Don’t like.’
Analyze

Time: 515 minutes
Student Activity:
Discuss Fred’s speech. Have students share the notes they took, especially the things he is ranting
about.
Introduce the rant poem as a literary form.
As a segway into the Chief Keef’s piece, introduce epistrophe as a literary device.
Considerations for Teacher:
A rant poem is a freeverse poem that complains about one or many subjects. The complaint of the
speaker is the central to the work and throughout the piece the speaker should develop the root of their
complaints and their ideal alternatives (if such alternatives exist).
Epistrophe repetition of the same word or words at the end of successive lines (the opposite of
anaphora). Comes from the Greek word meaning “return.”

Compare

Time: 1020 minutes
Materials: Lyrics “Don’t like” by Chief Keef
Student Activity:
Have students listen actively to Chief Keef’s “Don’t Like (edited).” While listening they should pay
attention and take note of the specific things and people that Chief Keef doesn’t like. Have them write
down as many as possible.
What do these two pieces have in common? What things do each of these men dislike? What reasons
do they give as to why? Do they offer alternatives to their audience?
Considerations for Teacher:
Chief Keef (a.k.a Keith Cozart) was born in Chicago and grew up in the Englewood neighborhood of
Chicago’s South Side. Chief Keef is one of the most popular teenage rappers in America, and one of
the youngest to sign with a major record label. The content of Keef’s songs stems from his life
experiences in Chicago. The most commonly know content stemmed from his experience with Chicago
law enforcement. In 2011 he was shot at and arrested by Chicago Police at age 16 for unlawful use of
a weapon and was subsequently placed under house arrest, at his grandmother’s house, for a month.
His songs/mixtap: “It’s Something Wrong With This Lil Boy: Freak Out When He Finds Out His Favorite
Rapper ‘Chief Keef’ Gets Out of Jail”; “Bang”; and Back from the Dead; can be seen as rants about his
experience with the police. The song “Don’t Like” is a track on his 2012 album, Back from the Dead;
his second mixtape released after he completed his time on house arrest. Pusha T, Jadakiss and Big
Sean are all featured on the track.
Note: Chief Keef’s “Don’t like” is one of those source texts riddled with curse words (i.e. F***, N****,
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SH**). If you don’t like (pun, intended) curse words in your source texts, consider blacking them out
and printing off copies of the piece without the explicit lyrics. While we encourage teachers to fully
engage popular media, we also equally encourage them to respect their own process and class rules.
Notice the use of epistrophe with the repetition of the words “don’t like.”
Consider reviewing anaphor as a literary device.
Synthesize

Time: 1525 minutes
Materials: Journals or paper, Pen or pencil
Student Activity:
Have students write their own rant poems. Students can use the anaphora, “Don’t like…”, or something
similar to help frame their piece. Have them utilize their list of ideas generated at the beginning of the
workshop to fuel the piece. Ask students to identify the things they don’t like as well as the (1)
reasons/origins of those issues and (2) their imagined alternative to these complaints.
Considerations for Teacher:
Encourage students to approach the writing of their rant poem similar to a free write. Then, have them
go back and add literary devices like, epistrophe or anaphora for effect.

Share and
Reflect

Time: 520 minutes
Materials: Journals, Pen or pencil, recording device or phones; Porfolio or something else entirely
Student Activity:
In pairs, have students take turns reading their pieces aloud. When listening, ask them to make note of
whether not or not the piece gives reasons/origins to the rant as well as provides alternatives to the
complaints. Have them take turns giving feedback.
Considerations for Teacher:
Have students type up their piece and add it to their portfolio. If time permits, consider dividing the
class into pairs and let them work on their audio recording. Have them listen to each others pieces,
and give constructive feedback about the work. Take time to rerecord works as needed.
(Optional) Face Stretch:
To warmup the facial muscles, have students make a “scream face,” raising their eyebrows, opening
their eyes wide, and stretching their jaw open and holding for 5 seconds. Then switch to a “mouse face,”
squeezing their eyes and mouth shut and holding for 5 seconds. Repeat each face 3 times.

Additional Sources & Texts
Read: “Paradelle to the Sketchy Dude at the Club” by Jamila Woods
A rant poem by a female poet addressed to a male stranger’s bullying/sexual harassment at a dance club.
Read: “Howl” (Part 1) by Allen Ginsburg
link:http://www.poetryfoundation.org/poem/179381
A rant poem talking about the author’s dismay and dissatisfaction with the state of his peers and his generation.
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“Speech at Olivet Church” by Fred Hampton (1969)
Let me give you an example of teaching people. Basically, the way they learn is observation and participation. You know a
lot of us go around and joke ourselves and believe that the masses have PhDs, but that's not true. And even if they did, it
wouldn't make any difference. Because with some things, you have to learn by seeing it or participating in it. And you know
yourselves that there are people walking around your community today that have all types of degrees that should be at this
meeting but are not here. Right? Because you can have as many degrees as a thermometer. If you don't have any practice,
then you can't walk across the street and chew gum at the same time.
We got to face some facts. The masses are poor. The masses belong to what you call the lower class, and when I talk
about the masses, I'm talking about the white masses, I'm talking about the black masses, and the brown masses, and
the yellow masses, too. We've got to face the fact that some people say you fight fire best with fire, but we say you put fire
out best with water. We say you don’t fight racism with racism. We're gonna fight racism with solidarity. We say you don't
fight capitalism with no black capitalism; you fight capitalism with socialism.
We have to understand very clearly that there's a man in our community called a capitalist. Sometimes he's black and
sometimes he's white. But that man has to be driven out of our community, because anybody who comes into the
community to make profit off the people by exploiting them can be defined as a capitalist. And we don't care how many
programs they have, how long a dashiki they have. Because political power does not flow from the sleeve of a dashiki.
We had the same thing happen out on 37th Road. They came out to 37th road where our Breakfast for Children Program is,
and started getting those women who were kind of older, around 58that's, you know, I call that older cause I’m young. I
ain’t 20, right, right! And you ain't seen nothin’ till you see one of them beautiful Sisters with their hair kinda startin getting
grey, and they ain't got many teeth, and they were tearin' them policemen up! They were tearing em up!
The pigs would come up to them and say "You like communism?"
And the Sisters would say, "No scared of it, I ain't never heard of it."
"You like socialism?"
"No scared of it. I ain't never heard of it."
The pigs, they be crackin' up, because they enjoyed seeing these people frightened of these words.
"You like capitalism?"
Yeah, well, that's what I live with. I like it.
"You like the Breakfast For Children program?"
"Yeah, I like it."
"Ohoh. Well, the Breakfast For Children program is a socialistic program. Its a communistic program."
And the women said, "Well, I tell you what, boy. I've been knowing you since you were kneehigh to a grasshopper. And I
don't know if I like communism and I don't know if I like socialism. But I know that that Breakfast For Children program
feeds my kids."
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“Don’t Like” by Chief Keef
I don't like, I don't like
Fake niggas I don't like
A fuck nigga, that's that shit I don't like, nah
A snitch nigga, that's that shit I don't like, nah
A bitch nigga, that's that shit I don't like, nah
Sneak dissers, that's that shit I don't like
Don't like, like, don't like, like
A snitch nigga, that's that shit I don't like, nah
Don't like, like, don't like, like
A bitch nigga, that's that shit I don't like, nah
A popped bitch, that's that shit I don't like
I got a bad bitch, yeah that bitch right
We smoke dope, all day, all night
You smoke reggie, that's that shit I don't like
Nah, we got a fucking Audi, that bitch all white
Pull up on your bitch, bet she gonna like
Sosa bitch, yeah I done gone ape
Pistol totin' and I'm shootin' on sight
A snitch nigga, that's that shit I don't like, nah
Nah, your bitch won't do the team, bet she won't fight
Bitch we GBE, fuck who don't like
And we ain't gon' fight, our guns gon' fight
A fuck nigga, that's that shit I don't like, nah
A snitch nigga, that's that shit I don't like, nah
A bitch nigga, that's that shit I don't like, nah
Sneak dissers, that's that shit I don't like
Don't like, like, don't like, like
A snitch nigga, that's that shit I don't like, nah
A bitch nigga, that's that shit I don't like, nah
Fake Trues, that's that shit I don't like
Fake shoes, that's that shit I don't like
Fake niggas, that's that shit I don't like
Stalking ass bitch, shit I don't like
I done got indicted, selling all white
But I will never snitch none in my life
I keep this shit 3Hunna bitch I'm going right
With my niggas when it's time to start taking lives
Playing both sides, shit that I don't like
War time spark broad day, all night
Playing both sides, shit that I don't like
War time spark broad day, all night
A fuck nigga, that's that shit I don't like, nah
A snitch nigga, that's that shit I don't like, nah
A bitch nigga, that's that shit I don't like, nah
Sneak dissers, that's that shit I don't like
Don't like, like, don't like, like
A snitch nigga, that's that shit I don't like, nah
A bitch nigga, that's that shit I don't like, nah
I'm killing these niggas, shit that they don't like
Broski got the 30 he ain't tryna fight
Got your bitch, I was in it all night
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Fredo in the cut, that's a scary sight
You not with the shits, you can die tonight
I only want the top, I ain't tryina pipe
Them youngings with the shits, they be totin' pipe
Floating off a flat, I might take a flight
3Hunna bitch we hot, we done took flight
Taking shit down we ain't like the price
Thirsty ass bitches shit that we don't like
O.T.F. G.B.E., your bitch like
A fuck nigga, that's that shit I don't like, nah
A snitch nigga, that's that shit I don't like, nah
A bitch nigga, that's that shit I don't like, nah
Sneak dissers, that's that shit I don't like
Don't like, like, don't like, like
A snitch nigga, that's that shit I don't like, like
Don't like, like, don't like, like
A bitch nigga, that's that shit I don't like, bang
Don't like, like, don't like, like
A snitch nigga, that's that shit I don't, like
Don't like, like, don't like, like
A bitch nigga, that's that shit I don't like
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Unit 3: Lesson 3: “They” Make Bad Rules, “We” Speak Out
Based on: “High School Training Ground” by Malcolm London & “Lynch Law in America” speech given by Ida B. Wells
Barnett in Chicago, Illinois, January 1900

Cultural and Historical
Background

Ida B. WellsBarnett was a Mississippi born Chicagobased writer, activist, and publisher
who became famous as an antilynching advocate. “Lynch Law in America” appeared in the
January 1900 issue of Arena, a Bostonbased magazine with a broad audience of white
Progressives and former abolitionists. In this article, she discusses the misinformation
about lynching that has deceived the public, and she provides counterevidence that reveals
the real motivations and gruesome practices that lynching entails. Her article makes an
urgent appeal for white Americans to reassess the wave of antiblack violence across the
country and consider its implications for America’s international standing and devotion to
the rule of law.
Housing Covenants (also called Restrictive Covenants): A system of formal and
informal (written and unwritten rules) to keep people segregated. Racially restrictive
housing covenants, in particular, are contractual agreements among property owners that
prohibit the occupation of their housing by a particular group of people, usually African
Americans. These kinds of housing covenants became widespread in Chicago in the 1920s
following the Great Migration of southern blacks to the city. These agreements made it so
that only people of a certain race could buy or rent apartments and houses in certain areas
of Chicago. This system made people of color live often in decrepit and substandard
housing. These practices created a very segregated city and even though they were
formally overturned in the 1940 many of the informal patterns of segregation persist to this
day.

Key Terms

Lynching: The practice of public murder, typically carried out by a mob, often by hanging,
but also by burning at the stake or shooting, in order to punish an alleged transgressor, or
to intimidate, control, or otherwise manipulate a population of people. Historically, lynching
was used as a form of social control over Black Americans, particularly males, in America.
This practice was prominent from the 1870s until the 1940s.
Rhetorical Question: A rhetorical question is a figure of speech in the form of a question
that is asked in order to make a point. The question, a rhetorical device, is posed not to
elicit a specific answer, but rather to encourage the listener to consider a message or
viewpoint.
WordPlay (Optional): Verbal wit based on the meanings and ambiguities of words; puns.
Literary Terms & Devices

Epigraph (Optional): In poetry, an epigraph is a phrase or quotation that is set at the
beginning of the piece. The epigraph may serve as a preface to the piece, a summary of the
piece, an inspiration for the piece, a counterexample to the piece, or to link the piece to a
wider literary canon, either to invite comparison or to enlist a conventional context.
Audience (Review): The person, community, or group an author is trying to address
through their writing.

Performance WarmUp

Write

Lip Trill Siren (Optional): A mouth exercise to warmup the lips; aids in articulation.

Time: 510 minutes
Materials: Journals or paper, Pencil or pen
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Student Activity:
Ask students to think about rules, common practices, and/or laws in their school, neighborhood, or
society.
Tell students about housing covenants.
Have students think about rules in their lives that they dislike or think are unfair.
These can be at any level. Have students make a list of these bad rules and under them write a couple
notes about why each rule is a bad rule.
Considerations for Teacher:
Rules are always present in our lives whether they are the laws of the government, the code of conduct
at school or work, or the rules your family has at home. Some rules of written and some are unwritten
but they are all still very real (Ex. School dress code, parents’ curfew, laws allowing assault weapons in
Chicago).
Listen

Time: 1015 minutes
Materials: Poem  “High School Training Ground” Malcolm London, Video  “High School Training
Ground” Malcolm London  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rB_4Sbt0pRU
Student Activity:
Have students watch the video of Malcolm London’s poem High School Training Ground. They should
keep notes as they watch of moments and parts of the poem that they like or are struck by.
Considerations for Teacher:
As introduced in the previous lesson, Malcolm London is from the Austin area of the West Side of
Chicago and went to highschool in the North Side neighborhood of Lincoln Park. Living in Austin and
going to school at Lincoln Park allowed him to see firsthand how the city was divided by race and class
lines. In his piece, “High School Training Ground” in 2011, London talks about the contrast between his
“honor’s class” highschool environment and his home neighborhood, which he calls, “a warzone.” He
calls highschool a “training ground,” based on hierarchy rather than equity, that tells some students they
are destined for success and other students they are worthless. London’s piece critiques Chicago’s
public education system, pointing out its injustices and the ways in which it reinforces divisions
between racial and class groups in the city.

Analyze

Time: 515 minutes
Student Activity:
Ask students for a definition of a rhetorical question. Have students listen to London’s poem a second
time. Encourage them to pay attention to the ways he uses rhetorical questions. How does this
deepen the effects of the poem? What does it add to the poem? Who is the audience that Malcolm
London is trying to reach?
Considerations for Teacher:
Consider looping back to Nate Marshall and LiYoung Lee’s pieces, making connections between the
audience they were writing to and the audience that London is addressing.
(Optional) Consider introducing wordplay and epigraph as literary devices. Notice the way London uses
wordplay with the words “regular” and “honor.” Also “homework” and “home is work. ” What does this add
to the poem? London’s use of a Hitler quotation is an epigraph. What do you think London was trying to
say by adding that quote?

Compare

Time: 1020 minutes
Materials: Speech  “Lynch Law in America” by Ida B. Wells Barnett
Student Activity:
Ask for a volunteer to read Ida B. Wells piece out loud.
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What do you notice about the language and presentation of her piece? Who is the audience
that Ida B. Wells is trying to reach?
Considerations for Teacher:
Make sure students understand the definition and historical relevance of lynching.
Note that the article was originally published in a magazine predominantly read by white people. Ask
students how this audience may have affected the way in which Ida B. Wells chose to present her
argument. (Possibly refer back to the “Why You Talk Like That” lesson, noting the ways in which
audience and context effect the type language people use to effectively communicate.)
Synthesize

Time: 1525 minutes
Materials: Journals or paper, Pen or pencil
Student Activity:
Have students use their list to write a poem about a bad or unjust rule, law or practice in their lives.
Encourage students to think about their audience while writing, and ask them to attempt at least one
rhetorical question.

Share and
Reflect

Time: 520 minutes
Materials: Journals, Pen or pencil, recording device or phones; Portfolio or something else entirely
Student Activity:
Have students volunteer and share their pieces out loud.
Considerations for Teacher:
If time permits, give students time to record their rant poem from the previous lesson on their phones or
a recording device.
(Optional) Lip Trill Siren:
With their lips closed, have students blow air out of their mouths, making a motorboat sputtering
sound. Then increase the pitch and frequency slowly upwards until you hit the highest register of your
voice. Then drop the pitch and frequency all the way down until your lips stop sputtering and just slide
the air out. Repeat 3 times.

Additional Sources & Texts
Read: “Queering the Hiphip Tradition” by H.Melt
link: http://thoughtcatalog.com/2013/queeringthehiphoptradition/
In this piece the author addresses the common practice of using homophobic language in contemporary hiphop music,
and argues that hiphop fans should hold artists and critics more accountable for promoting ignorance in their work.
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“High School Training Grounds” by Malcolm London
He who owns the youth, gains the future.  Adolf Hitler
At 7 45 am
I open the doors to a building dedicated to building
Yet only breaks me down
I march down hallways
Cleaned up after me everyday by regular janitors
But I never have the decency to honor their names
Lockers left open like teenage boys mouths
When girls wear clothes that cover their insecurities but shows everything else
Masculinity mimicked by men who grew up without fathers
Classrooms over packed like book bags
Teachers paid less than what it cost them to be here
Oceans of adolescents come here to receive lessons
But never learn to swim
Part like the red sea when the bell rings
This is a training ground
My high school is Chicago
Diverse and segregated on purpose
Social lines are barbed wire
Hierarchy burned into our separated classrooms
Free to sit anywhere but reduced to divided lunch tables
Labels like “regular” and “honors” resonate
Education misinforms, we our uniformed
Taught to capitalize letters at a young age
Taught now that capitalism raises you
But you have to step on someone else
To get there,
This is a training ground
Sought to sort out the regulars from the honors
A recurring cycle
Built to recycle the trash of this system
I am in honor classes
But go home with “regular” students
Who are soldiers in a war zone in territory that owns them
when did students become expendable?
CPS is a training ground
Centered on personal success
CPS is a training ground
Concentration on professional suits
CPS is a training ground
One group is taught to lead and the other is made to follow
No wonder so many of my people spit bars because the truth is hard to swallow
The need of degrees has left so many of my people frozen
I had 1.9 GPA
I got drunk before my ACT and still received a 25
Now tell me how I am suppose to act?
Homework is stressful
But when you go home everyday and your home is work
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you don’t want to pick up any assignments
Reading textbooks is stressful
But reading doesn’t matter when you feel your story is already written
Either dead or getting booked
Taking tests is stressful
But bubbling in a scantron doesn’t stop bullets from bursting
Our direction hasn’t changed
When our board of education is driven by lawyers and businessmen
One teacher sit on our boards
Now what does that teach you?
We all know the drill
I hear that education systems are failing
But I believe they are succeeding at doing what they’re built to do
To train you
To keep you on track
To track down an American dream that fails so many of us all

 Malcolm London
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“Lynch Law in America,” Speech given by Ida B. Wells in Chicago, Illinois, January 1900
Source: http://etc.usf.edu/lit2go/contents/4200/4261/4261.html
Our country’s national crime is lynching. It is not the creature of an hour, the sudden outburst of uncontrolled fury, or the
unspeakable brutality of an insane mob. It represents the cool, calculating deliberation of intelligent people who openly
avow that there is an “unwritten law” that justifies them in putting human beings to death without complaint under oath,
without trial by jury, without opportunity to make defense, and without right of appeal. The “unwritten law” first found excuse
with the rough, rugged, and determined man who left the civilized centers of eastern States to seek for quick returns in the
goldfields of the far West. Following in uncertain pursuit of continually eluding fortune, they dared the savagery of the
Indians, the hardships of mountain travel, and the constant terror of border State outlaws. Naturally, they felt slight
toleration for traitors in their own ranks. It was enough to fight the enemies from without; woe to the foe within! Far removed
from and entirely without protection of the courts of civilized life, these fortuneseekers made laws to meet their varying
emergencies. The thief who stole a horse, the bully who “jumped” a claim, was a common enemy. If caught he was
promptly tried, and if found guilty was hanged to the tree under which the court convened.
Those were busy days of busy men. They had no time to give the prisoner a bill of exception or stay of execution. The only
way a man had to secure a stay of execution was to behave himself. Judge Lynch was original in methods but exceedingly
effective in procedure. He made the charge, impaneled the jurors, and directed the execution. When the court adjourned,
the prisoner was dead. Thus lynch law held sway in the far West until civilization spread into the Territories and the orderly
processes of law took its place. The emergency no longer existing, lynching gradually disappeared from the West.
But the spirit of mob procedure seemed to have fastened itself upon the lawless classes, and the grim process that at first
was invoked to declare justice was made the excuse to wreak vengeance and cover crime. It next appeared in the South,
where centuries of AngloSaxon civilization had made effective all the safeguards of court procedure. No emergency called
for lynch law. It asserted its sway in defiance of law and in favor of anarchy. There it has flourished ever since, marking the
thirty years of its existence with the inhuman butchery of more than ten thousand men, women, and children by shooting,
drowning, hanging, and burning them alive. Not only this, but so potent is the force of example that the lynching mania has
spread throughout the North and middle West. It is now no uncommon thing to read of lynchings north of Mason and
Dixon’s line, and those most responsible for this fashion gleefully point to these instances and assert that the North is no
better than the South.
…
Finally, for love of country. No American travels abroad without blushing for shame for his country on this subject. And
whatever the excuse that passes current in the United States, it avails nothing abroad. With all the powers of government in
control; with all laws made by white men, administered by white judges, jurors, prosecuting attorneys, and sheriffs; with
every office of the executive department filled by white men—no excuse can be offered for exchanging the orderly
administration of justice for barbarous lynchings and “unwritten laws.” Our country should be placed speedily above the
plane of confessing herself a failure at selfgovernment. This cannot be until Americans of every section, of broadest
patriotism and best and wisest citizenship, not only see the defect in our country’s armor but take the necessary steps to
remedy it. Although lynchings have steadily increased in number and barbarity during the last twenty years, there has been
no single effort put forth by the many moral and philanthropic forces of the country to put a stop to this wholesale slaughter.
Indeed, the silence and seeming condonation grow more marked as the years go by.
A few months ago the conscience of this country was shocked because, after a twoweeks trial, a French judicial tribunal
pronounced Captain Dreyfus guilty. And yet, in our own land and under our own flag, the writer can give day and detail of
one thousand men, women, and children who during the last six years were put to death without trial before any tribunal on
earth. Humiliating indeed, but altogether unanswerable, was the reply of the French press to our protest: “Stop your
lynchings at home before you send your protests abroad.”
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Unit 3: Lesson 4: The Divide Between Us and Them
Based on: “Beverly Hills, Chicago” by Gwendolyn Brooks & “in the land where white folk jog” by Nate Marshall
At this point in the unit we shift the focus from US looking out at how THEY perceive US,
and engage in conversation about the conflict between US and THEY (Unit 2 and Unit 3).
The inspiration behind this comes from one of the stanzas of Gwendolyn Brooks’ poem
“Beverly Hills, Chicago”
Cultural and Historical
Background

“Nobody is furious. Nobody hates these people.
At least, nobody driving by in this car.
It is only natural, however, that it should occur to us
How much more fortunate they are than we are”
In this way, we’re not putting our own spin on who is truly fortunate, for ‘fortune’ or value is
relative. But we’re using Brooks’ words here to point out the way that one might see how
someone from another community as ‘more fortunate.’
Segregation: The enforced separation of different racial, ethnic, religious, or class groups
in a country, community, or establishment. Segregation is often a result of discrimination
against particular groups and enforced by official laws or unwritten rules.

Key Terms

(Optional) Privilege: A special advantage, immunity, permission, right, or benefit granted
to or enjoyed by a specific individual or group of people. Priviledge can be based on a
number of factors, including one’s race, class background, age, physical ability,
appearance, social status, etc.
PointofView: The intellectual or emotional perspective held by a narrator or persona. A
narrator or persona's point of view may be classified according to whether it is in the
"firstperson," where the speaker uses the pronoun "I"; the "secondperson," where the
speaker uses the pronoun "you"; or the "thirdperson," where the speaker uses the
pronouns "he," "she," "it" or "they."

Literary Terms & Devices

Tone (Review): The writer's attitude toward the material and/or readers. Tone may be
playful, formal, intimate, angry, serious, ironic, outraged, baffled, tender, serene,
depressed, etc.
Epigraph (Review): In poetry, an epigraph is a phrase or quotation that is set at the
beginning of the piece. The epigraph may serve as a preface to the piece, a summary of the
piece, an inspiration for the piece, a counterexample to the piece, or to link the piece to a
wider literary canon, either to invite comparison or to enlist a conventional context.

Performance WarmUp

Listen

Tongue Twister (Optional): A vocal warmup focusing on enunciation.

Time: 510 minutes
Materials: Poem  “in the land where white folks jog” by Nate Marshall
Student Activity:
Have a volunteer read Nate Marshall’s “in the land where white folk jog” out loud to the rest of the class.
Encourage students to read actively and circle/underline parts they like or that stand out to them.
Considerations for Teacher:
Note: We have switched up the usual order of tasks here. We are listening and analyzing the piece
before we write.

Analyze

Time: 515 minutes
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Student Activity:
Briefly talk about the words students underlined and the language that stood out to them.
Introduce point of view as a literary device and analyze its use in Nate’s piece. Ask the students if they
know what point of view is. What point of view did the author choose to write this poem? Why do you
think he choose to write it from that point of view?
Considerations for Teacher:
Review Nate Marshall’s bio and explain that he is from Chicago and recently moved to Ann Arbor,
Michigan to attend graduate school. This piece was written shortly after his moved, when he realized
that many people in his new Ann Arbor neighborhood jogged, which was a stark contrast from his home
neighborhood on the far South Side.
Write

Time: 515 minutes
Materials: Journal or paper, Pencil or pen
Student Activity:
Have students make a list of places in the world where they feel or have felt foreign, outofplace,
unwelcome or an outsider.
Next, have them pick one of the places to focus on and make a list of reasons why they feel like an
outsider in this place.
Considerations for Teacher:
Some prompting questions to help students generate a list of places could be: Have you ever visited a
Chicago neighborhood different from your own? Have you ever visited another city or town that felt
distinctly different from your home? Are their buildings, parks, beaches, street corners, or other
specific areas in the city where you have felt unwelcome or outofplace?

Compare

Time: 1020 minutes
Materials: Poem “Beverly Hills, Chicago” by Gwendolyn Brooks
Student Activity:
Have students read “Beverly Hills, Chicago” once to themselves and once aloud. Students should circle
things they like/dislike and the things that stand out to them.
Give students an opportunity to share their initial responses.
Have a conversation about the difference between US and THEM.
What things do the people in the neighborhood in “Beverly Hills, Chicago” have that the people driving in
the car don’t have? What are the people in the cars feeling toward the neighborhood people?
What is the tone of the poem? Does it add to the story of the poem or make it worse? What word
choice and sounds that influence the overall tone of the poem?
Considerations for Teacher:
Consider taking a brief moment to review several literary devices: epigraph, tone, and repetition.
Notice Brooks’ word choice in her repetition of the word “Nobody.” Notice how the use of that word
distances what she is saying and gives the piece a more defensive or polite tone. Why might Brooks
have chosen to use such a tone?
Optional Privilege Discussion: Introduce the concept of privilege and ask students for examples of
privilege they have seen at play in their own lives. What are some examples of privilege in the poems?
Point out Nate’s description of jogging (running without fear or a sense of impending threat) as privilege.
Discuss the connection between segregation and privilege, and debate idea of “separate but equal.”
Then ask students to write down examples of privileges they have or don’t have, in addition to privileges
people from the places on their list have or don’t have. Have them use these lists to add material for
their poems.
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Synthesize

Time: 1525 minutes
Materials: Journals or paper, Pen or pencil
Student Activity:
Have students write a poem about a place they are an outsider. Students may choose to write a vivid
description of this place or or about a particular experience in this place. Encourage students to
experiment with different points of view, such as writing their piece in the third person.
Considerations for Teacher:
Encourage students to consider the tone of the words and phrases they are using to tell their story
effectively.

Share and
Reflect

Time: 520 minutes
Materials: Journals, Pen or pencil, recording device or phones; Portfolio or something else entirely
Student Activity:
Students should volunteer and share their pieces aloud. If time permits, have students type up their
pieces and/or record their work.
Considerations for Teacher:
If students did not have time to type up their work, have them so do for homework and add them to their
portfolios. Have students continue working on their recording projects.
(Optional) Performance Warmup: As a class, have students practice these tongue twisters, focusing
on enunciating each syllable.
● To sit in solemn silence in a dull dark dock, in a pestilential prison with a life long lock,
awaiting the sensation of a short sharp shock from a cheap and chippy chopper on a big black
block.
● She stood on the balcony, inexplicably mimicking him hiccuping and amicably welcoming him
in.
● Through darkest mists with stoutest boasts he thrusts his fists against the posts and still
insists he sees the ghosts.

Additional Sources & Texts
Read: “Blackbottom” by Toi Derricotte
A nice counterpart to the Brooks piece, in this piece the author describes day tripping from her family’s house in the
suburbs to the innercity.
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“in the land where whitefolks jog” by Nate Marshall
he walk down the road
dark and abandoned
skull cap and scowl
quick stride and limp
he mug and bump
the sound of fuck you up
in his headphones.
he hear what goes
bump other than him
in the new moon’s no light
he brace for everything
he slide his key in between
two fingers in his fist
readies to aim somewhere
soft and exposed
he contemplates a cheek
or eyesocket
he raise his hand out of pocket
like a holster and cocks elbow
and the pat pat of New Balances
bounce down and around the
corner and she glows in her
peach thigh and sunflower
shorts and she pat pat and
he remember key in fingers
is for locking and also entry
he enters a decade earlier
and hoping for glory
to wash him in high school
he straps up high top only
athletic shoe he owns and is off
he around the corner and over the glitter
of exploded wild irish roses he thump
thump and across the path of the pits
and shepherds and rottweilers
he see the neighborhood people there
and he thump thump and they do in unison
he know they never seen someone run
in not their hardest way
he never ran in less
he never been in land where
jog is a memory
he never knew someone to run
without having to join them
or stop them in their tracks
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“Beverly Hills, Chicago” by Gwendolyn Brooks
"and the people live till they have white hair" –E.M. Price
The dry brown coughing beneath their feet,
(Only a while, for the handyman is on his way)
These people walk their golden gardens.
We say ourselves fortunate to be driving by today.
That we may look at them, in their gardens where
The summer ripeness rots. But not raggedly.
Even the leaves fall down in lovelier patterns here.
And the refuse, the refuse is a neat brilliancy.
When they flow sweetly into their houses
With softness and slowness touched by that everlasting gold,
We know what they go to. To tea. But that does not mean
They will throw some little black dots into some water and add sugar and the juice of the
cheapest lemons that are sold,
While downstairs that woman's vague phonograph bleats, "Knock me a kiss."
And the living all to be made again in the sweatingest physical manner
Tomorrow....Not that anybody is saying that these people have no trouble.
Merely that it is trouble with a goldflecked beautiful banner.
Nobody is saying that these people do not ultimately cease to be. And
Sometimes their passings are even more painful than ours.
It is just that so often they live till their hair is white.
They make excellent corpses, among the expensive flowers....
Nobody is furious. Nobody hates these people.
At least, nobody driving by in this car.
It is only natural, however, that it should occur to us
How much more fortunate they are than we are.
It is only natural that we should look and look
At their wood and brick and stone
And think, while a breath of pine blows,
How different these are from our own.
We do not want them to have less.
But it is only natural that we should think we have not enough.
We drive on, we drive on.
When we speak to each other our voices are a little gruff.
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Unit 3: Lesson 5: What Happens When We Put Ourselves in Their Shoes?
Based on: “Skinhead” by Patricia Smith and “Shooter” by Lamar Jorden
So far in this unit we’ve written about the oppression we feel due to bad rules, the isolation
we face because of the way(s) we speak, the injustices we experience in light of
segregation and class division. In this final lesson in the unit we complete the arch
between US and THEM by writing a persona poem.
Persona poems are poems written from a perspective other than our own. We us our
imagination to enter the world of another character. The persona poem offers a way to write
about of a friend, an enemy, a relative, a pet, a historical figure, or some other character
made up in our minds eye.
Cultural and Historical
Background

The basis or a persona poem is a change in pointofview. You aren’t just writing about
another character, you are writing as if you were that other character. This is an
opportunity for students to think outside themselves and develop empathy for the OTHER.
Fiction becomes another layer to the students writing as it can allow them to address
issues they aren’t comfortably expressing as themselves. Persona poems can be an
excellent method for dealing with personal issues that are too close for you to write about
from your own perspective. Persona poems also can be a great way to explore your
feelings about an social or personal issue by looking at it from the other side. The guiding
questions for this exercise is: What happens when we put ourselves in their shoes?
Perspective: Comes from the Latin word meaning “to look through,” refers to the particular
lens through which an individual views the world. In other words, an individual’s particular
attitude toward or way of regarding something; a point of view.

Key Terms

Empathy: The capacity to recognize emotions that are being experienced by another
actual or fictional being. Empathy refers to the action of understanding, being aware of,
being sensitive to, and vicariously experiencing the feelings, thoughts, and experience of
another person or persons without having those feelings, thoughts, and experiences fully
communicated in an objectively explicit manner.

Literary Form

Persona /Persona Poems: Persona poems are poems written in a voice outside of the
narrator’s own voice. Similar to a dramatic monologue in a play, persona poems use the “I”
or firstperson narration in the poem to stand for a character that is clearly separate from
the writer.

Literary Terms & Devices

Point of View (Review): The intellectual or emotional perspective held by a narrator or
persona. A narrator or persona's point of view may be classified according to whether it is in
the "firstperson," where the speaker uses the pronoun "I"; the "secondperson," where the
speaker uses the pronoun "you"; or the "thirdperson," where the speaker uses the
pronouns "he," "she," "it" or "they."
Face Stretch (Optional): A performance warmup that activates the muscles in your face
and lips. Helps with articulation and facial awareness.

Performance WarmUp

Lip Trill Siren (Optional): A mouth exercise to warmup the lips; aids in articulation.
Deep Breathing (Optional): A breathing exercise that helps develop breath control.
Tongue Twister (Optional): A vocal warmup focusing on enunciation.
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Write

Time: 510 minutes
Materials: Journals or paper, Pencil or pen
Student Activity:
Have students write a list of 510 specific people or types of people who are different from themselves.
Considerations for Teacher:
These could be people who they see as enemies, people who have lifestyles they don’t have, and/or
people whose belief systems and values they disagree with or don’t understand. (ex. teachers, parents,
police officers, soldiers, pastors, President Obama, etc.)

Listen

Time: 5 minutes
Materials: Poem “Skinhead” by Patricia Smith, Audio  “Skinhead” by Patricia Smith
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Klb5TniRGao
Student Activity:
Watch Patricia Smith’s “Skinhead.”
Students should actively listen to and jot down things they like/dislike.
Considerations for Teacher:
Patricia Smith’s written a piece from the perspective of a ‘skinhead’ which loosely refers to a cultural
group (generally white, generally men) who tend to subscribe to white supremacist ideas. Sometimes
skinheads are lumped in with newNazis or the Ku Klux Klan. But generally they are interested in the
reestablishment of an America that they believe should be white and not welcome to ‘foreigners’ which
includes people of color, but also other white groups that are nonChristian.
Since we’ve already read a piece by Patricia Smith, it should be obvious to students that she is a black
woman (from Chicago) writing from the perspective of someone who’s not (and someone who would
likely have angry or hateful feelings towards her because of her identity).

Analyze

Time: 515 minutes
Student Activity:
Ask students to share what they wrote down and collectively summarize the message in the piece.
Introduce and define pointofview and persona poem; then analyze its uses in the text.
How does Smith make us believe she is a white racist in the poem? Does she help us understand the
skinhead’s point of view? Does the piece portray the skinhead negatively? Does Smith seem to have
empathy for the character? Why or why not?
Do you think its important to write from viewpoints other than your own? Why or why not?
Considerations for Teacher:
The word “persona” comes from the greek word for mask. To write a persona poem is to wear the mask
of an assumed character – to become them, to use the language they would use, to channel their
emotions.

Compare

Time: 1020 minutes
Materials: Poem  “Shooter” by Lamar Jorden
Student Activity:
Introduce Lamar Jorden’s poem, Shooter. Read through the poem out loud. Which ways does Jorden
write/perform from the pointofview of the Shooter? How is his persona piece similar to and different
from Patricia’s Skinhead? Why would an authors write from the point of view of someone they do not
agree with.
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Considerations for Teacher:
Consider talking about perspective and/or empathy as reasons for writing persona poems.
It is good to note here, the research Lamar did to get his facts about school shootings. We’ve included
a New Literacy Exercise in the Expand Activity of the lesson. This is could be a good way to get your
students to connect research with the writing process  especially as we move into the next Unit where
we engage in more of a journalistic inquiry.
Synthesize

Time: 1525 minutes
Materials: Journals or paper, Pen or pencil
Student Activity:
Have students select one person from the list of people they generated at the beginning of the lesson.
Then, write a persona poem in the voice of that person.
Considerations for Teacher:
Stress the importance of empathy and thinking about how the other person would think about
themselves and the world, not simply what the student thinks about their chosen character and the
world.

Share and
Reflect

Time: 520 minutes
Materials: Journals, Pen or pencil, recording device or phones; Portfolio or something else entirely
Student Activity:
Ask for volunteers to read their piece out loud to the rest of the class. While listening, have students
make notes about the piece. What persona does the piece convene (Skinhead, school principal,
president of the US)? Was the piece written from their point of view?
Considerations for Teacher:
Have students type up their piece and add it to their portfolio. Encourage them to continue working on
their audio recordings.
(Optional) Performance Warmup: Have a student select one of the four performance warmups
introduced in the previous lessons to lead the class in. Repeat that 3 times.

Expand Activities
News Literacy Exercise: Jorden used news media to generate facts, statistics, and cultural expectations and
assumptions about the school shooter. Consider having students explore their persona on the internet. Have them
google their persona and see what comes up online. Then have them find select news coverage about that persona.
Have them find select news coverage about the archetype. What was being said about their persona both past and
present? Have its defining characteristics changed, just as the connotations for the term “skinhead” have changed? Why
or why not?
Character Interviews: As an additional activity, have students pair up and interview each other. Each student should
answer the interview questions in the voice of their character. This exercise will help students get into the mindset of the
character they have chosen. Sample questions include: What do other people think of you? What is the worst thing you
have ever done? What is your proudest moment? What do you look like? What do you smell like? What is your favorite
food? What does your skin feel like? What do you dream about at night? What kind of music do you listen to? What
makes you happy? What makes you sad? What makes you angry? Who or what do you love the most? What is your
motto?
Have the interviewer record their partners responses. Students can use their responses to the interview questions to
jumpstart their writing.
Additional Sources & Texts
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Read: “Interview with a Policeman” by Ai
link: http://www.ctadams.com/ai4.html
This poem is written from the perspective of a policeman who killed a young man of color who was sticking up a
convenience store. As an exercise, have students choose a person from their list and write an interview of that person
with one or more questions and responses.
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“Skinhead” by Patricia Smith
They call me skinhead,
and I got my own beauty.
It is knifescrawled across my back in sore, jagged letters,
it’s in the way my eyes snap away from the obvious.
I sit in my dim matchbox,
on the edge of a bed tousled with my ragged smell,
slide razors across my hair,
count how many ways
I can bring blood closer to the surface of my skin.
These are the duties of the righteous,
the ways of the anointed.
The face that moves in my mirror is huge and pockmarked,
scraped pink and brilliant, applecheeked,
I am filled with my own spit.
Two years ago, a machine that slices leather
sucked in my hand and held it,
whacking off three fingers at the root.I
didn’t feel nothing till I looked down
and saw one of them on the floor
next to my boot heel,and I ain’t worked since then.
I sit here and watch niggers take over my TV set,
walking like kings up and down the sidewalks in my head,
walking like their fat black mamas named them freedom.
My shoulders tell me that ain’t right.
So I move out into the sun where my beauty makes them lower their heads,
or into the night with a lead pipe up my sleeve,
a razor tucked in my boot.
I was born to make things right.
It’s easy now to move my big body into shadows,
to move from a place where there was nothing
into the stark circle of a streetlight,
the pipe raised up high over my head.
It’s a kick to watch their eyes get big,
round and gleaming like cartoon jungle boys,
right in that second when they know
the pipe’s gonna come down, and I got this thing
I like to say, listen to this, I like to say
“Hey, nigger, Abe Lincoln’s been dead a long time.”
I get hard listening to their skin burst.
I was born to make things right.
Then this newspaper guy comes around,
seems I was a little sloppy kicking some fag’s ass
and he opened his hole and screamed about it.
This reporter finds me curled up in my bed,
those TV flashes licking my face clean.
Same ol’ shit.
Ain’t got no job, the coloreds and spics got ’em all.
Why ain’t I working? Look at my hand, asshole.
No, I ain’t part of no organized group,
I’m just a white boy who loves his race,
fighting for a pure country.
Sometimes it’s just me. Sometimes three. Sometimes 30.
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AIDS will take care of the faggots,
then it’s gon’ be white on black in the streets.
Then there’ll be three million.
I tell him that.
So he writes it up
and I come off looking like some kind of freak,
like I’m Hitler himself. I ain’t that lucky,
but I got my own beauty.
It is in my steeltoed boots,
in the hard corners of my shaved head.
I look in the mirror and hold up my mangled hand,
only the baby finger left, sticking straight up,
I know it’s the wrong goddamned finger,
but fuck you all anyway.
I’m riding the top rung of the perfect race,
my face scraped pink and brilliant.
I’m your baby, America, your boy,
drunk on my own spit, I am goddamned fuckin’ beautiful.
And I was born
and raised
right here.
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“Shooter” by Lamar Jorden
2:56 PM
Bullets bask in barrel before booming
Students zooming towards exit run rampant like thoughts in my head
Any student not thought to be dead
Gets shot again
Students think “not again” as my tech shoots shades of Virginia
Within the mutual minds behind mines Blacksburg turns into DeKalb
Students scream aloud as rounds rip through the crowd
The scene is wild
But for once
I get to be center stage
Behind my blank look I’m in a rage
A renegade
Tamed but in a cage I stand
Stance stiff as a statue starin’ at chu
Shots and shotgun shells fly like pterodactyls
The scene is so thick
Which fits cuz I’m an outcast
But this is no “Player’s Ball”
This is a scene of prayers, calls and screams
Anybody from teens to professors to football players crawl and I spray ‘em
all
Lay ‘em all down in a timely fashion
As they’re dashin’ to safety I’m safely solid as a mannequin
Brandishin’ 3 handguns and a shotgun
The world is goin‘ crazy
The world is goin‘ crazy I’m just a daily reminder
Scrutinize my autopsy you still won’t find a spine to justify my acts
You run from my bullets but can’t escape the fact that this goes back
This goes back to the 19th century in elementaries around the globe
1891
St. Mary’s Parochial School
Fools before me used shotguns to empty a class
Fast forward 36 years 1927
2nd to 6th graders were the targets
45 were martyred
58 more wounded at the hands of school board member Andrew Kehoe
Y’all upset at me though
This coward killed kids because his farm was being foreclosed
These were the same people chose to own slaves at the time
We‘re all slaves in the mind
I swear the world is goin’ crazy
The world is insane
School shootings are more overrated than Lil’ Wayne
So tell his fans at Northern Illinois that I’m the shooter
Skin Thicke like Robin and matches in pigmentation
Tell his fans at Northern Illinois that I’m the shooter
Gunsmoke and sudden death make the atmosphere putrid
Today’s Valentine’s Day homie I wanna be Cupid
Slugs replace arrows
Icebox replaces heart that I can’t seem to find
No one seems to mind that students show more school spirit when
someone is dead
Who was Dan Parmenter before he bled Husky Red?
Shots to the head seemingly make you more popular
That has to be why most the shooters kill themselves
Resembling suicide bombers from countries we are brainwashed to think
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is a threat
We are fighting over oil
My blood boils at the realization that you can get killed for nothin‘ in
college
Just as easily as you can in a war or in jail
But we’re still more concerned with weed sales and pushin’ the whip
I guess this is what happens when a country is run by a Bush and a Dick
The world is beyond crazy
Why are we overseas when the real war is in front of us?
The real war is in the institutions that are supposed to build a better
tomorrow
The sorrow is in the hearts of those who fall victim to those dimming
bright futures
We fight foreigners when we are the ones who will shoot cha
I’m sorry
This is a life in the day of a resentful shooter
This goes out to the victims at Northern Illinois
Virginia Tech
Columbine High School
University of Texas
Bath School
Poe Elementary
Cologne
The list goes on
I’m sorry
Because guns don’t kill people
We kill ourselves but
the world is going crazy
Crazy like myself
Crazy like the fact that if Bush cared for my mental health
Five innocent lives
Woulda been spared.
I’m sorry....
I‘m sorry…
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Unit 3: Lesson 6: Editing Workshop #3
Utilizes Lessons 1  5

Key Activity

As a continuation to the editing process, students will learn how to economize their
language and whittle their poems down to its most necessary parts.

Literary Terms & Devices

Economy of Words: In poetry, the practice of using of fewer but more descriptive words
wherever possible. Emphasizing the idea that there should be no “wasted words,” every
word or line present in the piece should be necessary and somehow add to the imagery or
storytelling of the piece.

Write

Time: 510 minutes
Materials: Journal or paper, Pencil or pen
Student Activity:
As a warmup drill, have students write their autobiography in exactly 24 words. As if they had to
explain to the “other” who they actually were in only 24 words. Then have them cut it down to 12 words,
then 6, then finally down to 3 words.
Considerations for Teacher:
Consider connecting this exercise to the students everyday life. Have they ever prepared for a job
interview? This exercise is similar to writing or preparing your “elevator pitch.”

Listen

Time: 5 minutes
Student Activity:
Have a few volunteers share out all four versions on their autobiography with the class.

Analyze

Time: 515 minutes
Student Activity:
Introduce and define economy of words.
Discuss as a group how the process of cutting out words felt, and how the four different versions
compare to/differ from each other. Emphasize idea that in poetry “no word is wasted,” it is the
“condensed, highly saturated” version of prose or everyday speech.
Considerations for Teacher:
Notice how the information about each person shifts slightly in each variation of the bio. Notice how the
author can control the portrait of themselves using very specific word choice as the bio grows shorter.
Notice how the fewer words there are, the more each word in the bio matters.

Compare

Time: 1020 minutes
Materials: Student poems from Unit 3 (one per student)
Student Activity:
Have students pair up and give a copy of the poem they want edited to their partner. Have their partner
cross out any words or lines that feel unnecessary to the poem, and circle any lines that feel wordy or
like they could be rewritten using more economical language. Make sure students have a brief
conversation about their peer editing choices.
Considerations for Teacher:
It is important that students already have a poem selected and photocopied beforehand. This will allow
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for extra editing time.
Synthesize

Time: 1525 minutes
Materials: Pen or pencil; one student poem from Unit 3
Student Activity:
Next, have the students do the same to their own work and compare the edits their peer made to those
they made themselves.
Finally, have students rewrite their poems based on their own edits and their partners.
Considerations for Teacher:
If necessary, remind students that while peer critic is helpful in gaining perspective, they have to be the
ones to make a final decision as to how their piece takes shape. On the flip side, for those students
who have a hard time listening to others feedback, make sure they take time to really consider their
partners thoughts and opinions before making a decision.

Share and
Reflect

Time: 520 minutes
Material: Portfolio or something else entirely; Recording device or phones
Student Activity:
Have volunteers share both their pieces starting with the unedited and following with the edited version.
When listening to the pieces, have students consider the following questions: What were the main
changes to the text? Is the poem more concise?
As the volunteer, ask the student the following questions: Was this a difficult process? Do they like the
edited version better? Why or why not?
Considerations for Teacher:
For homework, encourage students to apply this editing exercise to their other poems.
So far, students should typed up all of their poems from this unit. If time permits, take time to organize
their portfolios and prepare for the culminating activity. See the Activity Guide on page 125 for details
about the soundcloud audio recording.

Expand Activity
Found Poetry: Bring in old newspapers, magazines, or chapter books. Have students bring in printed out song lyrics
from their favorite songs.
Have students create found poems by crossing out words from a page of a book, newspaper article, song lyrics, or
magazine page.
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Unit 3: Poem Recordings  They Can Hear Our Voices
This activity provides both a public and private platform for your students to share the voice. The use of digital media not
only helps students gain experience using technology but also has the potetional of connecting their work to a larger
community of poet/writers.
SoundCloud Setup
(Week Before; 10minutes)

Materials: Computer; SoundCloud link
Considerations for Teacher:
Set up a SoundCloud page for your class. Follow the instructions on the website:
https://soundcloud.com/signup. Type up the login information and instructions, and
turn it into a handout for students.

Announcement
(Weekof; 1 hour)

Materials: Recording devices, phones, or computers with microphones
Students are responsible to record at least two pieces on SoundCloud before the final
day. Give students a handout with login information and instructions on how to record
their work. Students should practice reading their poems out loud before recording
them on their phones, a recording device, or computers.
Considerations for Teacher:
At the beginning of the Unit, tell students that they will be required to audiorecord and
post one poem to the class blog at the end of the week.
The SoundCloud will serve as an archive throughout the week.
As a teacher, we recommend you plan to post to the SoundCloud page as well.
As part of the culminating activity, students will work either in pairs, small groups, or
as a class to help select the best of the two recordings. From there, the materials will
be uploaded to the class blog.

Performance Tips (Weekof;
5 minutes each)

Vocal Warmups
● Face Stretch: To warmup the facial muscles, have students make a “scream
face,” raising their eyebrows, opening their eyes wide, and stretching their jaw
open and holding for 5 seconds. Then switch to a “mouse face,” squeezing
their eyes and mouth shut and holding for 5 seconds. Repeat each face 3
times.
● Lip Trill Siren: With their lips closed, have students blow air out of their
mouths, making a motorboat sputtering sound. Then increase the pitch and
frequency slowly upwards until you hit the highest register of your voice. Then
drop the pitch and frequency all the way down until your lips stop sputtering
and just slide the air out. Repeat 3 times.
● Deep Breathing: Have students practice deep breathing to improve breath
support. Breathe in for ten counts, filling your lungs and diaphragm with air.
Then breathe that air out on a hiss “s” sound for 15 seconds. Encourage
students to take the whole 15 seconds to release the air. Repeat 5 times.
● Tongue Twisters: Have students practice these tongue twisters, focusing on
enunciating each syllable.
○ To sit in solemn silence in a dull dark dock, in a pestilential prison
with a life long lock, awaiting the sensation of a short sharp shock
from a cheap and chippy chopper on a big black block.
○ She stood on the balcony, inexplicably mimicking him hiccuping and
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○

amicably welcoming him in.
Through darkest mists with stoutest boasts he thrusts his fists against
the posts and still insists he sees the ghosts.

Considerations for Teacher:
We have woven these warmups through the unit and encourage you to use these as
performancebased buildingblocks. These are quick exercises that you can easily
implement before students break into the sharing process. For most student without a
theater or performance background, these warmups will be both funny and unusual to
them. They will most likely be uncomfortable doing them, but this is actually a great
reason to implement them as they create an air of humor in the class.
Ground Rules
(Week  of; 5 minutes)

Materials: (Optional) Poster Board, chalkboard, or whiteboard
No profanity or disrespectful language in recorded poems.
No inappropriate language or negative comments on other people’s poems. Have a
conversation about the difference between constructive feedback and negative
comments.
Considerations for Teacher:
Consider posting these ground rules in a visible place in your classroom at the
beginning of the week.

Critique, Selection and
Posting Process
(Dayof; 45 minutes to 1 ½
hours)

Materials:Poster Board, chalkboard, or whiteboard, Journals; pen or pencil
Make sure students have two recordings uploaded on the SoundCloud.
Provide an overview of the critique, selection and posting process.
As a class cocreate a set of criteria that will guide the critique process. Make the
criteria visible to the students in the class.
Take turns engaging in the critique process. Listen to both of the student’s pieces and
have a dialogue between each one that is guided by the criteria. Encourage students
to take notes as both listener and speakers.
Once the critique is complete, give students time to make a selection of the piece they
will post.
Have students write down their name and the title of the piece they want posted before
the end of class.
Considerations for Teacher:
The focus of this culminating activity is a critique, selection, and posting process.
The goal of the critique is to aid in the student’s own selection process as to which
piece they will post on the class blog.
As you cocreate these criteria, it will be good for you to synthesize students feedback
into between four and five main standards. Some examples can be: the piece is
creative/original; the writing includes literary devices and/or form; the audio
performance of the work is clear; and the piece communicates a clear message or
main idea that has effect on the listeners.
Depending on the amount of class time and the size of your class, decide if you will do
a whole class, group, or pair share constructive critique of the students work.
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Consider using the list attached as a sign up sheet. Have either one student or
yourself be in charge of uploading the selected pieces to the blog.
Optional: As an optional homework assignment, have students rerecord their
selected piece and post it to the SoundCloud page. This will give students an
opportunity to synthesize what they learned from the critique session. The revised
pieces can then be posted to the class blog.
Comments
(Homework; 20 minutes to 1
hour)

Materials: Address to the blog
For a weekend homework assignment, have students listen and respond to at least
three of the poems on the blog page. Ask students to comment on three poems,
saying one thing they liked, or one question they have about the poem.
Considerations for Teacher:
SoundCloud allows users to comment on the exact moment of the track that they
liked.
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UNIT 4

I Have This Theory...

Unit 4 is designed as a synthesis and action unit that draws on all of the learning that has taken place in Units 13. As
students first consider themselves (ME) and then their crew and community (WE/US) and then reflect on the way that
community is perceived by others (THEY), they begin to construct some theories about the way their lives are unfolding in
dialogue with the way the world is unfolding. They are hopefully now seeing themselves as subjects in the world, as people
who contribute to the world (as opposed to objects, people to whom history and society are just acting upon).
In this way, their theory development is something that we hope to encourage and stimulate. But students need
opportunities to experiment with emerging theories. Kids do this all the time, and have been since they were old enough to
talk (“That’s not fair!” is a great example of theory development at the toddler level). But now that they’re older, we want to
help them root their theories and conjectures about the world in some reality  a negotiation between what they see from
their personal vantage point and what others see.
In order to help scaffold this experience, we’ve selected two pieces for each lesson that deal with perspectives on a
similar issue. Students are then asked to consider those two pieces before constructing at third piece  their own in a
way that incorporates the other two pieces but is an original idea, an original thought that they have. A theory, if you will.
Lesson 1: How is the Chicago of the past connected to Chicago of the future?
“47th and Vincennes/Chicago” by Carolyn Rodgers
“Henry Lorenz” by Studs Terkel
Lesson 2: Who defines what art is in Chicago? Who is it for?
“Chicago Picasso” by Gwendolyn Brooks
“Picasso and the Cultural Rebirth of Chicago” by Mike Royko
Lesson 3: Can art lead to action and social change?
“I am the People, The Mob” by Carl Sandburg
Starr ("Stella Nowicki"), "Back of the Yards" from Voices of the Peoples History by Howard Zinn
Lesson 4: Where does youth art and the young artist fit in Chicago?
“Black Writing” by Haki Madhubuti
“Attention Queer Writer” by H. Melt
Lesson 5: Editing Workshop #4
Culminating Activity: Submission for Publication  Putting It Down on Paper
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137
138
142
143
145
148
149
150
154
156
157
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Length of Each Lesson:
Ranges 45 minutes and one and ½ hours depending on the amount of class time available.
Objectives:
● Students are exposed to and inspired by a range of writing from poets, journalists, and activists.
● Students work independently, in small groups, and as a whole class to identity and express their own point of
views and develop their own theories.
● Students use a variety of literary forms to express personal opinions, point of views, and personal theories.
● Students use critical thinking to analyze and evaluate sociocultural and political topics relevant to their own lives,
ask questions about potential effects, and suggest solutions.
● Students work independently and with others to use media and technology tools to engage in the goaloriented
task of submission for publication.
● Students create a series work, share those works in peer critique, and engage in an ongoing editing process both
individually and in groups.
● Students are exposed to a variety of editing processes and grow their ability to revise writing.
Standards Addressed:
Common Core Reading, Writing, Listening and Speaking, Literacy
RL.912.2.

Determine a theme or central idea of a text and analyze in detail its development over the course of the text, including how it
emerges and is shaped and refined by specific details; provide an objective summary of the text.
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RL.912.4.

Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in the text, including figurative and connotative meanings;
analyze the impact of specific word choices on meaning and tone, including words with multiple meanings or language that is
particularly fresh, engaging, or beautiful. (Include Shakespeare as well as other authors.)

RL.912.5.

Analyze how an author’s choices concerning how to structure specific parts of a text (e.g., the choice of where to begin or
end a story, the choice to provide a comedic or tragic resolution) contribute to its overall structure and meaning as well as its
aesthetic impact.

W.912.3.

Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using effective techniques, wellchosen details, and
wellstructured event sequences.

W.9  12.4.

Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, and style are appropriate to task, purpose, and
audience.

W.9  12.5.

Analyze how an author’s choices concerning how to structure specific parts of a text (e.g., the choice of where to begin or
end a story, the choice to provide a comedic or tragic resolution) contribute to its overall structure and meaning as well as its
aesthetic impact.

SL.912.1.

Initiate and participate effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (oneonone, in groups, and teacherled) with
diverse partners on grades 9–10 topics, texts, and issues, building on others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly and
persuasively.

SL.912.5.

Make strategic use of digital media in presentations to enhance understanding of findings, reasoning, and evidence and to add
interest.

L. 9  12.2b

Spell Correctly

L. 9  12.4

Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiplemeaning words and phrases, choosing flexibly from a range of
strategies.

L. 9  124a

Use context (e.g., the overall meaning of a sentence, paragraph, or text) as a clue to the meaning of a word or phrase.

Social and Emotional Learning Strands
STAGE I

STAGE J

2a1

Recognize ways to share feelings

2a4

Demonstrate empathy with others

2b4

Promote understanding among groups

2b7

Maintain positive relationships with peers of differences in gender, race, etc.

2a4

Use nonverbal cues to communicate understanding of another’s perspective

2a6

Practice responding to ideas

2b1

Analyze your own perception of other cultural group based on your experience

Materials Needed:
● Individual student journals
● Pens/pencils
● White board and dry erasers (can also use a chalk board or power point)
● Audio/Visual technology (computer with projector and speakers; or TV
● connected to a computer)
● Tumblr account (or another blog site account)
● Editing Tips (Optional; printed or emailed to students)
Guiding Questions:
● How can students identify and express their own theories about the world through a variety of forms?
● How can the pairing of poems and journalistic articles inspire critical thinking to analyze message quality, veracity,
and point of view?
● How can peer critique and editing processes help students with literacy?
● How can students find and use media and technology in the classroom as a way to grow as literary artists?
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●
●

How can students apply social responsibility and ethical principles to their own identity and lived experience,
communication behavior and conduct?
How can students work individually and collaboratively to share knowledge and solve problems in ones
community?

Prepare in Advance:
Print off poems located at the end of each lesson plan and download audio/video files if live streaming is not an option.
Review the expand activities to see if incorporating them makes sense with the skill level and/or interest of your class.
Familiarize yourself with the culminating activity in the Activity Guide at the end of the unit. Review Young Chicago
Authors process for submitting work for publication. Research and print off examples of simple cover letters, artist bios,
and work descriptions. Consider printing off or emailing students the list of editing tips at the top of the week. They can
use those throughout the week when revising their work.
Key terms: Gentrification, Demographics, Perspective (lesson 1) Public Art, Graffiti, Opinion, (lesson 2); Protest, Solidarity
(Review), Socialism (review)(lesson 3) ; Queer (lesson 4)
Literary Forms: Oral History, Vignette (Review)(lesson 1); Journalism, Column (lesson 2); Protest Poetry (lesson 3);
Manifesto (lesson 4)
Literary Terms & Devices: Point of View (Review) (lesson 1); Tone (Review), Epigraph (Review), Point of View
(Review)(lesson 2); Point of View (Review) (lesson 3); Audience (Review), Tone (Review), Point of View (Review) (lesson 4);
Stanza, Enjambment (Review) (lesson 5)
Literary Tool: Remix (Lesson 5)
Editing Tips: Enjambment Scramble (Optional) (lesson 1); Tone Switch (Optional) (lesson 2); Raising the Bar(s) (Optional)
(lesson 3); Total Recall(Optional) (lesson 4)
PreAssessment Strategy:
If you are doing the Poem Submission  Putting it Down on Paper  culminating activity, consider making student writing
and revision the focus of the assessment for this unit. Consider doing a pre/post assessment of the work that the student
decides to submit for publication. Does the work reflect their own opinions/point of view clearly? Does their cover letter,
bio, and word description show depth and range as well as proper grammar and spelling?
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Unit 4: Lesson 1: How Is the Chicago of the Past Connected to the Chicago of the Future?
Based on: “47th and Vincennes/Chicago” by Carolyn Rodgers “Henry Lorenz” by Studs Terkel
Part of the tradition of writers in Chicago has been to paint lyrical pictures of the urban
landscape, and record the stories and lives of real people. Throughout all of the Units
students have been focusing on developing and honing these skills by pulling from their own
lives, interests, and experiences to generate poems. In this lesson, like the writers’
Carolyn Rodgers and Studs Terkel, we challenge students to give voice to people, places,
or things in their community.

Cultural and Historical
Background

Carolyn Rodgers was a Chicagobased poet and a founder of one of America’s oldest and
largest black presses,Third World Press. She got her start in the literary circuit as a young
woman studying under Gwendolyn Brooks in the South Side of Chicago. Later, Rodgers
began writing her own works, which grappled with black identity and culture in the late
1960s. Rodgers was a leading voice of the Black Arts Movement and authored nine books,
including How I got Ovah(1975). She was also an essayist and critic, and her work has
been described as delivered in a language rooted in a black female perspective that wove
strands of feminism, black power, spirituality, into a search for identity.
Journalist and talk show host Studs Terkel was born Louis Terkel on May 16, 1912, in New
York City, New York. Terkel interviewed the common man, probing everyday people for
personal narratives about their lives and the historic moments during which they lived. He
was a master of pulling out peoples' best stories, and as such, established oral history as
a respected genre.
Gentrification:The restoration of rundown urban areas by the middle class that results in
the displacement of lowincome residents.

Key Terms

Demographics: The study of the statistics of human populations. Demography is used to
study changes in populations due to do births, deaths, migration and emigration.
Perspective (Review): Comes from the Latin word meaning “to look through,” refers to the
particular lens through which an individual views the world. In other words, an individual’s
particular attitude toward or way of regarding something; a point of view.

Literary Form

Oral History: The collection and study of historical information about individuals, families,
important events, or everyday life using audiotapes, videotapes, or transcriptions of planned
interviews. These interviews are conducted with people who participated in or observed past
events and whose memories and perceptions of these are to be preserved as an aural
record for future generations. Oral history strives to obtain information from different
perspectives, and most of these cannot be found in written sources.
Vignette (Review): A brief evocative description that focuses on a particular moment or
gives a vivid account of a character, idea, setting, or subject.

Editing Tip

Write

Enjambment Scramble (Optional): Have students rewrite their poem using a randomly
selected number of words per line. What do you notice about how changing the line breaks
effects the poem?

Time: 510 minutes
Materials: Journals or paper, Pencil or pen
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Student Activity:
Have students draw a map of their neighborhood or a neighborhood that they are familiar with (eg.
school’s neighborhood, grandma’s neighborhood, etc.). Have them label places where specific
memories happened (ie. first bike ride), places where important events happen (ie. parades, block
parties, festivals), local businesses they frequent, places where their friends/neighbors/family live
Alternatively, have students do a short freewrite about their neighborhood: describe your neighborhood
(demographics, local businesses, physical appearance, etc.) what do you like about this
neighborhood? what do you wish you could change about this neighborhood?
Considerations for Teacher:
In this lesson, students are given the option to respond to one of two writing prompts. Thus the writing
introduction includes two exercises.
Consider encouraging the visual learners to draw the map, and encourage the others to engage in the
freewrite.
Listen

Time: 5 minutes
Materials: Poem “47th & Vincennes/Chicago” by Carolyn Rodgers.
Student Activity:
Ask for a volunteer to read “47th & Vincennes/Chicago” by Carolyn Rodgers. Students should take note
of the details that Rodgers uses to place us in the scene and really bring the memory of the place alive.

Analyze

Time: 515 minutes
Student Activity:
Talk about the piece.
What characters show up in this poem? How many different perspectives are we introduced to in the
poem? What effect does this have on the poem?
Considerations for Teacher:
Consider looping back to key the term perspective we focused on in unit 3 lesson 5 in our persona
poems. Up until this unit we’ve asked students to write about their own thoughts, feelings, and ideas.
We are now asking them to take their own as well as mixed observations  or other perspectives into
account.
Rodgers’ poem uses a lot of verbs, capturing the action of the moment and making the poem dynamic.
She employs several different perspectives to paint a vivid description of the corner: the children the
dog and the man; and the artists perspective viewing the block. By presenting multiple perspective,
Rodgers’ description of place represents more than an objective view of a neighborhood, but represents
the subjective realities of a variety of people living there.

Compare

Time: 1020 minutes
Materials: Excerpt  “Henry Lorenz” by Studs Terkel
Student Activity:
Introduce Studs Terkel’s “Henry Lorenz”. Define the terms demographics and gentrification before
reading the text.
Have students take turns reading “Henry Lorenz” out loud. While reading students should think about
and make note of how to narrator vividly describes the community.
Discuss the piece. How has his neighborhood changed over time?How does he feel about his
neighborhood and its changes? If Lorenz were asking his community to take action on something,
what would it be?
Relate the terms demographics and gentrification to the students own lives. Ask students to describe
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the demographics of their neighborhood. What ways have students witnessed their neighborhood
change over time?
Compare Rodgers piece to Terkel’s. What did students learn about Rodgers’ poem that they might not
have learned through Terkel’s oral history, and vice versa?
Considerations for Teacher:
The excerpt “Henry Lorenz” comes from Studs Terkel 1967 book, Division Street America. The book
is a collection of oral histories. Terkel titles each section of the book with the names of each person
being interviewed  thus, “Henry Lorenz” is about Henry Lorenz.
Stud’s interview of Lorenz reveals an attitude of a typical white workingclass Chicagoan in the middle of
the 20th century  someone who feared integration with Black people and who lives with a clear fear of
(his Christian)
God. His perspective is typical of his time period. It is notable to point out the ways that while places 
like Chicago’s MidNorth/Old Town neighborhood  don’t always shift, the people who live there do, and
so do the belief systems of those people.
Synthesize

Time: 1525 minutes
Materials: Journals or paper, Pen or pencil
Student Activity:
Students should write a piece following one of two options:
1) Mimic Rodgers’ piece and document a small, specific scene at one of the sites on the map. This
scene should focus on the sensory imagery and the people that populate the place.
Or
2) Have students write their own history of a place, a vignette that tells about and explores the way a
community or place has changed over time. Cite specifics of the change. Have the people in the place
changed? The scenery? The smell? Be specific.
Considerations for Teacher:
1) If writing off of Rodgers’ piece, encourage students to use her format of writing multiple sections of
the poem from different perspectives, ie. write a poem about how your neighborhood looks at night, in
the morning, in the middle of the day; OR write a poem about your neighborhood from the perspective of
someone your age, someone older than you, and an outsider
2) If writing off of Terkel’s piece, consider looping back to Sandra Cisneros piece in House on Mango
Street. Talk about her masterful ability to create vignettes in her writing, but be sure to distinguish to
students that Cisneros piece is fiction/poetry and a written vignette. Terkel hasn’t written fiction here,
but instead is recording actual people like Henry Lorenz, who are telling their own, autobiographical
story.

Share and
Reflect

Time: 520 minutes
Materials: Journals, Pen or pencil; Portfolio or something else entirely
Student Activity:
Divide the class up into small groups based on the writing prompts the students responded to; if
students wrote in response to Rodgers piece have them work together. Have students share their work
in small groups. Encourage listeners to write down one thing they liked and one question they had
about the piece.
Considerations for Teacher:
Consider introducing the culminating activity for this unit. Throughout the unit students will work on
editing their pieces in preparation to submit for publication. See the Activity Guide page ___for more
information on this activity. To help students with the revision process, we’ve included editing tips at
the end of each lesson. If time permits, consider implementing these in class. You can also share
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them at the beginning of the unit and students can use them independently. over the course of the
week.
For homework, have students type up their pieces and add them to their portfolios.
Enjambment Scramble (Optional): Review enjambment. Have students rewrite their poem using seven
words per line. What do you notice about how changing the line breaks effects the poem?

Expand Activity
Epistolary Poem: An epistolary poem, also called a verse letter or letter poem, is a poem in the form of an epistle or
letter. Have students write an epistolary poem addressed to their neighborhood, a specific corner or block in their
neighborhood, or a memorable person from their neighborhood. Encourage students to think about the tone they want
their letter poem to have, and to use rhetorical questions, sensory language, and/or metaphor and simile
Family Oral Histories: Have students take oral histories of older people in their family, finding out what communities
and places in the city they most identify with and how those communities have grown and changed over time.
Additional Sources & Texts
Read: “Wicker Park, Chicago” by Kevin Coval
This poem describes the culture and atmosphere of the Chicago neighborhood of Wicker Park before gentrification.
Read: “Harold’s Chicken Shack #35” by Nate Marshall
This poem provides a portrait of Chicago’s famous fried chicken chain restaurant.
Read: “Save Prentice” by H.Melt
This poem tells the story of Prentice Women’s Hospital, the place where the author was born.
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“47th and Vincennes/Chicago” by Carolyn Rogers
I
dark children
running in the streets
joyscreaming about a kite
dark children
clomping up and down on
half heels no heels half soled shoes
dodging chunks of glass
joyscreaming about a kite
a kite
that flies no higher than
the two story liquor store
they stream in front of
don’t these children know
that kites will fly
higher
much higher
than two story liquor stores.
II
a dog dances around
these children
surefooted fast tipping
dances, like a ballerina
on his tender toes—
the dog speaks, the dog knows
of
too much glass.
III
a man
in a deuce and a quarter
is staring daggers at me.
when i look,
i can see him through my
rear view mirror
he knows that soon I am going
to leave this space/
my motor is humming…
he does not understand what
is taking me so long
why my head is bent towards
the pad in my lap
how could he know
i am
busy, writing poems
about liquor stores and dark children
with tender footed dogs and kites
and dusky proud men who sit and stare
daggers at me, while flaunting their
expensive pride,
in deuces and quarters
on 47th street.
3.8.70
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“Henry Lorenz” by Studs Terkel
MidNorth, adjacent to the artsycraftsy area, Old Town. A frame house, two and a half stories. It has seen better days; yet
the siding salesman’s offensive has been hurled back. Outside stairway, wood, steep. The Lorenz apartment is in the
process of being painted and refurnished. A White Sox ball game on TV was switched off as the conversation began. “We
weren’t watching it anyway,” said Henry. A Java bid in a cage; a set of the Book of Knowledge; a set of Great Books of the
Western World.
His was a hard childhood, one of a family of thirteen. “I was lost in the shuffle somewhere.” At twelve, he dropped
out of school and became a workingman: a bed company, an iron foundry, the state roads, “swinging a sixteenpound
sledge in the sun for ten hours.” He had been a carpenter and is now a house painter.

We’ve lived in this neighborhood twenty years. First, we had the old German area, people who were here for years
and years and years. I’m talking about people who were here thirty to sixty years. Then after the war, we had this terrific
influx of folks from Europe. These people were so unaccustomed to the life they found here that themaking a quick dollar
became a mania with them. It didn’t take them long to become aware of the housing shortage.
I know one family bought the house we lived in for $6500 and a very, very short time later his asking price was
$24,000. I think he got about twenty. A good forty percent of the property in the area in the past twenty years have changed
hands four to six times. All of a sudden we started getting this other type of people: professional people, artists, doctors,
lawyers, sculptors. You see, we had a period from the lowest to the highest. But the lowest are being priced out.
In this block here, we have something in common. Each one is trying to do something with the house he’s living in.
Trying to progress as rapidly as he can, and so on and so forth. When you find you have something in common with your
neighbor, you take time out to know it. No strangers. I know just about everybody around here. When someone is ready to
sell, there are a half a dozen people ready to buy it. We are entering on a threshold of permanency again, I feel good about
it. I’m part of it. I welcome this change.
The city has changed for the good. You know, I’m not sure what good is any more. See? Traditions of the past,
there are some that I miss. Chicago was a big city before and yet it was pretty much like a small town. Neighborhood after
neighborhood, you know, were like small towns themselves. People integrated, relatives visited, you had more friends, you
talked more, you got to know each other. You know what I mean? You miss this. There was more music, homemade
music, you understand. You were able to develop yourself to a far greater extent. We knew everybody in the neighborhood.
Families do very little today. Years ago, when you were a kid, on Saturday nights, Sunday, you invariably went to
somebody’s house or somebody came to your house. You played cards, you picnicked, you maybe talked. All these
things. You used to read more. You had no other ways to entertain yourself. You don’t find that today.
We generally stay home, watch the television set, for threefour years we were fans, real TV fans. But the
television set broke down. I’m telling you, we were literally sick. We didn’t know what to do. We became desperate. We
yelled at each other. Some of the arguments we had took place at this time. Suddenly there was something gone. It was
like, gee, I don’t know what. Something died. What are we gonna do? Where can we find a television repair? Will he be
able to get here on time? It was a real tragedy.
What did you do before you had a TV set?
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Unit 4: Lesson 2: Who Defines What Art Is in Chicago? Who Is It for?
Based on: “Chicago Picasso” by Gwendolyn Brooks & “Picasso and the Cultural Rebirth of Chicago” from One More Time:
The Best of Mike Royko by Mike Royko

Cultural and Historical
Background

In the Summer of 1967, Pablo Picasso’s 50 foot tall/162 ton untitled sculpture was installed
in the center of Daley Plaza. The artwork was commissioned by the architects of the
Daley Center. On August 15th, Mayor Richard J. Daley held a ribbon cutting ceremony to
reveal the artwork to the city. Just after noon, Mayor Daley pulled a cord attached to 1,200
square feet of bluegreen fabric, unwrapping a gift “to the people of Chicago” from Pablo
Picasso. Picasso, who never visited Chicago, also never reported what the sculpture was
meant to represent nor what its title was (now mostly just known as the Chicago Picasso
or ‘the Picasso’).
One the day of the public ribbon cutting, poet Gwendolyn Brooks and columnist Mike
Royko were two of hundreds of spectators in the crowd. Both authors here are Chicagoans
who attempt to make sense of the sculpture and interpret its meaning through their very
different lenses. Gwendolyn, a black woman poet, has been described twice earlier in this
curriculum; Royko was a white male journalist, writing as a reporter here at the unveiling of
the 50 foot sculpture. Both authors in some way are talking about the notion of
interpretation and meaning of  specifically, this piece of art  but also about art in general.
Public Art: The term public art refers to works of art in any media that has been planned
and executed with the specific intention of being sited or staged in the physical public
domain, usually outside and accessible to all.

Key Terms

Graffiti: Writing or drawings scribbled, scratched, or sprayed illicitly on a wall or other
surface in a public place.
Opinion: A view or judgment formed about something, not necessarily based on fact or
knowledge.

Literary Form

Journalism: A form of writing that tells people about things that really happened, but also
contains content that might not already be known.
Column: A signed article that express the writer's reporting and conclusions.
Tone (Review): The writer's attitude toward the material and/or readers. Tone may be
playful, formal, intimate, angry, serious, ironic, outraged, baffled, tender, serene,
depressed, etc.

Literary Terms & Devices

Epigraph (Review): In poetry, an epigraph is a phrase or quotation that is set at the
beginning of the piece. The epigraph may serve as a preface to the piece, a summary of the
piece, an inspiration for the piece, a counterexample to the piece, or to link the piece to a
wider literary canon, either to invite comparison or to enlist a conventional context.
PointofView (Review): The intellectual or emotional perspective held by a narrator or
persona. A narrator or persona's point of view may be classified according to whether it is in
the "firstperson," where the speaker uses the pronoun "I"; the "secondperson," where the
speaker uses the pronoun "you"; or the "thirdperson," where the speaker uses the
pronouns "he," "she," "it" or "they."

Editing Tip

Tone Switch (Optional): Have students experiment with rewriting their piece with a
different tone, i.e. have students write a version of the piece that is angry, polite,
persuasive, dismissive, ambivalent, etc.
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Write

Time: 510 minutes
Materials: Whiteboard or chalkboard, Journals or paper, Pencil or pen
Student Activity:
As a class, brainstorm a list of public artworks students have seen inperson, online, or in a class:
these can be murals, sculptures, installations, graffiti, etc. An example in Chicago can be “the bean” in
Millennium Park. The art can also be something in the students’ neighborhood like a mural.
Next, have students select a piece of art from the list generated and write six thoughts, feelings, or
opinions about that work. Does that public art carry a special meaning to folks in their neighborhood?
What or who does that public art piece represent?
Considerations for Teacher:
Consider bringing pictures of iconic pieces of public art in the city for students who might not have had
a chance to see these in person.
It is also worth pointing out that graffiti is a form of public art  possibly the type of public art that
students might be most interested in or most familiar with. Writing about graffiti here will bring
students to the same questions and answers about who art is for and what the role of art is in the
community. If students can only point to pieces of wellknown public art in neighborhoods that are
tourist destinations and in expensive neighborhoods, you will be able to have an interesting and
important conversation about the role that money plays in public art.

Listen

Time: 5 minutes
Materials: Poem  “The Chicago Picasso” by Gwendolyn Brooks
Student Activity:
Introduce “The Chicago Picasso” by Gwendolyn Brooks. Before reading the poem in its entirety, ask
students to first read the epigraph individually. Have a brief conversation about the context of the piece.
Then ask for a volunteer to read the text out loud. As it is read, have student mark down the things they
like/dislike and elements that stand out.
Considerations for Teacher:
Consider reviewing epigraph as a literary term.

Analyze

Time: 515 minutes
Student Activity:
Analyze the text together. What is Brooks saying about August 15th 1967? Her poem is a reflection
not only on the art, but also on the public’s experience of it. Her piece asks: Who is art for? What is its
function? Who deserves public art? Who decides what art is? Are the things that entertain us
considered art? Have the students’ respond to her questions with their opinions.
Considerations for Teacher:
Gwendolyn Brooks makes the point that engaging with public art is challenging. She points out that it
is easier to sit at home with a beer and engage with entertainment. She writes, “we must cook
ourselves and style ourselves for Art,” meaning that interpreting it and finding significance, grappling
with the issues that it raises about ourselves is a difficult process. In essence, this is Brooks’ ‘theory’.
Is she saying that it’s worth the challenge?

Compare

Time: 1020 minutes
Materials: Excerpt  “Picasso and the Cultural Rebirth of Chicago” by Mike Royko
Student Activity:
Ask for a volunteer from the class to read Mike Royko’s excerpt “Picasso and the Cultural Rebirth of
Chicago” from One More Time: The Best of Mike Royko. Ask students to use the following questions
to engage the text:
What is said about the meaning of the sculpture?
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How does it affect the location it’s installed in?
Whom is the work for?
What does it represent?
Ask for students’ responses once the piece is read. Review point of view as literary term and talk about
Royko’s opinions in piece. What judgement does he have about the Picasso?
Then compare Brooks’ and Royko’s pieces.
What opinions does Brooks’ have and how do they compare to those of Royko? How does each feel
about the Picasso and how it relates to the people and city of Chicago?
Considerations for Teacher:
Michael "Mike" Royko was a newspaper columnist for the Chicago Daily News, the Chicago SunTimes,
and the Chicago Tribune. He was born in 1932 and grew up in Chicago. His work covered Cook
County politics and government. He also wrote for Chicago’s folk music scene. Contributing over
7,500 columns, Royko won the 1972 Pulitzer Prize. He died April 29, 1997 from a brain aneurysm.
Similar to Brooks’ piece, Royko writes about the unveiling of The Chicago Picasso sculpture in 1967.
Consider looping back to Studs Terkel’s piece in lesson 1. Like Terkel’s writing, Royko’s work is
another nonfiction journalistic piece. While Terkel’s piece was an interview  and the majority of the
words in that piece were spoken by his interview subject, Henry Lorenz  Royko’s piece includes his
own words as he witnessed the event that unfolds before him. His writing contains a mix of
observations: some of his thoughts about what’s happening, his opinion, his interpretation of what
people are thinking and feeling. The subtle differences between work like this and fiction or poetry are
important to point out.
Synthesize

Time: 1525 minutes
Materials: Journals or paper, Pen or pencil
Student Activity:
Using the list made earlier, have students write a column like Royko’s piece that includes both their
opinions about a piece of art as well as mixed observations of others. Make sure students title the
piece, write a date, and sign the piece.
Considerations for Teacher:
Consider using the Royko’s column as a template for students to follow or, for a more contemporary
template, see the youngchicagoauthors.tumblr.com page to find an example of a column in blog form.

Share and
Reflect

Time: 520 minutes
Materials: Journals, Pen or pencil; Portfolio or something else entirely
Student Activity:
Ask for volunteers to read to the whole class. As listeners, have students consider the guiding
question: What opinions were conveyed in the writing? Do students agree or disagree with the opinion
of the artwork voiced in the piece? Have them write down any opinions they agreed or disagreed with
and then have a brief conversation about them.
Considerations for Teacher:
For homework, have students type up their pieces, edit their poem using one of the editing tips, and
add them to their portfolios.
Tone Switch (Optional): Have students experiment with rewriting their piece with a different tone, i.e.
have students write a version of the piece that is angry, polite, persuasive, dismissive, ambivalent, etc.

Expand Activity
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Ekphrastic Poem: An ekphrastic poem is a poem inspired by another form of artwork. Have students create an
ekphrasitc poem based on a piece of art from their neighborhood or a local museum exhibit. Have students take a photo
or instagram of something they think is a piece of art (chicago landmark, a piece in your neighborhood, monument) and
then write a poem about it using one of the approaches outlined below. Alternatively, if you have the resources to arrange
a field trip, take students to a local art exhibit and have them choose a piece of artwork to respond to. Encourage
students to use literary devices (i.e. sensory language, metaphor, simile, personification, etc). Also encourage students
to experiment with the presentation of words on the page using enjambment. Challenge students to arrange the words of
the poem in a way that mirrors or reflects the shape of the artwork that inspired the piece.
Example prompts for writing an ekphrastic poem:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Write about the scene or subject being depicted in the artwork.
Write in the voice of a person or object shown in the work of art.
Write about your experience of looking at the art.
Relate the work of art to something else it reminds you of.
Imagine what was happening while the artist was creating the piece.
Write in the voice of the artist.
Write a dialogue among characters in a work of art.
Speak directly to the artist or the subject(s) of the piece.
Write in the voice of an object or person portrayed in the artwork.
Imagine a story behind what you see depicted in the piece.
Speculate about why the artist created this work.

Additional Sources & Texts
Read: “Georgia Okeeffe Explains to her Husband What a Flower is” by Jamila Woods from The Truth About Dolls
This poem is inspired by the work of Georgia O’Keeffe, who was most famous for her paintings of flowers. Georgia
O’Keeffe’s husband and other male art critics were noted for saying that O’Keefe’s paintings were inspired by female
anatomy. This piece is a persona poem, a conversation between Georgia and her husband where Georgia explains the
real inspiration behind her paintings and how they relate to womanhood.
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“The Chicago Picasso” by Gwendolyn Brooks
August 15th, 1967
“Mayor Daley tugged a white ribbon, loosing the blue percale wrap. A hearty cheer went up as the covering slipped off the
big steel sculpture that looks at once like a bird and a woman.” –Chicago SunTimes
(Seji Ozawa leads the Symphony. The Mayor smiles. And 50,000 See.)
Does man love Art? Man visits Art, but squirms.
Art hurts. Art urges voyages—
and it is easier to stay at home,
the nice beer ready.
In commonrooms
we belch, or sniff, or scratch.
Are raw.
But we must cook ourselves and style ourselves for Art, who
is a requiring courtesan.
We squirm.
We do not hug the Mona Lisa.
We
may touch or tolerate
an astounding fountain, or a horseandrider.
At most, another Lion.
Observe the tall cold of a Flower
which is as innocent and as guilty,
as meaningful and as meaningless as any
other flower in the western field.
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“Picasso and Cultural Rebirth of Chicago” by Mike Royko
Mayor Daley walked to the white piece of ribbon and put his hand on it. He was about to give it a pull when the
photographers yelled for him to wait. He stood there for a minute and gave them that familiar blend of scowl and smile.
It was good that he waited. This was a moment to think about, to savor what was about to happen. In just a moment,
with a snap of the mayor's wrist, Chicago history would be changed. That's no small occurrence∙the cultural rebirth of a big
city.
Out there in the neighborhoods and the suburbs, things probably seemed just the same. People worried about the old
things∙would they move in and would we move out? Or would we move in and would they move out?
But downtown, the leaders of culture and influence were gathered for a historical event and it was reaching a climax with
Mayor Daley standing there ready to pull a ribbon.
Thousands waited in and around the Civic Center plaza. They had listened to the speeches about the Picasso thing.
They had heard how it was going to change Chicago's image.
They had heard three clergymen∙a priest, a rabbi, and a Protestant minister∙offer eloquent prayers. That's probably a
record for a work by Picasso, a dedicated atheist.
And now the mayor was standing there, ready to pull the ribbon.
You could tell it was a big event by the seating. In the first row on the speakers platform was a lady poet. In the second
row was Alderman Tom Keane. And in the third row was P. J. Cullerton, the assessor. When Keane and Cullerton sit
behind a lady poet, things are changing.
The only alderman in the front row was Tom Rosenberg. And he was there only because it was a cultural event and he
is chairman of the City Council's Culture Committee, which is in charge of preventing aldermen from spitting, swearing, and
snoring during meetings.
The whole thing had been somber and serious. The Chicago Symphony Orchestra had played classical music. It hadn't
played even one chorus of "For He's a Jolly Good Fellow."
Chief Judge John Boyle had said the Picasso would become more famous than the Art Institute's lions. Boyle has
vision.
Someone from the National Council of Arts said it was paying tribute to Mayor Daley. This brought an interested gleam
in the eyes of a few ward committeemen.
William Hartmann, the man who thought of the whole thing, told of Picasso's respect for Mayor Daley. Whenever
Hartmann went to see Picasso, the artist asked:
"Is Mayor Daley still mayor of Chicago?"
When Hartmann said this, Mayor Daley bounced up and down in his chair, he laughed so hard. So did a few
Republicans in the cheap seats, but they didn't laugh the same way.
After the ceremony, it came to that final moment the mayor standing there holding the white ribbon.
Then he pulled.
There was a gasp as the light blue covering fell away in several pieces. But it was caused by the basic American
fascination for any mechanical feat that goes off as planned.
In an instant the Picasso stood there unveiled for all to see
A few people applauded. But at best, it was a smattering of applause. Most of the throng was silent.
They had hoped, you see, that it would be what they had heard it would be.
A woman, maybe. A beautiful soaring woman. That is what many art experts and enthusiasts had promised. They had
said that we should wait that we should not believe what we saw in the pictures.
If it was a woman, then art experts should put away their books and spend more time in girlie joints.
The silence grew. Then people turned and looked at each other. Some shrugged. Some smiled. Some just stood there,
frowning or blankfaced.
Most just turned and walked away. The weakest pinchhitter on the Cubs receives more cheers.
They had wanted to be moved by it. They wouldn't have stood there if they didn't want to believe what they had been told
that it would be a fine thing.
But anyone who didn't have a closed mind∙which means thinking that anything with the name Picasso connected must
be wonderful could see that it was nothing but a big, homely metal thing.
That is all there is to it. Some soaring lines, yes. Interesting design, I'm sure. But the fact is, it has a long stupid face
and looks like some giant insect that is about to eat a smaller, weaker insect. It has eyes that are pitiless, cold, mean.
But why not? Everybody said it had the spirit of Chicago. And from thousands of miles away, accidentally or on
purpose, Picasso captured it.
Up there in that ugly face is the spirit of Al Capone, the Summerdale scandal cops, the settlers who took the Indians
but good.
Its eyes are like the eyes of every slum owner who made a buck off the small and weak. And of every building inspector
who took a wad from a slum owner to make it all possible.
It has the look of the dope pusher and of the syndicate technician as he looks for just the right wire to splice the bomb
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to.
Any bigtime real estate operator will be able to look into the face of the Picasso and see the spirit that makes the city's
rebuilding possible and profitable.
It has the look of the big corporate executive who comes face to face with the reality of how much water pollution his
company is responsible for and then thinks of the profit and loss and of his salary.
It is all there in that Picasso thing the I Will spirit. Then I will get you before you will get me spirit.
Picasso has never been here, they say. You'd think he's been riding the L all his life.
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Unit 4: Lesson 3: Can Art Lead to Action and Social Change?
Based on: “I am the People, the Mob” by Carl Sandburg & Vicky Starr ("Stella Nowicki"), "Back of the Yards" (1973) from
Voices of the Peoples History by Howard Zinn

Cultural and Historical
Background

Carl Sandburg’s contribution to Chicago poetry is probably best known through his poem
“Chicago” which produced the famous line that the city still often is referred to  “City of the
Big Shoulders.” While his piece, “I am the People, The Mob” is deeply rooted in Chicago it
is also global. Much of Sandburg’s Chicago writing came while he was a writer for Chicago
Daily News and reflected his Socialist beliefs on labor and the worker.
Protest  An expression of objection, by words or by actions, to particular events, policies
or situations. Protests can take many different forms, from individual statements to mass
demonstrations. Protesters may organize a protest as a way of publicly making their
opinions heard in an attempt to influence public opinion or government policy, or they may
undertake direct action in an attempt to directly enact desired changes themselves.

Key Terms

Solidarity (Review)  A feeling of unity between people who have the same values,
characteristics, interests, goals, identity, and/or experiences, etc.
Socialism (Review)  Socialism is an economic system and philosophy in which people
work together to get a fair standard of living. Socialism is characterized by collective
ownership of the means of production and cooperative management of the economy. They
differ in the type of social ownership they advocate, the degree to which they rely on
markets or planning, how management is to be organised within productive institutions, and
the role of the government in constructing socialism.
Protest Poetry  Poetry that has a specific political aim and agenda, poetry expressing
disapproval of or objection to something.

Literary Form

Editing Tip:

Write

PointofView (Review): The intellectual or emotional perspective held by a narrator or
persona. A narrator or persona's point of view may be classified according to whether it is in
the "firstperson," where the speaker uses the pronoun "I"; the "secondperson," where the
speaker uses the pronoun "you"; or the "thirdperson," where the speaker uses the
pronouns "he," "she," "it" or "they."
Raising the Bar(s): After writing have students select the three strongest lines, sections
or images of the poem. Eliminate the rest of the poem and rewrite with that level of quality
as the standard.

Time: 510 minutes
Materials: Journals or paper, Pencil or pen
Student Activity:
Ask students to brainstorm things they think are unfair/unjust in their lives. These things can be
personal or larger and more specifically political. After making this list the student should select one of
the injustices and make a list of the reasons why this is wrong. They should then brainstorm what
protest/political actions would be potentially effective in addressing the injustice.
Considerations for Teacher:
Consider looping back to the lists students made in Unit 2 about “WE” or “my crew”, and have them
add to the communities they identify with or belong to, ie. high school students, Chicago’s jewish
community, athletes, etc.

Listen

Time: 5 minutes
Materials: Poem  “I Am The People, The Mob” by Carl Sandburg
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Student Activity:
Introduce Carl Sandburg’s “I am the People, the Mob” and ask for one volunteer to read the poem.
While reading this piece the students should circle sentences or phrases they think are effective.
Considerations for Teacher:
Published in 1916, “I am the People, the Mob” is a call to recognize the ways that the individual life  “I”
in Carl Sandburg’s narration  is wrapped up in the lives of the world and in the changing face of history.
This poem also demonstrates Carl Sandburg’s Socialist beliefs in the workingman and in labor.
If using the explanation above to provide context to the poem, consider reviewing the key term,
socialism, from Unit 3 Lesson 3 where we read Fred Hampton’s speech.
Analyze

Time: 515 minutes
Student Activity:
Introduce the idea of protest. Discuss the concept of protest and ask the students to give examples of
different kinds of protests (boycott, sitin, march). Ask the following questions to facilitate discussion:
What are some protests that you know of? Have you ever participated in a protest? What are the
causes of protests? What makes people protest? What does protesting achieve? How is a poem a form
of protest? What issues does the poem raise? Does the poem threaten direct action? Why or why not?
Considerations for Teacher:
In this unit around theory construction, students should be able to understand something about the
theory that Sandburg is constructing here. He is making a point about the ways that his voice stands
in solidarity with the voices of other people. His phrase, “I, the People” shows Sandburg identifying
himself with a wider community.

Compare

Time: 1020 minutes
Materials: Excerpt  "Back of the Yards" by Vicky Starr ("Stella Nowicki")
Student Activity:
Break up students in small groups of four. Have one person in in the group read Stella Nowicki’s piece
out loud. Encourage students to pay attention to the strategies that she used to try to get better
conditions for the workers.
After the piece is read, have a discussion about the work.
What forms of protest does Stella Nowicki’s story describe? What were things she and her friends
protesting against? What were her specific strategies to accomplish her goal?
Then do a brief comparison. Compared to Nowicki’s story, do students think a poem is an effective
form of protest/resistance? Why or why not?
Considerations for Teacher:
Similar to Henry Lorenz, as told to Studs Terkel in Lesson 1, Stella Nowicki is a primary source straight
from the mouth of a nonpoet telling her story about her experience in Chicago. Her piece pairs well
with Carl Sandburg’s poem, in part because they are from a similar time period in Chicago’s Labor
history, but also because Stella could easily be the “I” in his poem. Her realization that solidarity was
necessary for improving working conditions for women like her is a similar message that comes in
poetic form through Sandburg’s piece.
W.E.B. DuBois and many other scholars have made the argument that all art is political and even the
act of making art or writing is an inherently political act. Have the students discuss this idea and
whether they agree or disagree.

Synthesize

Time: 1525 minutes
Materials: Journals or paper, Pen or pencil
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Student Activity:
Have students use their previous list of injustices to write a protest poem critiquing one or many of
those things. Use Sandburg’s anaphora as a model to structure the writing ie. “I, the students of
Lincoln Park HIgh School”; or “I, the youth poets of Chicago” etc. Encourage students to not only write
about the injustice, but to also suggest potential solutions.
Share and
Reflect

Time: 520 minutes
Materials: Journals, Pen or pencil; Portfolio or something else entirely
Student Activity:
Students should read and share work.
Considerations for Teacher:
If time permits, instead of focusing on sharing work, introduce and implement the editing tip for this
lesson. Give students class time to make revisions.
For homework, have students type up their pieces and add them to their portfolios.
Raising the Bar(s) (Optional): After writing have students select the three strongest parts of the poem.
Eliminate the rest of the poem and rewrite with that level of quality as the standard.

Expand Activity
Research A Movement: For a more in depth exploration of this lesson, have students research an issue or movement
relevant to the communities they listed, (ie. gun violence in Chicago, bullying in schools, global warming, gay marriage,
etc.). Have students write a protest poem in response to their issue, detailing specifics of the current state of the issue
and also giving specific examples of what changes they want to see happen.
Additional Sources & Texts
Listen/Watch: Various examples of protest speeches and songs. Consider having a “Protest Song Listening Party”
where students listen to a collection of protest songs and discuss their background stories and origins. Have students
choose one piece to research further and write a poem inspired by the piece, using a line from the piece as an epigraph.
“Mississippi Goddamn” by Nina Simone
“The Revolution Will Not Be Televised” by Gil ScottHeron
“Who Will Survive In America” by Gil ScottHeron
“No More Auction Block For Me” by Sweet Honey In the Rock
“Change is Gonna Come” by Sam Cooke
“Strange Fruit” by Billie Holiday
“Birmingham Sunday” by Joan Baez
“Ndodemnyama” by Miriam Makeba
“Ideoteque” by Radiohead
“Makeshift Patriot” by Sage Francis
“Changes” by Tupac
“Not In Our Name” by Saul Williams
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“I am the People, The Mob” by Carl Sandburg
I AM the peoplethe mobthe crowdthe mass.
Do you know that all the great work of the world is
done through me?
I am the workingman, the inventor, the maker of the
world's food and clothes.
I am the audience that witnesses history. The Napoleons
come from me and the Lincolns. They die. And
then I send forth more Napoleons and Lincolns.
I am the seed ground. I am a prairie that will stand
for much plowing. Terrible storms pass over me.
I forget. The best of me is sucked out and wasted.
I forget. Everything but Death comes to me and
makes me work and give up what I have. And I
forget.
Sometimes I growl, shake myself and spatter a few red
drops for history to remember. ThenI forget.
When I, the People, learn to remember, when I, the
People, use the lessons of yesterday and no longer
forget who robbed me last year, who played me for
a foolthen there will be no speaker in all the world
say the name: "The People," with any fleck of a
sneer in his voice or any faroff smile of derision.
The mobthe crowdthe masswill arrive then.
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"Back of the Yards" by Vicky Starr ("Stella Nowicki"), 1973
I ran away from home at age 17. I had to because there was not enough money to feed the family in 1933 during the
Depression. I was doing housework for $4 a week and I hated it. So Herb suggested that I get a job in the stockyards.
One of the ways to get a job was to go down to the employment office. Every morning you got there by six or sixthirty.
There were just so many benches and they would all be filled early. They would only need one, maybe two people. This
woman, Mrs. McCann, women’s hiring director, would look around for the biggest and brawniest person. “Have you had
experience?” she asked. I said, “Well not in the stock yards but we used to butcher our own hogs at home.” I carried this
big steel and that impressed her. Mrs. McCann hired me.
In 1933–34 we worked sixhour shifts at 37 1/2 cents an hour. We would have to work at a high rate of speed. It was
summer. It would be so hot that women used to pass out. The ladies’ room was on the floor below and I would help carry
these women down almost vertical stairs into the washroom. We started talking union. The thing that precipitated it is that
on the floor below they used to make hotdogs and one of the women, in putting the meat into the chopper, got her fingers
caught. There were no safety guards. Her fingers got into the hotdogs and they were chopped off. It was just horrible.
Three of us “colonizers” had a meeting during our break and decided this was the time to have a stoppage and we did. All
six floors went on strike. We just stopped working right inside the building, protesting the speed and the unsafe conditions.
We got the company to put in safety devices. Soon after the work stoppage the supervisors were looking for the leaders
because people were talking up the action. They found out who was involved and we were all fired. I was blacklisted.
I got a job doing housework again and it was just horrible. I just couldn’t stand it. I would rather go back and work in a
factory, any day or night. A friend of mine who had been laid off told me that she got called to go back to work. Meanwhile
she had a job in an office and she didn’t want to go back to the stockyards, so she asked me if I wanted to go in her place.
She had used the name Helen Ellis. I went down to the stockyards and it was the same department, exactly the same job
on the same floor where I had been fired. But it was the afternoon and Mrs. McCann wasn’t there. Her assistant was. She
told me that I would start work the following afternoon.
I got my hair cut really short and hennaed. I thinned my eyebrows and penciled them, wore a lot of lipstick and painted my
nails. I came in looking sharp and not like a country girl, so I passed right through and I was hired as Helen Ellis on the
same job. After several days the forelady, Mary, who was also Polish, came around and said, “OK, Helen, I know you’re
Stella. I won’t say anything but just keep quiet.” She knew I was prounion and I guess she was too, so I kept the job as
Helen Ellis until I got laid off. Later on I was blacklisted under the name “Ellis.” When I look back now, I really think we had
a lot of guts. But I didn’t even stop to think about it at the time. It was something that had to be done. We had a goal.
That’s what we felt had to be done and we did it.
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Unit 4: Lesson 4: Where Does Youth Art and the Young Artist Fit into Chicago?
Based on: “Black Writing” by Haki Madhubuti and “Attention Queer Writer” by H. Melt
Manifestos are declarations made by an individual, group, political party or government and
used to promote and/or carry out new idea the author(s) believe should be made. Popular
knowledge of manifestos are related to political writings such as Mein Kampf or The
Communist Manifesto. Manifestos however, are not only tied to political writings but also
have emerged in the works of artists. The Futurist Manifesto (February, 1909) was written
by the Italian poet Filippo Tommaso Marinetti. Filippo initiated an artistic philosophy called
Futurism which was a rejection of the past, and a celebration of speed, machinery,
violence, youth and industry; it was also an advocation of the modernisation and cultural
rejuvenation of Italy.

Cultural and Historical
Background

Born Donald Luther Lee in Little Rock, Arkansas, Haki R. Madhubuti adopted his Swahili
name after traveling to Africa in 1974. As he shared in a 2006 interview, he sensed that “a
new African name would help me in arriving at a final definition of self.” Haki means “justice”
and Madhubuti means “precise, accurate, and dependable.” (reference ReNaming
discussion) Like Carolyn Rogers, Madhubuti came to prominence writing in Chicago in the
1960s and 1970s during the Black Arts and Civil Rights Movement, and later went on to
cofound Third World Press. Influenced by Gwendolyn Brooks, Madhubuti writes
experimental, freeverse, politically charged poetry with a staccato rhythm. Over the span of
his career, his poetry has shifted its focus from the personal to the political. Said
Madhubuti in a 2006 interview, “If an artist, or any person, actually understands the
condition of the Black world, it will be a dereliction of duty to not write about that world and
expose the injustices that exist in it—injustices imposed upon the weak by white, Black
and other cultures.”
H. Melt is an alumni of Young Chicago Authors programs. They are a Chicagobased poet
who writes about queer identity and transgender experience. They identify as nonbinary or
queer and are addressed in the gender neutral “they”/ “them”. Their manifesto is one poem
in their Chapbook called, SIRvival in the Second City: Transqueer Chicago Poems, and
serves as a call to the queer writers specifically to use the pen and page to transform
Chicagoans perception of the transgender community. It is interesting to mention, that like
Madhubutiwho changed his name to enact a final sense of selfdefinitionH. Melt, changed
their name from Hannah Melton  her gendered name  to reclaim a queer identity.
From Madhubuti to H. Melt, this lesson challenges students to take a stand and write
about the way(s) their community can and should influence culture and the broader society.

Key Terms

Queer: An umbrella term for sexual and gender minorities that are not heterosexual,
heteronormative, or genderbinary. The term is generally controversial because of its
reappropriation in the 1990s from its use as an antigay epithet. Some LGBT people
disapprove of using queer as a catchall because they consider it offensive, derisive or
selfdeprecating given its continuous use as a form of hate speech. Other LGBT people
consider the term empowering and unifying. (Refer back to earlier conversation on
reclaiming identity.)

Literary Form

Manifesto: A manifesto is a published verbal declaration of the intentions, motives, or
views of the issuer, be it an individual, group, political party or government. A manifesto
usually accepts a previously published opinion or public consensus and/or promotes a new
idea with prescriptive notions for carrying out changes the author believes should be made.

Literary Terms & Devices

Audience (Review): The person, community, or group an author is trying to address
through their writing.
Tone (Review): The writer's attitude toward the material and/or readers. Tone may be
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playful, formal, intimate, angry, serious, ironic, outraged, baffled, tender, serene,
depressed, etc.
PointofView (Review): The intellectual or emotional perspective held by a narrator or
persona. A narrator or persona's point of view may be classified according to whether it is in
the "firstperson," where the speaker uses the pronoun "I"; the "secondperson," where the
speaker uses the pronoun "you"; or the "thirdperson," where the speaker uses the
pronouns "he," "she," "it" or "they."

Editing Tip

Write

Total Recall: Collect the first draft of poems from students and have them rewrite it from
memory. Tell them not to focus on getting the words verbatim but on telling the same story.
Then compare. What stayed consistent between drafts? Did anything new come up in the
second draft? This exercise is a great way to help students discover the most compelling
and memorable parts of their poems.

Time: 510 minutes
Materials: Journals or paper, Pencil or pen
Student Activity:
Have students think about the community they most identify with. Write the name of the community at
the top of their page. Have students do a free write about the community  what they love, hate, want
to change, how it was in the past, what it is today, and what they want it to be in the future.
Considerations for Teacher:
Consider having students use the list they added to in the previous lesson for a reference to the
communities they are a part of. While students will most likely identify themselves with many
communities, encourage them to think about the one that identifies them most. It could be the city of
Chicago, it could be an aspect of their character like being an introvert, it could be being transgender,
or something else entirely.

Listen

Time: 5 minutes
Materials: Excerpt  “Black Writing” by Haki Madhubuti
Student Activity:
Have students read Haki Madhubuti’s piece. First read it silently, and have a volunteer or the teacher
read it aloud.
Encourage students to underline the points they think are most important.
Students should think about who Madhubuti is writing to, what he wants for Black Writing and Art, and
why he wants to define these goals.
Considerations for Teacher:
Madhubuti’s talking about so many topics that are relevant to this entire curriculum; themes that have
come up in various previous lessons.
For example: “Black art is a functional art; it is what the Africans call a collective art. It is committed to
humanism; it commits the community, not just individuals.”  a reference back to the focus on
community, “WE”, and collective identity ino Unit 2; and “The black writer/artist works out of a concrete
situation, his geography”  a loop back to realist portraiture, sitespecificity, and the Chicago tradition
of writing about one’s location.

Analyze

Time: 515 minutes
Student Activity:
Ask students to share their initial responses to the piece, then analyze the text.
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Haki Madhubuti is not just talking about what Black Art and Black Writing is, but what it can be.
Review the meaning of theory construction and talk about Madhubuti’s theory of the black writer.
Introduce and define manifestos as a literary form. Is Madhubuti’s writing a manifesto? Why or why
not?
Considerations for Teacher:
Madhubuti’s piece is another salient text in the curriculum that illustrate theory construction. He has
created a theory that comes from his own identity as a black writer but that is tied to the experiences of
others he has observed and studied. His generalization about black writers is, therefore, a
combination of his sense of “Me” mixed with his sense of “Us” and takes into consideration how black
writers are different from “Them/They.”
A manifesto is published declaration of the intentions, motives, or views of the author(s); it promotes
new ideas and usually includes action steps for the reader/audience.
Compare

Time: 1020 minutes
Materials: Poem  “Attention Queer Writers”” by H. Melt
Student Activity:
Introduce H. Melt’s “Attention Queer Writers”. Have a volunteer read it out loud and ask students to
underline the points that they think are important or interesting.
Who is H.Melt writing to? What are they saying about queer identity and has it changed over time?
What are the similarities and differences in the way(s) Madhubuti and H.Melt talk about their
community? What are the differences in the authors’ tone? How does that impact the students
experience of the piece?
Considerations for Teacher:
Consider reviewing audience and tone.
By putting these two pieces together, we are pointing out the ways that the authors choose to see and
assess their community and also envision ways for it to improve and grow.

Synthesize

Time: 1525 minutes
Materials: Journals or paper, Pen or pencil
Student Activity:
Have students write their own manifestos using the lists generated earlier for content, and H. Melt’s
piece as a template for the form.
Considerations for Teacher:
Make sure the community being written about is one in which the student is a part of.
Consider having students use the title, i.e. “Attention ____ ______”, date their pieces, sign them, etc.
Encourage students to follow H.Melt’s form, summarizing or assessing the state of their community
today, and then suggesting changes or ways to improve it. Students can also follow a past, present,
and future form. For example: Noble Street High School was…….Noble Street High School
is…….Noble Street High School will be….etc; or Ballet dancers used to be...now they are….soon they
will be…
Encourage students to include an action steps or a series of action steps that they want their readers to
take.

Share and
Reflect

Time: 520 minutes
Materials: Journals, Pen or pencil; Portfolio or something else entirely
Student Activity:
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Ask for volunteers to read their piece out loud to the class. As listeners, ask students to write down
any questions they have about the content and form of the piece. When the piece is finished being
read, facilitate a constructive critique.
Considerations for Teacher:
For homework, have students type up their pieces, edit their poem using one of the editing tips, and
add them to their portfolios.
Total Recall (Optional): Collect the first draft of the manifesto from students and have them rewrite it.
Tell them not to focus on getting the words verbatim but on telling the same story. Then compare.
Expand Activities
Future Self Manifesto: Have students brainstorm a variety of lists about their future selves, i.e. a of goals they have for
themselves, a list of careers they are considering for the future, a list of places they want to visit, a list of people they
want to meet, a “bucket list” of things they want to accomplish before graduating. From these lists, have students write a
manifesto, following the form of H.Melt’s piece. Students can write about who they were, are, and will become; what they
have done, what they are doing, and what they plan to do.
Additional Sources & Texts
Read: “Blueprint for Negro Writing” by Richard Wright
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“Black Writing” by Haki Madhubuti
We see the Sixties as a movement beyond the shadowiness of the Harlem Renaissance and the restrictiveness of
the Negritude Movement. The poets of the Sixties and Seventies move beyond mere rage and “black is beautiful” to bring
together a new set of values, emotions, historical perspectives and futuristic direction—a transformation from the lifestyle of
the sayer to that of the doer.
Black writing as we view it today is the result of centuries of slavery and forced alienation from Africa and the self.
We’ve been exiles in a strange land where our whole lifestyle repeatedly faces contradiction after contradiction. Black
writing to the AfricanAmerican is the antithesis of a decadent culture that over the centuries has systematically neglected
and dehumanized us with the fury and passion of an unfeeling computer.
Literature produced by black hands is not necessarily black writing. What has to be embodied in black writing, first
and foremost, is the consciousness that reflects the true black experience, the true AfricanAmerican experience—related
in a style indicative of that experience. Which means that new forms as well as adaptations of forms now in use will have to
come into existence. Black consciousness, in any case, can be a conscious or an unconscious effort in black writing; if
one is black, it’s very difficult to write otherwise. We must understand that there will be a pervasive presence of everything
and anything that is indigenous to the AfricanAmerican people.
Black art is a functional art; it is what the Africans call a collective art. It is committed to humanism; it commits
the community, not just individuals. As someone has said, black art commits the black man to a future which then
becomes present for him, an integral part of himself. The black writer/artist works out of a concrete situation, his
geography, his history as well. He uses the materials that are at hand and the everyday things which make up the texture
of his life. He rejects the anecdotal, for this does not commit because it is without significance. Black art, like African art,
is perishable. This too is why it is functional. For example, a black poem is written not to be read and put aside, but to
actually become a part of the giver and receiver. It must perform some function: move the emotions, become a part of the
dance, or simply make one act. Whereas the work itself is perishable, the style and spirit of the creation is maintained and
is used and reused to produce new works. Here we can see clearly that art for art’s sake is something out of a European
dream, and does not exist, in most cases, in reference to the black poet.
Most black art is social: art for people’s sake. That is, the people will help shape the art, and although the work
may not be here forever, through the active participation of the people, its full meaning will be realized. Blackart is total
being: it cannot be separated from black life. As Dr. S. Okechukwu Mezu puts it,
Poetry is… a part of human life and does not have to be written and in fact for a long time African poetry
was mainly oral and unwritten. In the African village, traveling bards sang songs and recited poetry to the
accompaniment of musical instruments. These bards told stories and anecdotes. Some of these recitals
were serious and historical, bringing into light the events of war and peace with occasional commentary
on the reigns of various chiefs and strong men of the village. Others were lyrical, while a few were coarse
and bawdy. But most of them were roundelays and quite often people joined in the narration.
Thus the people reflect the art and the art is the people. This must be understood: the interaction between the
writer and his people combined with the interaction between the writer and himself are essential to the aesthetic of
blackness. Still, it is impossible to define the black aesthetic. When you try to label or define an area as varied and
intricate as the aesthetic of black art, you are bound to be inaccurate. First, by trying conclusively to define and categorize
the black aesthetic, you automatically limit it (a specific definition would exclude improvement, advancement and change).
You see, no one can really define the white aesthetic—even within the context of traditional western literature: every time a
new EuropeanAmerican writer hits the scene, there is an alteration of the whiteEuropean aesthetic.
Black writing, as other art forms practiced by black people, is an expression of our attitudes toward the world. The
black writer, as the black musician, will continue to define and legitimize his own medium of expression. We agree with the
African critic Mukhtarr Mustapha when he states:
AfroAmerican writers and musicians have realized that they are living in a state of crisis, and because a
crisis is in most cases short, therefore they cannot afford to expend their energies in verbal excess… This
revolutionary state has compelled the writer to search extensively for the most laconic way of stating his
case. The writers today in Africa and America are propelled by a desire for condensed expression; the
writers’ screening time is limited; therefore his task should be leveled towards clarity of thought in short
forms: call them poetical tone, movement and shape.
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This state of affairs is not a reaction against or a put down of the prose form, but an advancement in the use of the
written word in conveying messages and information.
Actually the black writer is a realist and understands that that which hits the hardest leaves the greatest
impression—and the hard shot phrasing of a Sonia Sanchez or a Norman Jordan is often more deadly in communicating an
idea than the cool, intellectual and subtle prose of a James Baldwin or a John A. Williams. Finally, the black writer/poet is
trying to raise the level of consciousness among his people. His message is joy and beauty, pain and hurt, and his ear is
close to the dance floor. His work is not “protest,” but is a genuine reflection of himself and his people. After all, “protest”
writing is generally a poor reaction to somebody or something and often lacks the substance necessary to motivate and
move people. There is a profound difference between the quick rhythms of a James Brown and those of a Cecil Taylor—the
black writer/poet realizes that and fills the vacuum in between.
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“Attention Queer Writers” by H. Melt
It is the year two thousand twelve and we are still queer. Meaning that we are still different. Most people still do not get us.
Which is fine. But people are still killing us too. Putting us in jail. Slapping us around without consent. Giving us dirty looks
on the street. Calling us by the wrong names. Gay conversion camps still exist.
We are post gay lib. But liberation never fully came. Most of us aren’t even gay anyways. Or we are but don’t call it that.
We’re lots of other things too. Homosexual is a word that uncomfortable straight people use. That our parents use. We are
living in a constant state of evolving language and creating new terms, new hybrid words daily. That language will live or die
through our writing. Our histories will live or die there too. And it should be recorded in our own words.
There are lots of us writing. We must write about ourselves. About our daily lives. About our outfits and emotions and
emotional outfits. About our walk to school or work. School and work. About our families of origin and our chosen ones
About our friends who left us and the new ones we picked up along the way. About our relationships. Sexual or not. Sexual
and not. We must read each other, promote each other, write about each other, perform with each other, and sustain each
other. But we must not remain isolated within a room full of mirrors.
If we want to free ourselves and others, we must speak to as broad an audience as possible. In a room with people who do
not look like us. Who are not where we’re from. Who do not cruise the same streets. Who may not already accept us. Or
who do, but may never say it out loud. Until we speak with them. And they compliment our nail polish or suspenders or
both.
We must not fall into caricatures our audiences and we, ourselves, already know—but challenge them to really see us,
really listen to us as individuals and as a community. We must listen to ourselves. And each other. We must challenge
ourselves to seek out our truest truths, especially the ones that are not fashionable. We must trust our own truths, even fi
we do not see our realities reflected elsewhere. Because we do not see our realities, our visions, our faces, our dreams,
our nightmares represented in mainstream and even alternative forms of media.
This is why we write. To be understood. To be misunderstood.
To be questioned. To be answered. To be. No one will do it for us.
We must do it. Ourselves.
We must do it. Together.
With love – h. melt
October 21, 2012
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Unit 4: Lesson 5: Editing Workshop #4
Utilizes Lessons 1  5
Key Activity

For the final editing workshops, students will focus on how their words live on the page.
Stanza: A group of lines forming the basic recurring unit in a poem. Typically the lines in a
particular stanza complete a thought or deal with a particular theme.

Literary Terms & Devices

Literary Tool

Write

Enjambment (Review): The running over of a sentence over a linebreak. Poets often use
enjambment to increase the pace of a poem, to highlight certain words, or to add layers of
meaning to a poetic line.
Remix: A remix in literature is an alternative version of a text usually done through
reorganization of writing on the page. The purposes for remixing literature are to form new
ideas, sentences, stories, and/or to even create new concepts for language.

Time: 510 minutes
Materials: Student portfolio  poems from Unit 4, Teacher poem from one of the units, Pen or pencil
Student Activity:
Review the literary term, enjambment.
Have students get into pairs and exchange copies of their printed poem.
Ask students to use slashes (“/”) to create new line breaks for their partners poem.
Considerations for Teacher:
Consider modeling the process of creating line breaks in a poem that you wrote. Have students make
suggestions and demo this for them.

Listen

Time: 510 minutes
Materials: Journal or paper, Pen or Pencil
Student Activity:
Have students take turns reading the new version outloud to their partner. Discuss what they liked or
didn’t like about the original vs. their partner’s revision.

Analyze

Time: 1015 minutes
Materials: Song  “Don’t Like” by Chief Keef, Song  “We Don’t Care” by Kanye West
Student Activity:
Have students take the lyrics of a song they know and rewrite the song lyrics with new line breaks.
Encourage students to try to create new layers of meaning with their use of enjambment.
Have students share their favorite examples of enjambment by writing them on the board or reading
them out loud to the class. Does changing the way the text lives on the page impact the meaning of
the song? the work overall?
Considerations for Teacher:
This exercise can be done as a whole class, in pairs, or as an independent activity.
Consider using a song or audio poem from the source materials in the curriculum like “Don’t Like” by
Chief Keef or “We Don’t Care” by Kanye West.
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Compare

Time: 510 minutes
Student Activity:
Next, either review or introduce stanza as a the literary term and talk about the process of remixing in
literature.
Have students do a remix of the song by breaking it into stanzas based on a particular theme or idea.
How does changing the way the order of the song impact the work overall?
Considerations for Teacher:
Remix in music is common knowledge, especially in popular culture. However, its use in literature and
art might be new concepts for students. Making crossgenre connections to the act of remixing could
be a helpful way to convene deeper meaning to this concept.
William Burroughs (February 5th, 1914  August 2nd, 1997), a famous American literary artist and
primary figure in the Beat Generation, used literary remix to rework his writing. He would literally cut his
writing up with scissors, rearrange the text, and paste it down to form new ideas. This process is also
known as the cutup technique.
Andy Warhol, the world famous pop art artist (also from the 1960’s), remixed the prints of Marilyn Moore.
His technique changed the color palette making the print more abstract. Consider showing students a
visual image of this piece. Then talk about the ways this remix impacts visual communication and the
viewers experience of the work.

Synthesize

Time: 1020 minutes
Materials: Pen or pencil; student poem
Student Activity:
Ask students to revisit their original draft and revise the line breaks, using at least three examples of
enjambment.
Considerations for Teacher:
For an added challenge, consider having students remix their writing by reorganizing it into stanzas
according to the main theme of their work.

Share and
Reflect

Time: 1015 minutes
Material: Journals, Pen or pencil; Portfolio or something else entirely
Student Activity:
Have students share their work with their original partner. Do the changes to the text enhance the
meaning and experience of the writing? Why or why not?
Considerations for Teacher:
For homework, have student continue to edit the piece they worked on in class or, if they are happy with
the changes, have them edit another piece. Remind students to type up their newly edited works in
preparation for submission.
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Unit 4: Poem Submission  Putting It Down on Paper
Submitting a work for publication is an opportunity for students to get put their own theories about the world into the hands
of a wider audiencemost likely people they don’t know. This very act opens students up to opportunities of both
acceptance and rejection. At this point, students will have mostly felt acceptance and praise for their work, but this shift in
possibility of facing rejection is the very thing that propels students into a next stage of growth as writertheorists.
Announcement
(Weekof; 10  15 minutes)

Materials: Computer, (Optional) Projector and Screen, Submission instructions
Student Activity:
Announce the culminating activity for the week and spend a couple of minutes on the
Young Chicago Authors new journalism tumblr page. Talk about the submission
process and, if time permits, peruse some of the previously featured work.
Throughout the week encourage students to keep in mind which piece(s) they might
like to submit to YCA. Encourage students to choose a piece from Unit 4 to add onto it
and create new edited drafts.
Considerations for Teacher:
Determine how many pieces you will require students to submit for publication. We
recommend that students focus on one piece and submit that to the website.
Consider having students post their work on the class blog page as well.
The link to the tumblr page is: www.youngchicagoauthors.tumblr.com.
The submission process is easy. Simply log onto the site, go to the “Your Story” tab,
and copy/paste student work into the submission template. Students will need to click
the “I agree to the terms of Submission” box. Click the “submit” button when ready to
send.
Consider printing off, or having student write down the instructions if necessary.

Editing Tips
(Weekof, 40  1 hour 30
minutes ** covers outof
class time)

Student Activity:
Enjambment Scramble: Have students rewrite their poem using a randomly selected
number of words per line. What do you notice about how changing the line breaks
effects the poem?
Tone Switch: Have students experiment with rewriting their piece with a different tone,
i.e. have students write a version of the piece that is angry, polite, persuasive,
dismissive, ambivalent, etc.
Raising the Bar(s): After writing have students select the three strongest lines,
sections or images of the poem. Eliminate the rest of the poem and rewrite with that
level of quality as the standard.
Total Recall: Collect the first draft of poems from students and have them rewrite it
from memory. Tell them not to focus on getting the words verbatim but on telling the
same story. Then compare. What stayed consistent between drafts? Did anything new
come up in the second draft? This exercise is a great way to help students discover
the most compelling and memorable parts of their poems.
Considerations for Teacher:
Throughout the week, set aside time at the end of class for students to try one of the
editing tips. Alternatively assign one of these tips for homework and have students
share their edited version with a partner to start off class the next day.

Cover Letter/Artist

Materials: Copies of reference materials (cover letter; bio; work description)
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Statement
(Dayof; 20  45 minutes)

Student Activity:
Have students write a cover letter explaining what their piece is about and what inspired
it. This cover letter should also include a few lines of bio and a few lines about the
students poetry and what subjects/topics usually inspire them to write.
Considerations for Teacher:
Consider having examples of a cover letter, bio, and work description that students can
use as a reference.
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